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ABSTRACT
The Role of Nursing Homes in the Deinstitutionalization
of Psychiatric Patients from State Hospitals
(May 1978)

Andrew James Phillips
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M.S.W., University of Oklahoma
Ed D
University of Massachusetts
.

.

,

Directed by: Professor Ellis

G.

Olim

Deinstitutionalization from state mental hospitals is
a

trend that began in 1955.

In the United States at that

time there were 558,922 patients in state hospitals.

The

number of patients in 1974 was 215,573 or 39% of the 1955
figure.

The term deinstitutionalization implies the return

to one's community to live
in the community.

a

life like other people living

The issue that this dissertation addresses

is the placement of many of these people in nursing homes.

Nursing homes play a significant role in the dein-

stitutionalization of psychiatric patients from state hospitals.

During the years 1969 to 1974, 1,263 patients were

transferred from Bay State Hospital to nursing homes.

Dur-

ing that same period the census at Bay State Hospital was

reduced by 990 people.

One can calculate that there were

1.28 nursing home placements for every person reflected in

the census reduction.

Of these 1,263 people, 947 were Bay
vi

State Hospital patients for over one year with an
average of
22 years of state hospitalization.

Nursing homes like state hospitals are settings

where people live their total life for brief or extended
periods with other devalued people.

The iatrogenic diseases

of institutional life are well documented.

The main objec-

tives of this research were, for the period 1969 to 1974, to

ascertain with respect to Bay State Hospital:
a

1.

Who were the patients placed in nursing homes?

2.

What happened to those patients?

3.

What life was like in a nursing home for a

random sample of patients.
4.

Why patients were placed in nursing homes.

State hospital patients were an average of 16 years

younger than the usual nursing home patients.

Generally,

the psychiatric patients manifested minor if any behavior

problems.

They were in touch with reality; and they were

ambulatory and continent.

State Hospital patients were

transferred to nursing homes because there were few other

placement options available.

The patients who were trans-

ferred were likely to reside in the nursing home until they
died.

If they became troublesome, they were returned to the

state hospital or transferred to another nursing home.

While

residing in the nursing home, most patients never left the
grounds of the nursing home unsupervised and many never went
Vll

outside even though the vast majority of them
appeared to
have a capacity to do so.
Further research needs to be conducted to determine

whether the movement of state hospital patients to nursing
homes from a state hospital in western Massachusetts between
1969 and 1974 is peculiar to that region and period.
is not,

If it

further studies must be conducted to shed light on

the placements and to determine whether or not nursing home

placements were appropriate for the people transferred from
state hospitals.

While conceptual studies are being de-

sitned, an action oriented research project should be con-

ducted in which state hospital patients now in nursing homes
are placed in supportive and less restrictive community pro-

grams that recognize their capacity to grow.

Hereafter,

nursing home placements for state hospital patients should
not occur until less restrictive options have been tried and
failed or it is evident that a person's need for a medically

supervised program can only be met in a nursing home.
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CHAPTER

I

PROBLEM STATEMENT
In the United States a national policy
advocates the

movement of psychiatric patients from State Hospitals
to a
community treatment program (Public Law 88-164, 1963). The
policy also advocates the prevention of institutionalization
by creating community alternatives.

In 1955, this policy

began to take shape when Congress approved the Mental Health
Study Act, which established the Joint Commission on Mental
Illness and Health.

Its charge was to review and evaluate

the nation's treatment system for the mentally ill and to

make recommendations for the development of

national mental health effort.

a

more effective

The Joint Commission's re-

port, which was submitted to Congress in 1960, was critical
of all state mental hospitals and advocated the development
of community alternatives.
Dr.

Harry C. Solomon, in his 1958 presidential ad-

dress to the American Psychiatric Association, stated his

view of state hospitals:
The large mental hospital is antiquated, outmoded, and
rapidly becoming obsolete .. .we cannot make true hospitals
of them... I do not see how any reasonably objective view
of our mental hospitals today can fail to conclude that
I believe, therefore,
they are bankrupt beyond remedy.
be liquidated as
should
hospitals
mental
large
that our
progressive
and
orderly
in
an
done
be
can
rapidly as
fashion
1

2

He went on to recommend community
alternatives to replace

institutional care.
In 1963, Congress passed the Community
Mental Health

Centers Act.

In his presentation of this legislation
to

Congress, President Kennedy proposed

a

national mental health program to assist the inauguration of a wholly new emphasis and approach to care
for
the mentally ill... which will make it possible for
most of the mentally ill to be successfully and quickly
t-^^^ted in their own communities and returned to a useful place in society.
Central to a new mental health
program is comprehensive community care. Merely pouring federal funds into a continuation of the outmoded
type of institutional care which now prevails would
make little difference. We need a new type of health
facility ... I recommend that the Congress authorize grants
to the states for construction of comprehensive community
mental health centers.
In 1966, Massachusetts embodied the principles of the

Community Mental Health Centers Act of 1963 in the Comprehensive Mental Health and Retardation Services Act.

Passage

of this legislation led to the flow of federal and state

monies for the development of community based alternative

treatment approaches.

Statistics prepared by the Division

of Biometry and Epidemology of the National Institute of

Mental Health (Witkin, 1976) and the Massachusetts Department
of Mental Health

(United Community Planning Corporation, 1973)

indicate that significant progress has been made in reducing
the incidence of institutional care.

The process of deinstitutionalizing state mental hos-

pital patients has resulted in a large number of psychiatric

patients entering nursing homes.

Statistics of inpatients

3

leaving state hospitals in five states
and the United
States as a whole between 1969 and 1974
are striking
(see Table 1)

Nationally

,

there was a state hospital reduction

of 56 percent among elderly people between
1969 and 1974.

There are limited data indicating how many of these
people

went to Nursing Homes.

It is a reasonable assumption that

many of them did go to nursing homes.

Redick (1974) reports

that nationally 40% of the state mental hospital discharges
65 and over in 1969 were referred to nursing homes.

Data

collected from a state hospital in western Massachusetts indicates that 1263 people

,

not all over 65, were transferred

to nursing homes during this period.

Table

2,

depicting the

census and admissions during this period is revealing.
The census was reduced by 990 while the number of

patients transferred to nursing homes was 1263.

The patients

transferred were both recent admissions and long-term patients.
During that six year period more people were transferred to

nursing homes than resided at the State Hospital at the end
of the period.

Purpose and Objectives of the Study
The research described herein addressed the placing
of 1263 psychiatric patients from a state hospital in wes-

tern Massachusetts
pital)

(hereafter referred to as Bay State Hos-

in nursing homes between the years 1969 and 1974.
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TABLE

2

NET CHANGE IN NUMBER OF RESIDENT PATIENTS
AND ADMISSIONS AT
BAY STATE HOSPITAL FROM 1969 TO 1974

Time Period

No. at beginning

of period

No. at end

of period

Annual Net Change

RESIDENT PATIENTS
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

1909
1830
1731
1517
1291
1065

1830
1731
1517
1291
1065
919

-79
-99
-214
-226
-226
-146

ADMISSIONS
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

1260
1310
1380
1473
1333
1283

1310
1380
1473
1333
1283
1210

+ 50
+ 70
+ 93

-140
-50
-73

6

The investigation focused on generating
information about
the patients placed, the nursing homes
to which they went,
and recommendations as to what should be
done about the use
of nursing homes.

The main objectives of this research were, for the

period 1969 to 1974, to ascertain with respect to Bay
State
Hospital
(1)

,

Who were the patients placed in nursing homes?

(2)

What happened to those patients?

(3)

What life was like in a nursing home for a random
sample of patients.

(4)

Why patients were placed in nursing homes.

(5)

The life experiences of six people placed in nursing

homes
(6)

The life experiences of two people placed in the

community
Significance
There are no studies, or evidence that indicates that

western Massachusetts is significantly different from other
parts of the State in the way it provides for people with

emotional problems.

The decline in the State Hospital census

in western Massachusetts and the State as a whole follows

the national trend

(see Table 1).

It is likely that other

states have a similar trend, to a greater or lesser degree,
of people leaving state hospitals for nursing homes.

Authors

7

(Gottesman, Quarterman, and Cohen
1973; Kramer, Taube, and
Redick 1973) have reported on a national
trend of placing
state hospital patients in nursing
homes and traced it back
as long as 15 years.
The fact that the United States Senate Sub-Committee on Long-Term Care is
investigating the
role of nursing homes in caring for discharged
mental pa-

tients is further evidence that the subject is
of national

significance
In western Massachusetts, with 1263 persons
placed

in nursing homes during the same period that the
State Hos-

pital census was reduced by 990, one can calculate that
there were 1.28 nursing home placements for every person

reflected in the census reduction figures for the years 1969
to 1974.

If the same ratio existed in the state as a whole

there would have been 11,919 placements in nursing homes
since the census for all Massachusetts state hospitals was

reduced by 9,312 (from 21,000 in 1969 to 11,688 in 1974).
(See United States Senate,

1976.)

During the year 1973, there

were 206 state hospital patients in western Massachusetts
who were placed in nursing homes while 1746 were placed in
the state as a whole

(Health Data Annual, 1974).

The latter

figure exceeds the estimated placements for 1973 by 304 persons.

Nationally, state hospitals' census was reduced by

154,396 from 369,969 in 1969 to 215,573 in 1974
Taube, 1972).

(Kramer, 1973,

Applying the 1.28:1 ratio to the national cen-

sus reduction figure of 154,396 results in a nursing home

8

placement projection for the years
1969 to 1974 of 197,627
persons
The documented peak year of
institutionalization for
psychiatric patients is 1955 when 558,922
persons were residing in state hospitals (Kramer, 1973, Taube,
1972).
By ad-

ding the projected number of psychiatric
patients, 197,627,
placed in nursing homes between 1969 and 1974 to
the actual
number of 215,573 residing in state hospitals in
1974 one

discovers that as many as 413,200 psychiatric patients were

institutionalized in 1974.

Since the trend of placing psy-

chiatric patients in nursing homes existed prior to 1969 and
has continued since 1974, one could speculate that there are

more psychiatric patients institutionalized today than there
were in 1955.

Shedding light on such a development and

proposing solutions to alter it should result in changes in
the type of mental health services offered to people in wes-

tern Massachusetts now residing in nursing homes as well as

those people who might be offered such an option in the
future

Definition of Terms

Nursing homes

.

In Massachusetts there are three classifica-

tions of nursing homes.

They are classified by the level of

care each one provides, from the most intensive type of care
(level

I)

to the least intensive

(level IV)

(See Table

3)

9

REQUIREMENTS

STATE

CARE:

OF

LEVELS

10

Sk illed nursing faci li t
y
II nursing homes provide,

(Levels

I

and it)

.

Levels

I

and

in addition to room and board,

round-the-clock nursing care, therapy and
other services for
patients who require them. The only
distinction between
Level I and Level II care is that a
Level I facility participates in the Title XVIII Medicare program
as well as the

Title XIX Medicaid program; a Level II
facility does not
participate in the Medicare program and may or may
not participate in the Medicaid program.

Intermediate care facility (Level III)

.

Level III nursing

homes provide, in addition to room and board, nursing super-

vision and such personal care services as help with eating,
bathing

,

dressing and walking.

Therapy and other services

for patients who require them may be provided.

A Level III

facility may or may not participate in the Title XIX Medicaid program.

Residential facilities (Level

IV)

.

Level IV nursing homes

include rest homes, old-age homes, charitably incorporated
homes, church-related homes, retirement homes, and city and

town infirmaries.

They provide room and board and limited

supervision for persons who do not routinely require medical
and nursing services.

They may or may not participate in

the Title XIX Medicaid program.

Normalization.

Normalization means making available to

a

11

person an opportunity for an existence
as close as possible
to the patterns and norms of
the mainstream of

society, and

making it possible for all persons
to achieve their fullest
potential and become as independent and
economically selfsufficient as possible.
_^ stltutlona lization
.

Institutionalization means providing

.

for people a setting where they sleep, play,
and work in

the same place with the same people day
after day.

Deinstitutional ization

.

Deinstitutionalization means moving

people from an institution to settings where they sleep,
play and work in different places with different people.

CHAPTER

I

I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
An understanding of institutionalization
and of de-

mstitutionalization is central to the study of
psychiatric
patients placed in nursing homes.

Consequently, a review

of the^ literature is in order to understand
the factors

that are contributing to the deinstitutionalization
of psy-

chiatric patients.

Also, since the purpose of transferring

patients from state hospitals to nursing homes is to achieve

deinstitutionalization of state hospitals, it is pertinent
to look at the characteristics of nursing homes to see whether,

in fact, deinstitutionalization takes place when patients

are moved from state hospitals to nursing homes.
De institutionalization

In the field of mental health, deinstitutionalization

of state hospitals has been put forth as one solution to

mental illness.

At least it used to be.

The statistics

documenting the movement of patients out of state hospitals
are impressive

(Taube, 1975, United Community Planning

Corporation, 1973).

Not only have the numbers of people re-

siding in state hospitals decreased, but so have the number
of admissions

(Bethel, 1973, United Community Planning Cor-

poration, 1973).

Up until 1972, the number of people being
12

13

admitted to state hospitals was
increasing while the total
census was declining. The admission
rate indicated that the
hospital was being used for short term
care, a positive
sign.
Also, it reflected the lack of viable
community
alternatives.
As many as 60% of the admissions
were
readmissions.
The community mental health centers
that
were developed as alternatives to mental
hospital care have
proved to be only marginally responsive to
the deinstitutionalized population (Lamb, 1975, Mechanic,
;

1975).

Statis-

tical data show that in 1971 about one-fifth of
the psychiatric care episodes in the nation were in state mental
hos-

pitals as contrasted with about one-half in 1955.
The phasing out of state hospitals is the result of

many factors.
(1976)

The Senate Subcommittee on Long-Term Care

identifies the following reasons:

humanitarianism;

drugs and new treatment techniques; the impact of recent

court decisions; cost savings; Supplementary Security Income
Program; and pressure from for-profit nursing home and boarding home interests.

The latter three factors are not ones

that receive much attention but nevertheless are important.
In all likelihood,

they are responsible for the accelerated

census decline that occurred during the past ten years.

It

is likely that they played a minor role in the development

of the deinstitutionalization policy.

14

Humanitarianism
Cohen (1976) traced the beginnings
of the deinstitutionalization movement to the post World
War II period.
During the war the concepts of early
identification, case
finding, and secondary prevention were
introduced
into

American psychiatric practice by the well-known
experiments
with battle-traumatized soldiers. Rather
than remove
sol-

diers from combat zones or give them a disability
discharge,
soldiers were given brief treatment at the battle
front and

returned to combat.

The numbers of psychiatric casualties

were reduced considerably.

The conclusion drawn from these

experiences and which led to a new awareness among Americans,
was that serious psychiatric problems could be responded to
in community-based settings.
In 1954, New York State was the first state to enact

community mental health legislation.
suit.

Other states followed

Legislation was also passed in many states to reduce

inappropriate admissions.

State hospitals were notorious

for admitting a wide range of devalued people.

The poor,

alcoholic, homeless, sick, and elderly were admitted not for

treatment but for custodial care.

The over-crowding and un-

der-staffing of these facilities made them ripe for reform.
The humanitarian motive for reform continues to be
a

driving force in the movement to reduce state hospital

census.

The classic study in this area is Goffman's Asylums

15

(1961).

Goffman spent a year at St.
Elizabeth's Hospital,
a psychiatric facility in
Washington, D.C., as an assistant to the athletic director.
His objective was to learn
about the social world of patients
as this world is subjectively experienced by them.
That experience begins
on ad-

mission to the hospital, which in itself
is prima facie evidence that one is the kind of person
whom the institution
was set up to handle. From that point
on, normality is never
recognized in a milieu where abnormality is
the
normal ex-

pectancy.

Goffman describes in detail the process of mor-

tification through which persons are systematically
stripped
of their identity as a beginning step in the
"transformation"
of those persons into "acceptable" or "cured" members of

society.

The mortification, or "deindividualization" as

Wolfensberger (1972) calls it, takes hold when the basic
social arrangement of living, working, and socializing with

different people, which is common in our society, is no longer the norm.

In jeopardy is the concept which persons had

of themselves prior to admission

—a

concept which stems

from social interactions with others.
are cut off.

Those social supports

If the stay is long, the person is likely to

lose the capacity to manage the functions of daily living.

Items such as cosmetics and clothing, as well as access to hair stylists

— all

of which contribute significant-

ly to how persons present themselves to others--are often

not fully controlled by patients.

They generally have to
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seek permission to use telephones,
enter an area other than
the one they are in, use
matches, smoke, turn on the
radio
or television, etc.— all of
which are acts that are taken
for granted outside the institution.
Staff are likely to
talk about patients within hearing
distance of others.
Even personal information which a
person might want to conceal is readily available to staff,
student trainees, and
volunteers. Goffman claims that all of
these institutional
features, which are a part of the stripping
process, create
a milieu of personal failure in which
one's fall from grace
is continuously pressed home.
a story

The patients tend to develop

which they constantly tell to fellow patients as

a

means of accounting for their present state.
Goffman'

s

purpose was to describe, from a sociolo-

gical perspective, what institutions are about.

His study

was a powerful commentary on institutions; he let his ob-

servations speak for themselves, rather than drawing con-

clusions about what should be done.
Ken Kesey took a similar approach from a novelist's

perspective in One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest

.

With Chief

Bromden as the narrator and R.P. McMurphy as the main actor,
Kesey weaves a tale of oppression.

McMurphy fails tragic-

ally in a superhuman effort to pump life into patients who
have been systematically stripped of their individuality.
The institutional forces proved to be too powerful for even
the strongest of individuals.

Both of these works. Asylums
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and Cuckoo's Nest, were responsible for
sensitizing human

service workers and the general public to the
dehumanizing
conditions of state hospitals. Other writers
preceded and

followed them with reports that were equally scathing
but
less publicized.

Numerous authors have written about the negative
effects of institutionalization on patients (Bradshaw, 1972;
Braginsky, Braginsky, and Wing, 1969; McMillan, 1958; Resenhan, 1973; Wing, 1962; Wing and Brown, 1970).

All indicate

that the deleterious effects of the institution may be greater than the mental disorders themselves.

One might be inclined to think that the problem is

primarily attributable to underfunded, over-bureaucratized
state facilities.

Rosenhan's article (1973), which describes

the experience of eight sane people in twelve different in-

stitutions, seriously questions such a claim.

The institu-

tions to which the pseudopatients were admitted were located
in five different states on the East and West coasts.

Some

were old and some new; some had good staf f-to-patient ratios;
one was a private hospital, another university-funded, and
ten were state or federally funded.
in location, age,

Despite the diversity

staffing, and funding, all institutions

created the powerlessness, de-personalization, segregation,

mortification and self-labeling in their patients.

This

study was conducted during the 1970's within institutions
that had time and resources to alter the quality of institu-
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tional life as described by
McMillan

and

Goffman.
The fact
that some of the institutions were
modern, well-staffed, and
research-oriented indicates that some
changes had occurred.
Nevertheless, the end products were the
same,
with the negative outcome of institutional care
being so consistent, it
is understandable that there is a
humanitarian motive for

deinstitutionalization.
Treatment
Chemotherapy, psychotherapy, acute psychiatric in-

patient care, day treatment programs, crisis intervention,
behavior therapy, structured learning theory, and a host of

other treatment approaches and programs are used to care for
people with emotional problems. Chemotherapy, or the use of
drugs, is the single technique that is generally credited

with having a marked impact on reducing the census in state
hospitals.

Cohen (1976) reports that some professionals

who worked in state hospitals in the 1930's and 1940

likened it to a miracle.

's

have

Medication facilitated treatment

and made possible the control of dangerous and uncontrollable

behavior.

Cohen (1976) states that psychotropic drugs, more

than any other change, made it possible for patients to

function outside hospital wards.

Convincing is the fact

that the census in state hospitals, which had been increasing for decades, began to decline in 1955, at the time when

psychotropic drugs were being introduced.

Though drugs are
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a significant factor in
census decline, Friedman,
Gunderson,

and Feinsilver (1973) reported
that current therapeutic
efforts, with their strong emphasis
on drug treatment, have
not significantly affected the
long-term adjustment of
schizophrenic patients.

Aside from chemotherapy, there is not
an array of
other treatment approaches or programs
that have been readily
available to discharged state hospital
patients.
Community
mental health centers, which were supposed
to be alternatives
to state hospital care, are generally
unresponsive to dein-

stitutionalized patients.

in western Massachusetts, the

acute psychiatric care units in the community seldom
accept

patients with a history of hospitalization in a state hospital.

These psychiatric units parallel state hospital

units.

Admission rates from service areas in the region

without community in-patient units do not differ from those
with them.

Apparently, community psychiatric units are

serving people previously unserved or under-served.
ly,

General-

they are not the same people that state hospitals admit.

For the most part, treatment other than chemotherapy is not

readily available.
Litigation
There have been a number of court decisions in recent

years which have had an impact on deinstitutionalization
(NIMH,

1975).

Wyatt vs. Stickney (1972) and Donaldson vs.
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O'Connor (1975) address the right
to treatment issue.
Wyatt vs. Stickney was the first
class action suit
successfully brought against a state's
entire mental health
system.
The suit was concerned with the
right of involuntarily confined mentally disordered and
retarded persons to
receive adequate treatment. The suit
resulted in the court's
setting standards for staffing and patient
peonage, provisions
for evaluations of patients, and a requirement
that every
patient has a right to the least restrictive
setting for
treatment.

Donalson vs. O'Connor was an individual action by
a

patient against his doctor.

The court concluded that a

state cannot constitutionally confine without treatment
a non— dangerous individual.

The implications of this suit

are that all states must reevaluate all their involuntarily

hospitalized patients to identify non-dangerous individuals.
Both of these suits are concerned with the involun-

tarily confined patient.
ways.

States can respond in several

One option is to pump resources into the institu-

tion to provide treatment for those patients who are in-

voluntarily confined.

Another response is to discharge non-

dangerous patients into the community or nursing homes and
expend very little in additional resources to provide treatment in the community.

Once patients are discharged they

are no longer the responsibility of the state.

Adding

more resources to institutions lessens the chance of resources
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going to community programs since
there is a limit to what
legislators will appropriate.
"Dumping" patients without
adequate treatment heightens the risk
of a backlash that
results in further institutionalization.
The right to treatment takes on a different significance
if it means the right
to the least restrictive treatment
option.
In Dixon vs. Weinberger the Mental
Health Law Project

and the Center for Law and Social Policy
have brought a class
action suit on behalf of nine named defendants
representing
1,000 patients at St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Washington,
D.C.
A similar suit is filed in the federal court
in Boston on

behalf of 500 patients at Northampton State Hospital,
Northampton, Massachusetts.

The thrust of these suits is to pro-

vide treatment in the hospital where indicated and to provide
care in the community if that is a possibility.

The suits

claim that people are being improperly kept in state hospitals because of a lack of/or inadequate community facilities.

These suits have far-reaching implications for treat-

ment of psychiatric patients.

If they are won,

legislatures

will be required to budget funds for community programs, and
local municipalities will be required to lift zoning ordin-

ances that prevent the establishment of halfway houses in

settings that are deemed therapeutic for a mix of people.
At this time both suits are pending.

Another suit that has impact on state hospitals is
Souder vs. Brennan.

It was a class action suit filed on
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behalf of three mentally ill and
mentally retarded working
residents of state institutions.
it claimed that patient
workers should be provided fair
payment for their work.

The

court ruled that when the state
institution receives any
consequential economic benefit from the
employment of patients, then it must pay these patients
the appropriate competitive rate. This ruling eliminated the
incentive for
ti tutions to retain capable people.

All these suits were the outgrowth of
unsuccessful

change efforts in the executive and legislative
branches of
government.

Executive efforts called for a re-thinking

of the way mental health care was being provided.

Legis-

latures had passed laws that limited admissions to state
hospitals.

The decrease in state hospital admissions in

1972 in Massachusetts paralleled the enacting of laws re-

stricting admissions to court commitments; involuntary com-

mitments of persons who are of harm to themselves or others
by nature of mental illness; and voluntary admissions.

Because the changes brought about by the executive and leg-

islative branches were not enough, advocates for the mentally ill turned to the courts to bring about the changes
that the executive and legislative branches indicated were

needed and possible.
beginning.

The work of the judiciary is just

If the court actually orders states to provide

the least restrictive treatment alternative for institution-

alized people, it will, in effect, be creating a guaranteed
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care system for the emotionally
disturbed.

Financial Considerations
If patients are discharged
from state hospitals into

nursing homes or the community, the
costs to the state for
their care ranges from zero to something
considerably less
than it is in the state hospital. As
the census declines
state hospitals, it is possible to shift
some resources
into community programs.
Since this is a highly desirable

m

goal, it serves as an incentive for patient
movement.

Legislatures are under pressure from constituents to
eliminate or reduce tax increases. As a result, they
make
every attempt to cut expenditures.

The incentives are

strong for both legislators and administrators to facili-

deinstitutionalization.

When people leave state hos-

pitals, they are supported by their families; they find

employment; they go on public assistance roles; they receive

Supplemental Security Income (SSI)

;

and if they are elderly

and in nursing homes their care is totally payed for with

federal funds.

Only in the case of public assistance does

the state have to pay something.

pay up to 50% of the cost.

In that instance,

states

Thus the phasing down of state

hospitals results in significant savings for states.
However, decision makers have difficult choices be-

cause cuts must come in the institution or in the community
budgets, or both.

Citizen and professional lobby groups
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push hard for increases in
community budgets. Union and
employee organisatons support
institutional budgets since
the bulk of their membership
are employees of institutions.
The outcome is usually minimal
gains for both.
P ressure

from n ursing home proprietors

.

The Senate Sub-

committee on Long-Term Care (1976) reports
and incident of
a state official's being offered
one hundred dollars a head
by a nursing home operator for every
patient he transferred
to a particular nursing home.

The Subcommittee found that

such offers were not uncommon.

In all likelihood the pres-

sure is probably more subtle and happens at
levels higher
than state hospitals.

The payment mechanism, whereby the

Federal government pays 100 percent of the cost of nursing
home care for the medically indigent, is already in place.

Proprietors now need to work with local health planning
councils to get approval for expansion and new construction.

Mendelson (1974) documents well how nursing homes
are an incredibly lucrative industry.

State hospital

patients are just one group that are positioned for transfer
to nursing homes.

The fact

that the number of nursing

home beds have doubled in the past ten years and that in

Massachusetts 85 percent of the cost of that care is paid
for from public monies, leads one to believe that consider-

able lobbying has gone on.

The forces that have contribut-

ed to the reduction in state hospital census are numerous.
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complex, and interrelated.

That for so many patients

those forces led to placement
in nursing homes is ironic.
The literature deals extensively
with humanitarian, treatment and litigation reports but
little with fiscal issues.
Goldman (1974), in an article
entitled "Community Services:
The Only Salvation of
Deinstitutionalization," cautions:
"Watch the money, not the rhetoric."
The fiscal incentives
support. "dumping" or nursing home
placement.

Functions of State Hospitals
It is generally thought,

if not stated,

that the

goal of state hospitals is to treat and
rehabilitate the

mentally ill.
(1975)

Bachrach (1976)

,

Edwalds

(1964), and Fowlkes

point out that the function of these institutions are
from the stated goals.

Since goals are only

statements of intent while functions are really what happens,
it is important to be knowledgeable about the functions of

institutions.

If one is unaware of or insensitive to the

functions, it is likely that the alternatives that are de-

veloped will be insufficient, impossible to implement, or the
forerunners of a new set of problems.
Edwalds (1964) points out that the primary functions of state hospitals are "public safety and the removal

from society of individuals exhibiting certain kinds of

socially disruptive behavior; and custodial care for persons
who, by reason of mental disorder, cannot care for themselves,
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or be cared for elsewhere."

One could debate whether
the
above are primary or secondary
functions but not that
state hospitals serve those
purposes.

Bachrach (1976) did a detailed
literature review
in an attempt to isolate some
of the functions of mental
hospitals.
Her review includes the following:

Providing long-term care for chronically
disturbed in-

dividuals (Dingman

,

1974; Steward, 1975)

Providing for the patient respite from
mounting pressures (Dingman, 1974; Stewart, 1975)
Removing the patient from "his usual interpersonal
en-

vironment which may operate to perpetuate sick
behavior"

(Lewis, 1973)

Protecting the patient from "undue pressure" or exploitation by others

(Dingman, 1974)

Providing a residential environment for the mentally
ill

(Fowlkes, 1975)

Providing constant and continuous monitoring and review
of the patient's course of illness

(Lewis, 1973)

Providing a social structure within which the role of
the mentally ill individual is clearly defined
(Rosenhan, 1973; Sanders, 1974)

Providing the mentally ill individual with an alternative to due process of law (Polak and Jones, 1973)

Providing the means by which society can segregate its
deviants (Polak and Jones, 1973)
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Relieving the patient's family
and community from
disruptive social interaction

(Aviram and Siegal,

1973; Doll, 1976; Doll, 1976;
Doll, Thompson, and
Lefton, 1976; Fowlkes, 1975)

Protecting society from the acts of
dangerous individuals (Dmgman 1974; Hanson and
,

Babigian, 1974)

Supplying the least expensive patient
care for the
mentally ill "on a short-run annual budget
basis"
4

(Fowlkes, 1975)

Providing the economic base of and employment
for a
community or a portion of a community (Dingman,
1974; Fowlkes, 1975; Keenan, 1974; Schulberg,
Becker,

and McGrath, 1976; Weiner and Bird, 1973)

Providing for numbers of employed persons job security
and other job prerequisites
1975;

(Dingman, 1974; Fowlkes,

Ishiyama, 1973; Keenan, 1974; Schultz, Lyonds

and Nothnagel, 1975; Weiner and Bird, 1973)

Providing a tax base for local communities (Schapire,
1974)

Providing for mental health professionals in the

community a "siphon [ing] off [of] the least affluent
and least attractive of the mentally disturbed,

whom they would prefer not to serve anyway"

(Fowlkes,

1975)

Creating an "illusion that all local mental health needs
are being met, thus eliminating the need for... local
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planning and spending for mental
health care”
(Fowlkes, 1975)

Providing a place for research
on mental illness and
training of mental health
professionals (Dingman,
1974;

Stewart, 1975)

If one were to substitute the
words "nursing home"

for

state hospital" and occasionally
insert the word
elderly," the above would be applicable.
Also, it helps
one to understand the irony of large
numbers of people

being

deinstitutionalized" into nursing homes unnoticed.
Any solution to the nursing home problem
must take

into con-

sideration the functions it serves if opposition
and failures
are to be avoided.

Nursing Homes

From their inception, nursing homes have been a

profit-making enterprise funded with public monies.

Each

growth cycle in the industry is marked by the passage of
Federal legislation.

nursing homes.
Security Act.

Prior to 1935, there were very few

That year marked the passage of the Social

Included in that legislation were provisions

for the financing of boarding home care for non-institution-

alized, financially indigent people.

The high incidence of

illness and disability of many of the people in these homes

resulted in the addition of nursing care (Stotsky, 1970)
1939 there were 1200 homes with 25,000 patients.

.

In
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In the 1950 's Congress made
available funds for the

construction and renovation of
proprietary nursing homes.
By 1954 there were 7,000 such
homes with 180,000
beds.

The

Kerr-Mills Act of 1960 made monies
available for the medically indigent aged and medically
disabled under age 65 in
nursing homes for extended periods. By
1966, there were
630,981 nursing home beds.
By 1974, there were 1.2 million
nursing. home beds.
The latest increase, which is continuing,
is the result of Medicare and Medicaid
legislation.
The concern about the quality of care in nursing

homes has been a long standing one.

Nursing services were

added to the boarding homes funded through the 1935 Social

Security Act.

The 1950's was a period when large sums of

money were made available for renovations and new construction.

That was the same period when the Senate Special

Committee on Aging reported that there was a crisis in nursing home care.

Ralph Nader's study group report on nursing

homes, entitled Old Age: The Last Segregation

,

reports that

with few exceptions, the care and conditions in nursing homes
are abominable

(Townsend, 1971)

.

Nader reported that:

The full scope of nursing home abuses and profiteering has yet to be told.
Although the Federal government
pours over a billion dollars a year into this two-and-ahalf billion dollar industry through Medicare and other
subsidy programs, there have neither been the fullfledged Congressional hearings, nor the enforcement
of adequate Federal and State standards, nor the administrative inquiries and disclosures that are needed to reduce the institutional violence and cruelty that are
Such moves have not occurred in spite of major
rampant.
fire disasters, fatal food contaminations, corporate man-
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ipu lat i°ns, drug experimentation
medical discretion, kickbacks in beyond proper
druq sales for t-hr>
residents, abysmal lack of medical
supervision and
SU ° h atUSeS ““
epidemic*^

Mendelson (1974) wrote about patients
who suffered
needlessly from cruelty and indifference.
After ten years
of study and visits to over 200 homes
in various parts of
the country, she concluded that she had
come
across scant

evidence or even heresay of truly excellent
facilities.
Newfield (1975) in a Village Voice article
reported that
"the whole industry is the red light district
of health care

where real estate operators and political influence
peddlers
play monopoly with old bodies."

Hess

Times article, wrote "That there is a
not in question.

(1975), in a New York

national

scandal is

Almost everywhere that independent investi-

gators have examined the program, they have found flagrant
fraud and abuse."

A Senate Subcommittee was formed in 1951

because the problems of the aged, particularly in nursing
homes, were a problem of national significance.

The general

thrust of publications on nursing homes reads like a sinister

horror story.

The ingredients that flow through all of them

are owner-greed and patient-neglect.

The tales about the

conditions in nursing homes are strikingly analogous to state
hospitals
One of the more dramatic stories of nursing homes

was told by a nursing home administrator who became

a

pseudo-

patient so that he could learn how a person feels when in a
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nursing home

(

Springfield Republican

.

1976).

After growing

a three-day beard and dressing in
shabby clothes,

Cliff

Bennett arranged for someone from the
Salvation Army to
pick him up in the skid row section of Boston.

They, in

turn, contacted his "sister"

(who was in fact his wife)

Capitalizing on some minor medical problems,

a

cooperating

physician, and an administrator, he was admitted to a
134
bed nursing home in the greater Boston area.

He found the

experience to be one of the most stressful and anxiety producing of his life.

He had strong feelings of isolation,

confusion, and disorientation.

After five days he felt that he could not take it anymore.
He began writing notes to himself as reminders
of what he was doing.
Bennett had trouble finding his
room, remembering what floor he was living on as well
as figuring out where he was in relation to other sections of the nursing home.
He was a non-smoker who
resumed smoking during his brief ten day stay. At the
end of each day he was mentally exhausted. Upon leaving he walked into the wrong room looking for his belongings
,

.

The impact of his experience are much like those of
the pseudo-patients that Rosenhan described in Being Sane in

Insane Places

.

One can only speculate how patients who are

entering nursing homes for keeps react to the environment.
It is important to note that Bennett's reactions did not

result from poor care or callous staff but from the institutional environment.
The horror stories of nursing homes and state hos-

pitals are not the only similarities that these institutions
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have in common.

The direct care staff in nursing
homes are

primarily made of RNs, LPNs, aides, and
orderlies (United
States Senate, 1976).
Physicians, professional social workers, physical therapists, and other trained
professionals
are nonexistent or hired on a consultant
basis.
State hos-

pitals have a similar staffing pattern with no
more than
three percent of all staff trained to work with
people with

emotional problems.
In nursing homes,

80 to 90 percent of the direct

patient care is done by aides and orderlies.

The working

conditions for RNs lacks the support from physicians and
other trained personnel available in community hospitals

Nursing homes have poor images.

Staff, particularly pro-

fessionals, are held in lower esteem than their peers in

community settings.
a result,

As

they are less competitive than the higher paying

general hospitals.
a

Wages and fringe benefits are low.

All these factors contribute to the 75%

year turnover rate of aides and orderlies.

RNs have a turn-

over rate of 71% a year (United States Senate, 1976)

Nurs-

ing homes are experiencing the same staff problems as state

hospitals.

High staff turnover, low staff self-esteem, and

untrained staff lead to a negative forecast for patients.
What is known about psychiatric patients in nursing
homes indicates that they are similar to those in state hospitals, with the exceptions of age and degree of disability.

Those patients in nursing homes appear to be older but less
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disturbed than those in state hospitals.

A profile of nurs-

ing home patients is as follows
(United States Senate, 1976):
The average age is 82.
(1)
(2)

Patients average four disabilities.

(3)

Fifty-five percent are mentally impaired.

(4)

Less than half of the patients can walk.

(5)

Patients have sensory impairments:

loss of hearing,

vision, or smell.
(6)

Patients have reduced tolerance to smoke, heat, and
gases

(7)

Patients have a greater susceptibility to shock.

The psychiatric patient entering a nursing home is more likely to be ambulatory than not.

S/he is not likely to be a

management problem and in general will be an easy patient.
One worker reported that nursing homes handpick their pa-

tients and thereby reject those who are too fat and look as

though they are not easy to care for (United States, 1976).
It might be that the patients selected by, or for, nursing

homes are those most easily cared for in a community setting
as well.

A recent survey of 40 Detroit area nursing homes pro-

vides a profile which is different from, but not in conflict
with, the Senate Subcommittee's.

three distinct types of patients
(1)

support.

The research team found
(Anonymous, 1974).

The smallest group had strong social or financial

People with close family ties or adequate finances
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are more likely to be short term
patients.

when their

acute medical condition improves, they
are the only patients
likely to leave.
The second group were socially and
economically impoverished. These people had poor family ties,
and one
third were receiving public assistance prior
to admission.
(2)

These people often enter the nursing home sooner
than necessary and never leave.
(3)

The third group were persons having enough income

to pay living expenses and enough savings to pay
nursing

home costs for a limited period.

majority of long-term patients.

This group comprises the

These people were predomi-

nantly widowed people who postponed entering
until it was medically necessary.

a

nursing home

Of the people who stay

over two years, two-thirds come from this group.

Few

patients from this group are rehabilitated and discharged.
The Detroit study concluded that 40% of the nursing

home residents were there because of social and financial

not medical--problems

.

Nursing homes were used simply be-

cause there were no alternative places that combined medical

attention and general care.

What we know about state hospi-

tal patients is that they are socially and economically im-

poverished as were the patients in the second group.

In

terms of potential, they resemble the third group.

Nursing homes, like other institutional settings,
have poor track records as rehabilitation facilities
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(Moskowitz, et al

and Zarit (1974)

.

,

I960; Reynolds, et al

.

1959).

,

Kahn

reported on two well-controlled studies

of attempts to alter the behavior
of nursing home patients.
The first study (Kelman, 1962) was an
intense effort to

alter the level of self-care.
studies

The second was a series of

(Brody, et al., 1971; Kleban, et al

.

,

1971; Kleban

and Brody, 1972) undertaken at the Philadelphia
Geriatric

Center to improve behavior in homes for the aged.
Zar: t
‘-

Kahn and

concluded that "although their attempt to provide hum-

ane individualized care for the institutionalized aged is
laudable, the results are hardly worth the effort."

These

findings complement the work of a number of other researchers

(Cosin, et al., 1958; Erickson, 1972; Forsyth and Fair-

weather, 1961; Pappas, et al

.

,

1958; Penchansky and Tauben-

haus, 1965) who demonstrated that effects of institutional

change efforts were negligible or showed no relationship to

adjustment after discharge.
Epstein and Simon (1968) reported on a one year
follow-up study on 99 screened patients who were sent to

nursing homes and 436 patients sent to state hospitals.

They

found that of the nursing home population, 25% had died and
54% were still in institutions, while 39% of the state

hospital patients had died and 36% were still institutionalized.

The greatest difference was the area of self-main-

tenance with the state hospital patients far superior to
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those in nursing homes in such areas
as toileting, bathing,
grooming and dressing. Those patients
discharged from both
institutions followed this trend as well.
Nursing homes
proved to be less desirable placements than
state hospitals.
A similar conclusion was drawn by Etzioni
(1976) who re-

ported that 5,000 of 15,000 patients were
discharged to
nursing homes worse than the state hospital. The
evidence
so far indicates that nursing homes are not
facilities where

patients are being rehabilitated.
Before taking a definitive position on patients

moved from state hospitals to nursing homes, it will be

necessary to learn as much as possible about them.

It might

be that their primary diagnosis was a medical, as opposed to
a psychiatric,

one.

Maybe the majority of people placed in

nursing homes benefited from the experience and are now living with families or independently in the community.

It

may be that psychiatric patients enrich the lives of medically infirmed patients and thereby contribute to their own

well-being.

The cornerstone of all human service planning

is the client.

This research study is attempting to shed

light on this subject and thereby contribute to solutions
that will make for a better life for all institutionalized

psychiatric populations.

CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY
The psychiatric patients who are discharged
from

state hospitals to nursing homes are something
of an enigma.
Literature alludes to this movement but provides
little in-

formation about the socio-demographic characteristics
of
this population and little information on what
happens within

nursing homes to psychiatric patients.

Paucity of information

suggests a research approach that raises some important quesbions and provides some basic data from which further studies

may be conducted.
Emphasis in this study was on the collection and
analysis of a broad range of empirical data.

The number of

people transferred to nursing homes from state hospitals is
unknown.

Who are the people placed in nursing homes?

What

is life like in a nursing home for discharged psychiatric

patients?

Answers to these questions are unknown as well.

Data that will shed some light on the concerns highlighted
by these questions will be gathered from patient records at

Bay State Hospital by surveying a random sample of patients

placed in nursing homes; by interviewing people who placed

patients in nursing homes; and by interviewing several of the

patients
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In addition to the compilation
of the above mentioned

data from medical records and survey
schedules, the research
will focus on the development of
eight case studies. Since
few data are available on which to
formulate a hypothetically
deductive model, a case study approach will
be utilized to
shed some light on some significant
circumstances and relationships in a largely uncharted area of
research,
since the
case study method has no inherent restrictions
on the gathering of data, it is likely to yield material
that would indicate

patterns relative to discharged psychiatric patients in

nursing homes.

The criteria of selection are:

that the

patient be discharged from a state hospital to a nursing home;
be willing to be interviewed; and be without organic disorder

or severe mental retardation.

Approvals

Within Massachusetts there are seven mental health
regions.

In each of these regions there is a Regional Services

Administrator who is designated by the Commissioner of the
Department of Mental Health as having the authority and responsibility for all mental health and mental retardation activities within a region.

Consequently, any research that

requires access to personal or medical information uniquely

pertaining to a Department of Mental Health client must be
approved by the Regional Services Administrator.
val was sought and granted.

This appro-
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After receiving the approval
of the Regional Services Administrator the researcher
must present the research project to the Human Rights
Committee of the facility where the data are stored.
Disapproval by a human
rights committee may not be reversed
by any other committee
or person.
in the case of Bay State Hospital,
the Human
Rights Committee is chaired by a research
psychologist
and three clinical staff persons.
The research proposal
was submitted to committee members a week
prior to their
meeting. At the meeting a formal presentation
of the project was made and all of the questions they
generated were
,

answered.

Within a week, approval for the research was

granted.
The formal approvals are not the only sanctions needed to insure a meaningful study.

Equally important to the

project is the support of a wide range of Department of
Mental Health staff who can facilitate the study:

provide

needed information; and use the data generated to conduct
studies of their own as well as heighten their awareness of
the phenomena of placing psychiatric patients in nursing

homes.

The heightened awareness might lead to a higher

quality of life for the patients placed as well as for those
who might be placed in the future.
The first group that the study was presented to con-

sisted of Area Directors.

Area Directors are delegated by

the Regional Services Administrator full responsibility for
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the planning and administration
of community and insti-

tutional mental health services in
their geographic area.
In effect, staff persons
responsible for the placement

and

followup of discharged psychiatric
patients placed in
nursing homes are responsible to Area
Directors.
Since
the latter group are a critical source
of information, it
is important that the respective Area
Directors understand

and support the study.
The next group involved were Unit Directors
at Bay

State Hospital.

They are the on-site clinical directors

responsible for the state hospital's inpatient services.
All placement staff work directly for them.

The Unit Di-

rectors communicated their support orally in their respective staff meetings and in one case in writing.
fically, it was requested that they

Speci-

free up the chief

placement person on each area unit for doing the follow-up
interviews of a sample of the persons placed in nursing
homes
The last group to be involved was composed of the

chief placement person from each of the five units.

They

are responsible for nursing home placements and follow-up.

They know and work with the administrators and nursing directors of most of the nursing homes where patients are placed.

Their position gives them a natural entree to nursing homes
that can facilitate the gathering of follow-up data.
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Discharge Data
The first objective of the study was
to determine the
extent of the placement of psychiatric
patients from Bay State
Hospital to nursing homes. At Bay State
Hospital, a weekly

discharge sheet is prepared that lists the
patient's name,
the date of discharge, the medical record
number,

and the lo-

cation to which the person is leaving.

Such information is

available for all patients discharged from the hospital
since its opening.

All the weekly discharge sheets that

listed the names and locations of all the people discharged
from 1969 to 1974 were reviewed.

The data were extracted

for those patients placed in nursing homes.

See Appendix D

for a list of the nursing homes and number of placements by

year and month for the period of the study.
Patients

1

Characteristics

The written approvals of the Regional Services

Administrator and the Human Rights Committee are the approvals
needed to gain access to data stored at Bay State Hospital.
Though all the patient characteristic data needed are stored
there, it is impracticable to gather.

Client information is

dispersed throughout each person's medical record.

That

information is readily retrievable for the years of the
study from the Multi State Information System at the Rockland

Research Institute in Orangeburg, New York.

Since the
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts owes
the RRI monies for services
rendered, it is difficult to gain
access to the data. After
oral and written communications
with the director of the MS1S
system, a process was established for
gaining access to the
needed information. Essentially, written
approval was needed from the Commissioner of the
Massachusetts Department of
Mental Health for specific data. Commissioner
Robert L.
Okin sent such a letter on July 8, 1977.

From 1968 to the present, all patients admitted
to
Bay State Hospital plus all those patients residing
in the

hospital on July
B)

1,

1968 had an admissions form (see Appendix

filled out as completely as was possible at the time.

form is rich in descriptive data.

The

The manual collection of

these data is time consuming and expensive.

The computer

retrieval of the information is far more efficient.

Also,

it makes possible the correlation of diverse elements of

information.

Another benefit is that the total population

can be studied, thereby eliminating the error factor that
is present in sampling.

Shortly after access to the Rockland Research Institute data base was approved, a retrieval programmer was

familiarized with the objectives of the study.

Once he was

knowledgeable about the study, he bagan retrieving data.

The

following represents patient information that he was requested to generate.
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A tabulation of each item on
the MS-5 Admission
Form (see Appendix B) by year for
1969,
Cl)

1970, 1971, 1972,

1973, 1974, and a sum total for all
six years.

A chart that correlated the
patient's length of stay
Bay State Hospital with age on
placement.
The length of
stay categories were less than
1 year, 1 year, 2-4 years,
5-9 years, 10-14 years, 15-19 years,
20-29 years, 30-39 years,
and 40 or more years.
The age on placement categories were
20-29 years, 30-39 years, 40-49 years, 50-59
years, 60-69
(2)

m

years, 70-79 years, and 80 years of age and
over.

Since July

1,

1968, whenever a person is discharged

from Bay State Hospital, an MSIS--6 form (see Appendix

titled Change of Status Form is completed.
a

B)

The form has

plan to designate nursing homes as the placement if that

is where the person is going.

The retrieval programmer's

task was to select out of all of the patients discharged

between 1969 and 1974 those persons designated as going
to nursing homes.
a total

The programmer's initial print-out listed

population of 172.

Immediately, it was apparent that

there was a problem.
The tabulation of the number of patients placed in

nursing homes between 1969 and 1974 had already been verified as 1263.

All attempts by the programmer to identify

1263 people placed in nursing homes failed.

The apparent

reason was that staff at Bay State Hospital had not com-

pleted the Change of Status Form.
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Ultimately, the case numbers of
a ten percent sample
of the total population of 1263
had to be sent to the Rockland Research Institute so that
the data could be retrieved.
With the case numbers, the programmer
could gather data on
only 117 of 126 people. Of the
117 people, the only data
that were consistently available were
age and sex.
In

essence, the benefits to be derived by
using the computerized data base were not realized. A later
review of a

number of medical refcords revealed that both
the Admission
Form and Change of Status Form were inadequately
filled out
and in a few instances not filled out at all.
A study of medical records was conducted to deter-

mine what patient characteristic data were regularly recorded.

The results of that investigation culminated in the

design of the Patient Profile Form (see Appendix

A)

.

The

records of a ten percent random sample were reviewed and
the outlined data were retrieved.

Once the data were

gathered, it was tabulated manually.

Sampling
In the initial design of the study, the plan was to

select a random sample of the total population prior to

beginning the patient follow-up section of the study.

How-

ever the virtual absence of patient characteristic data in
the computers at the Rockland Research Institute necessitated selecting a sample earlier in the study.

The total popu-
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lation for the study was 1263
people.
A ten percent sample,
or 126 cases, when selected
randomly, was deemed an adequate
number. The 1263 patient numbers
were placed in a box.
After shaking the box, the first
126 numbers selected were
included in the study. This random
method of sampling insured that in advance there was no
limitation on the chances
for any given patient to be included
in the study.
Once the
sample was selected, the follow-up work
began.

Follow-up of Discharged Patients
The follow-up questionnaire

(see Appendix A)

was

designed to elicit data about what has happened to discharged state hospital patients who were residincr in a

nursing home at the time of the study.

The initial ques-

tions determine whether or not the people were alive and

where they were at the time of the survey.

If the people were

in a nursing home, personal information was gathered on how

they use their day; with whom they interacted;' how often

they saw a mental health specialist; and their capacity for

independent functioning as well as the degree of autonomy
they exercised.

In addition, impressions and plans of nurs-

ing supervisors and administrators relative to the patient

were sought.

All the information was necessary for one to

assess whether or not people were in an institution similar
to the one they had left.

Also, data were elicited on what

happened to people who were no longer in nursing homes or in
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the nursing home in which
they had been placed.
Lastly,
the data helped one to forecast
what the future will look
like for discharged psychiatric
patients in nursing homes.

Within Bay State Hospital, at
least one person from
each of the five geographic units
had as his/her major responsibility the placement of patients
in nursing homes.
Collectively, they communicated on a
regular basis with all
the nursing homes in which patients
were placed.
Since
placement people had a good rapport with
nursing supervisors and administrators, it was decided
that it would be
ideal if the chief placement person from
each area would
interview the top staff person in each of the
nursing homes
in his/her area where one of the sample
patients resided and

fill out the questionnaire.

Meetings with the Regional

Services Administrator, Area Directors, and Unit Directors

resulted in assigning the chief placement persons responsibi-

Hty

for completing the questionnaire.

A meeting was convened

on July 6, 1977, at Bay State Hospital with the chief

placement person from each unit plus several additional staff
persons who were interested in the research project.
Prior to the meeting, a description of the project
and the follow-up questionnaire was mailed to every placement

person.

Each person was asked to review the descriptive

material and critique the follow-up form prior to the meeting.

The meeting was very informative.

astic about the study.

Staff were enthusi-

Each question was read and discussed.
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Based on their recommendations,
the follow-up form was redesigned so that it read more
clearly.
Also, it became
clear that a single person conducting
the survey would provide continuity and make it possible
to complete the followup section in a reasonable period
of time.
Placement people
spent much of their time out of their
offices and not one of
them had taken the two to four weeks
vacation that they had
scheduled.
Although they were interested in the
research,
it was apparent that the project would
not received a high
priority.
Consequently, a single person completed
the fol-

low-up section of the study.
Interviews With Placement Persons
Why

homes?

are

state hospital patients placed in nursing

The placement person interview form was designed to

generate answers to this question.

From a systematic per-

spective, one can gain understanding by tracking the federal
and state legislation that results in the appropriation of

funds for nursing home development and expansion plus tracking the promulgation of regulations that facilitate the move-

ment of state hospital patients to nursing homes.

Though

the mechanisms for moving patients are in place, they only

enable the movement of psychiatric patients; they do not

mandate it.

The placement person interview form was designed

to elicit data on factors influencing staff who were directly

involved in the placement process.
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The placement person interview
form was designed as
an open ended questionnaire
(see Appendix A)
Each ques.

tion resulted in an extended
response based on the individual experiences of the placement
person.
The interview
began by focusing the discussion
on one patient at a time
of the sample population of 126,
known to the interviewer.
The placement person selected the
persons they knew by looking down the list of the 126 names.
The interviewer had the
patient profile data and patient follow-up
data at the time
of the interview.
This enabled the interviewer to engage
the placement person in a substantive interchange.
The in-

terviewer moved from discussing one patient to
another until
such time as the responses became repetitive.
Case Studies
The case study method is a personalized approach to

generating data that highlights patterns of daily living
which can provide fruitful leads for further research.

In

addition, it heightens reader interest in the data generated in the patient profile, patient follow-up, and placement

person interview sections of the study.

The reader is able

to see the profile in the case studies as individuals who

contributed to the collective picture portrayed in the prior
three sections.

Since a central theme of the study was to

generate concern and interest in the plight of psychiatric
patients placed in nursing homes, it seemed appropriate to
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introduce a data gathering method
that is intrinsically er p
sonal
Bay State Hospital staff who
placed patients in nursing homes contributed to the
selection of people to be
studied.
Placement staff were provided a list
with the
names of the 126 people in the study.
Each of them was asked
to recommend patients to be interviewed
whom they thought

would be able to relate.

Their initial impression that all

the people could relate was honed to identify
patients whom
they thought would be most articulate. Finally,
eight persons were selected, two of whom were living
outside a nursing

home
The eight patients included in the study were select—
two stages.

First, the profiles of the 67 people still

in nursing homes and the follow-up data available on them were

reviewed.

An attempt was made to select six people who were

very different from one another in terms of age, sex, length
of stay in Bay State Hospital, length of stay in the nursing

home, size of nursing home, location of nursing home, percen-

tage of state hospital patients in the nursing home, and

regularity of family involvement.

Secondly, two people no

longer living in nursing homes were selected using similar
criteria.

The contrast between the two groups is helpful

in identifying factors that lead to independent living as

well as generating data on the viability of such a change.
The case study outline

(see Appendix A)

is a guide
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to be used in developing a
portrait of the person being

studied.

The composite picture evolved
from an analysis of
five persepctives
Each of the five-client, staff,
family,
neighbors, and environment-were
analyzed as contributing to
or detracting from the development
of a positive self-image
for the patient as well as towards
a rehabilitation objective.
The three assessment tools identified
in the outline,
.

Program Assessment of Service Systems (PASS),
Individual Program Plans (IPP)
and Older Americans Resources and Services
(OARS)
were used as guides to achieve the same end.
,

,

Summary
In summary,

desired information.

four forms were developed to elicit the
The first instrument outlined client

information that could be retrieved from

a

person's record.

The second one depicted information about the client after

placement in a nursing home.

The third schedule outlined

questions to be asked of the person responsible for the placement.

The fourth instrument was an outline of questions and

issues to be explored with and about the people placed in a

nursing home or living in the community.

Collectively,

these instruments will generate original data that could lead
to further research.

CHAPTER

I

V

RESULTS
This chapter presents the findings.

Data are re-

ported in four parts corresponding to
the four major components of the project.
The first section is a report on
the characteristics of the patients
placed from Bay State
Hospital to nursing homes. The second
section depicts what
happened to discharged patients in nursing
homes after they
left the state hospital.
The third section contains
the

results of interviews with placement people
concerning their

rationale for placing psychiatric patients in nursing
homes.
The fourth section consists of eight case studies.
the studies are of their life within a nursing home.

Six of
Two

of the studies are reports of discharged patients first

placed in nursing homes but who subsequently left to reside
in the community.

Patients' Characteristics
In an effort to lend perspective to the typical

characteristics of patients placed in nursing homes from Bay
State Hospital, a patient profile of Massachusetts State

Hospital patients was constructed and contrasted with socio-

demographic information from the sample population.

Equally

important for perspective is a composite picture of America's
51
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one million nursing home patients
of which people such as
those placed from Bay State Hospital
are
a part.

following is a national profile (Parade
They are old

— July

17,

The

1977 ).

average 82 years of age.

Most are female with women outnumbering
men

3

to 1

Most are widowed, 63%; 10% are married;
22% single;
5% are divorced.

They are alone with 50% having no close relatives.
They stay in nursing homes an average of 2.4 years.

Fewer than 50% are ambulatory.

Approximately 33% are incontinent.
More than 60% have no visitors at all.
Only 20% will return home.

The vast majority will

die in the nursing home.

Table

4

contrasts the sex of inpatients in Massachu-

setts State Hospitals in 1973 and patients placed in nursing

homes from Bay State Hospital

(1969-1974).

There were 10%

fewer males than females in the placed population.

The nurs-

ing home population nationally contained only 25% males in
1977.

With nursing homes having an average age of 82 and wo-

men living longer than men, it is to be expected that more
women would be found residing in nursing homes.
Table

5

depicts data on the age of patients in Massa-

chusetts State Hospitals and patients placed in nursing homes
from Bay State Hospital for the years indicated.

The popu-

lation from Bay State Hospital averaged 66 years of age and
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TABLE

4

SEX OF INPATIENTS IN MASSACHUSETTS
STATE HOSPITALS
IN 1973 AND PATIENTS PLACED
IN NURSING
HOMES FROM BAY STATE HOSPITAL
FROM
1969-1974

Percentage in
Sex

State Hospitals

Nursinq Homes

Male

50

40

Female

50

60

Source:

Community Mental Health and the Mental Hospital and
Medical Records of Bay State Hospital

Note

1973 is the one year between 1969 and 1974 in which
profile data on Massachusetts' State Hospital population was published.
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TABLE

5

AGE OF INPATIENTS IN TEN MASSACHUSETTS
STATE
HOSPITALS, MARCH 31, 1973 AND PATIENTS
PLACED IN NURSING HOMES FROM BAY
STATE
HOSPITAL FROM 1969-1974

Percentage in

Age

State Hospitals

Nursina Homes

' A

20 and under

4

0

21-49

29

11

50 and over

59

89

Age Unknown

8

0

Source
Note

;

Community Mental Health and Mental Hospital and
Medical Records of Bay State Hospital.
1973 is the one year between 1969 and 1974 in
while profile data on Massachusetts' State
Hospital population were published.
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was considerably older than the
average state hospital
population.
In constrast to nursing home
patients who
average 82 years of age, the state
hospital population was
16 years younger.
Based on age alone, one would conclude
that the placed population were
inappropriate candidates
for nursing homes.

Table

6

is a marital status profile of
inpatients in

Massachusetts State Hospitals and patients
placed in nursing
homes for the years indicated.
Of the total state hospital
patients 36% were married, 30% were single, and
the remain,

ing 34% consisted of divorced, widowed, and
separated persons.

The nursing home population had far fewer married

people, with only 25% of that group being married.

The di-

vorced, widowed, and separated population placed in nursing

homes was 34%, which is exactly the same percentage of people
in the state hospital population as a whole who were alone

because of having been widowed, divorced, or separated.
Table

7

charts the length of inpatient stays in nine

Massachusetts State Hospitals for all patients and the length
of stay for patients placed in nursing homes from Bay State

Hospital.

Patients were divided into those who spent under

one year in the hospital and those who spent over one year.

Such a division is useful since large numbers of people are

admitted to state hospitals for brief periods each year.
They are either first admission patients or recidivist patients who require brief hospitalizations for stabilization
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TABLE

6

MARITAL STATUS OF INPATIENTS FROM
STATE HOSPITALS IN 1973 AND MASSACHUSETTS
PATIENTS
PLACED IN NURSING HOMES FROM
BAY
STATE HOSPITAL FROM 1969-1974

Percentage in

Marital Status

State Hospitals

Nursing Homes

Married

36

23

Single

30

41

0

14

34

18

Separated

0

2

Unknown

0

2

Divorced

Widowed

Source
Note:

:

Community Mental Health and the Mental Hospital
and Medical Records of Bay State Hospital
1973 is the one year between 1969 and 1974 in which
profile data of Massachusetts' State Hospital population were published.
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TABLE

7

° F STAY IN NINE MASSACHUSETTS
STATE
HOSPITALS, MARCH 31, 1973, AND
PATIENTS
PLACED IN NURSING HOMES FROM
BAY
STATE HOSPITAL FROM 1969 - 1974

Percentage in
L ength of Stay

Under
Over

1
1

Year

Year

State Hospitals

Nursing Homes

23

25

77

75

Source:

Community Mental Health and the Mental Hospital
and Medical Records Bay State Hospital

Note

1973 is the one year between 1969 and 1974 in which
profile data of Massachusetts' State Hospital
population were published.
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prior to discharge.

These patients have a tendency
to
skew the patient profile of
state hospital

patients-particnlarly of those placed from the
state hospital in nursing
homes
It is important to separate
out patients by length

of stay to see whether there is
a difference between the
two groups.
it is clear that census reduction
in Massachusetts State Hospitals has been realized
due to nursing home

placements.

As reported in Chapter

I,

the fact that 1,263

people were placed in nursing homes from Bay
State Hospital
while the census was reduced by 990 between
1969 and 1974,

indicates that many people who were placed in nursing
homes
had resided in the state hospital less than a year
thereby

often not showing up in the census count in any calendar
year.

The above table documents the number of people who

were placed in nursing homes who had spent less than a year.
The total is 25% which is 316 people out of a population of
1/263.

That means that 947 people out of 1263 were in the

hospital for more than one year.

Those 947 were the people

who undoubtedly effected a true census reduction.
is accepted,

then only 43

(990 minus 947)

If that

people who account-

ed for the census reduction at Bay State Hospital between

1969 and 1974 were placed in community settings or died.
The state hospital population can be divided into a

number of different groups, depending on purpose.

With an

eye on census reduction, it is useful to view the population
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as

long terra, over one year of
continuous stay in the
hospital; (b) recidivist, more
than one admission with a
stay of less than one year; and
(c) first admissions that
usually aire short-term stay patients.
True census reduction occurs with the movement of
long-term patients. Admission rates for recidivist and first
admission patients
need to be reduced dramatically for census
reduction to
(a)

occur.

An admission rate of 1,000 patients per
year would

have to be reduced by as much as

reduction of 22 patients.

8

0% to effect the census

This is primarily due to the short-

term stay of these patients which averages 10 days.
One might agree that census reduction is due primarily
to nursing home placements while offering the suggestions

that these patients are truly nursing home patients who are

misplaced in the state hospital.

The follow-up section of

this report will address this possibility.

Evidence that

mental health officials in Massachusetts believe that census

reduction is primarily the result of community-based programs, is found in the 1977 Massachusetts Five Year Plan.

The following is an excerpt from that plan.
The growth of community services such as out-patient,
emergency and acute inpatient in general hospitals and
community mental health centers has allowed tens of
thousands of people to receive treatment in their own
community and has caused the state hospital census to
drop drastically. As a result, three state hospitals
have closed and a number of patients in the remaining
ones have decreased from about 17,000 in 1966 to under
4,000 in 1976.
The average age of America's one million nursing
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home patients is 82, and 70% of
the patients are over 70.
The nursing home population
includes the mentally ill, the
mentally retarded, the physically
impaired, multiply handicapped children, and a number of other
people for whom someone determined a need for a
supervised medically oriented
program.
The Bay State Hospital patients placed
in nursing
homes were considerably younger than the
average nursing
home patient.
The following table depicts the average
age
on admission, the average age on discharge,
and the length
of stay at the state hospital.
It is commonly thought that the state hospital
is

used as a dumping ground by community hospitals and
families for people who belong in nursing homes but cannot
gain

admission due to the absence of a bed when the need is the
greatest.

Generally, these people are thought of as being

physically impaired elderly patients.

The follow-up section

addresses the physical impairment issue.
the issue of age.

Table

8

addresses

Clearly the patients who spend less than

one year in the hospital and apparently are not "state hospital" type patients are not elderly.

On the average, their

60.47 years is 22 years younger than the average nursing home

patient
Those patients who have been in the state hospital
for more than one year average 22 years of state hospitali-

zation.

On the average, they were admitted to Bay State

Hospital when they were 46 and discharged to a nursing home
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TABLE

8

AGE ON ADMISSION AND DISCHARGE
BY LENGTH OF
HOSPITALIZATION FOR PATIENTS PLACED
IN
NURSING HOMES FROM BAY STATE
HOSPITAL 1969-1974

Length of
Hospitalization
'

Under
Over

No.

Percentage

Admission

Average
Stay

Discharge

\

1

1

Average Age on

Year

Year

33

25

60.26 yrs. 60.47 yrs.

93

75

46.34 yrs. 68.11 yrs

.

mo.

4

22 yrs

i
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when they were 68 years of age.
been

m

Those patients who have

the state hospital more than a
year are 14 years
younger than the average nursing home
patient, who is 82.

All people who were discharged from
Bay State Hos-

pital to nursing homes were recorded as being
unchanged,
recovered, improved, or unimproved. The following
table
depicts the status of those patients who were
discharged
to nursing homes between 1969 and 1974.

There are no specific written criteria for the four

classifications in Table

The determination as to how

9.

each person was to be classified was made by a clinician

responsible for the placement.

As might be expected, people

placed were almost always designated after as being improved.

From a practical standpoint, it is unlikely that a nursing
home would be interested in

different label.

a

state hospital patient with a

A common negative stereotype of psychia-

tric patients as being disturbed and disturbing is a factor
in nursing home placements and no doubt has an impact on

the disposition statement as discharge is contemplated.

(Further discussion of this point is contained in the place-

ment person interview section of the study)

Assuming that 93% of the people were improved, and
that seems reasonable since almost all people admitted to
a psychiatric facility are stabilized and feeling and look-

ing better within 72 hours of admission, it seems relevant
to question why improved people need to be transferred to
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TABLE

9

CONDITION OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED
FROM BAY
STATE HOSPITAL TO NURSING HOMES
FROM
1969-1974

Condition
Unchanged
Recovered
Improved

Unimproved
Total

Number

Percentage

1

1

1

1

117

93

7

5

126

100

)
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another institutional program.

For the 75% of the patients

who average 22 years of state
hospitalization, it is likely
to assume that improved refers
to the clinician view of how
they were when they became involved
with them.
it may be
that the impression was derived from
a thorough review of the
person's background. Whatever the case,
the clinician could
have exercised the option of placing the
person in an independent apartment and maintained telephone
and out-patient
follow-up.

A person's supplemental security income,
which

averages $217 a month (and all patients placed in
nursing
homes are eligible for their income)

,

makes that possible.

That this did hot occur for improved people flags

a

concern

that the institution might have had a debilitating effect
on the person

skills.

cerns

s

survival skills as well as their daily living

The ensuing sections shed more light on these con-

.

A basic community mental health principle is that

people should be served as close to their homes as possible.
The term catchment area is synonomous with home community.

Table 10 records the home address of patients, the nursing
home address to which they were discharged, and the location
of all nursing home beds in Western Massachusetts.

The Berkshire, Springfield

and Westfield areas had

a similar number of people placed in area nursing homes as

those who came from these communities.

The Holyoke/Chicopee

Area had 17% of the placement population with only 3% of the
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TABLE 10

LOCATION BY CATCHMENT AREA OF PATIENTS
PI AfFn tm mitdotm^
HOMES PRIOR TO THEIR PLACEMEN?!
UPON PLACEMEN^
AND THE LOCATION AND NUMBER OF
NURSING
HOME BEDS IN WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS

Home Address

Nursing
Home Address

Nursing
Home Beds

Catchment
Area

No.

Berkshire

27

21

28

22

1637

23

FranklinHampshire

21

17

33

26

1419

20

HolyokeChicopee

21

17

4

3

870

12

Springfield

38

30

37

29

2860

41

Westf ield

13

10

16

13

263

5

Other

6

5

8

8

0

0

Total

126

100

126

100

7049

100

Source

:

Percentage

No.

Percentage

Percentage

No

Western Massachusetts Health Planning Council, Inc.
and Medical Records Bay State Hospital.
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total. being discharged into its
area nursing homes.

Franklin/Hampshire Area had the reverse
situation.
teen percent of the total people
placed came

The

Seven-

from the Frank-

lin/Hampshire area while 26% of the
placements were in the
Franklin/Hampshire area. For all areas,
67 people or 53%
of the total population, were placed
in nursing
homes

outside their catchment area.
In the Berkshire

,

Franklin/Hampshire, and Springfield

areas there was a high correlation between
the number of
nursing home beds and the placement of nursing
home patients.
The placement of a large number of patients in
Franklin/

Hampshire area nursing homes may have to do with Bay State
Hospital being located in that catchment area.

What does

seem to be clear is that the catchment area philosophy was
not strongly adhered to in the placement of patients in

nursing homes.

Except in the case of Holyoke/Chicopee,

availability of beds seems to be the dominant factor in placement.

This issue will be explored further in the placement

person interview section.

Diagnosing emotional problems is less than an exact
science.

In spite of the controversy about its usefulness

and validity, mental health professionals use it as a concise

method for describing the nature and severity of psychiatric
problems.

Since some of the people included in this study

were hospitalized for 20 or more years, the diagnoses are

probably outdated and diverse.

(The diagnosis dementia
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praecox now categorized as
schizophrenia is an example of
an outdated one) . The sample
population

of 126 had 40 dif-

ferent diagnostic labels.

In order to make them
comprehen-

sible, the writer categorized the
40 diagnoses into five
common ones for which there were
comparable data. The

following table illustrates the comparison
between all
State Hospital patients and those placed
in nursing homes
from Bay State Hospital between 1969 and
1974.
There is a remarkable similarity in the
state hospitalization population as a whole and Bay State
Hospital
patients placed in nursing homes. These data
help confirm
a

widely held belief that diagnosis is an insignificant

factor in the placement of state hospital patients in
settings such as nursing homes.
s

The state hospital population

a whole includes the full range of people from age 14
to

90 plus those who are admitted for as short a period as a day.

Clearly other factors such as the existence of a support network, functional skills, etc. have an impact on discharge and

placement.
The composite profile of a patient discharged from
Bay State Hospital to a nursing home was that of a male or
female, 66 years old, with a diagnosis of schizophrenia, who

was single and who had spent 22 years in the institution and

was as likely as not to be living in the community from which

he/she came.

These patients were considerably younger than

the nursing home population.

The profile differs only in age
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TABLE 11

DIAGNOSIS OF INPATIENTS IN NINE
STATE HOSPITALS MARCH 31, 1973, MASSACHUSETTS
AND PATIENTS
^ACED IN NURSING HOMES FROM BAY STATE
HOSPITAL FROM 1969-1974

Percentage in

Diagnosis

State Hospitals

Nursing Homes

Schizophrenia

56

61

Organic Brain Syndrome

17

21

Affective Disorders

9

5

Mental Retardation

7

9

Alcoholism

7

4

Others

4

1

Source

Note

:

Community Mental Health and the Mental Hospital
and Medical Records of Bay State Hospital
1973 is the one year between 1969 and 1974 in which
profile data of Massachusetts' State Hospital
population were published.
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from that of the typical
state hospital patient who
was
either a man or woman in
his/her early 50 's, unmarried,
had
been an inpatient for at least
three years, had not completed high school, had little or
no financial resources,
and

had been diagnosed at the time
of admission as schisophrenic
(United Community Planning
Corporation, 1973
)

Follow up of Dis charged Patients
The follow-up section of the study
focused on a 10%
random sample of the population placed in
nursing homes from
Bay State Hospital between 1969 and
1974 (126 people of a

population of 1,263).

The information was collected by inter-

viewing over the telephone the nursing home
administrator and/
or nursing supervisor of each home in which
a patient
was

located.

The study encompassed 50 nursing homes with 45

of those homes being located in Western Massachusetts.

The

45 homes in western Massachusetts contained 53% of the
total

nursing home beds in the region.
Table 12 lists all of the nursing homes in the study
by catchment area, age, bed capacity, level of care, sex
ratio, percentage of state hospital patients, and age ratio.

The oldest home in the study was 50 years old and contained
19 beds.

In that home 75% of the people were from the state

hospital and 50% of the people were under age 65.
small older homes were quite similar.

The other

The older the home the

more likely it was to be small, to be level IV (see Chapter
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I),

to contain a high percentage
of state hospital patients,
and to have a relatively high
percentage of people under 65.

A similar trend did not exist in
newer homes.
The
newest nursing home in the study was
one year old and contained 126 beds.
In that home, 8% of the people
were from
the state hospital and only a few were
under age 65. Another
new home. Elder Care in Springfield,
had 160 beds with state
hospital patients occupying 70% of them.
Elder Care was a
level IV home and one-third of the patients
were under 65.
The level of care in a nursing home is an
indicator
of the intensity of the nursing care required
(Table 3).

Levels

I

and II are most intense, level III is intermediate

care, and level IV is rest home care.

The highest percentage of patients are in level III

homes, 49%, with fewer in level IV, 45%, and the fewest in

level II, 6%.
a

Level

I

is for medicare patients, which is

category that does not cover long-term stay patients from

state hospitals.
The percentage of state hospital patients in the

various nursing homes ranged from 1% to 100%.

The national

profile of patients in nursing homes indicated that over
50% had psychiatric problems.

That number added to the

number of state hospital patients would give any nursing
home approaching a census of 50% of its patients from the

state hospital, the aura of being a state hospital.

It is

analagous to transporting one or more state hospital units
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into the community and transferring
patient responsibility
from the state to a profit making
vendor.
Taxpayers pay
for the cost of care in both
settings.
The first question in the survey
was one that sought
information on the whereabouts of the
patients.
Table 13
depicts the status of the total sample.
Of the 126 people
in the study
67, or 53% were in nursing homes.
The people
who died numbered 34, or 27% of the sample.
Ten people,
or 8% were discharged; another 10 people
could not be locat,

ed;

and

5

people, or 4% returned to the state hospital.

Of the 126 people in the study, 53, or 42%, of the

patients were transferred to at least one other nursing home.
Of the 67 people who continued to reside in a nursing home,
a total of 22 were transferred at least once to another

nursing home.

In effect, only 45 people resided in the nur-

sing home in which they had been placed.

Of the 34 people

who died, 28 died in the nursing home in which they had been
placed.

On the average, the 34 people who died had been dis-

charged from Bay State Hospital three years and eleven months
when death occurred.

Of the ten people who were discharged,

six had gone out to live on their own, another three had

gone to live with family, and one had gone to a half-way
house.

The 10 people who could not be found could be any-

where.

Two of those people had gone to a community hospital

for treatment and the nursing home did not have a record of

what had happened to them at the hospital or thereafter.

The
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TABLE 13

STATUS IN 1977 OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED
BETWEEN 1969
AND 1974 FROM BAY STATE HOSPITAL TO
NURSING
HOMES

No

Nursing Home

•

Percentage

67

53

Died

34

27

Discharged

10

8

Unknown

10

8

5

4

126

100

* 4

Bay State Hospital

Total
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people who were interviewed about
the missing patients
usually were not staff at the nursing
home while the person was a patient.
Staff who remembered the patient
generally responded as though the missing
patient was a piece of
inventory, which like all other patients
comes and goes.
With few exceptions, administrators and
nursing
supervisors were very helpful in providing
information.
However questions about why a particular person
was transferred
to another nursing home or location as well
as questions on

what might have happened to a particular person
who was no
longer in the facility but for whom they had no information

were difficult for them to answer.

Poor record keeping and

staff turnover were factors that affected their ability to

provide substantive responses.

In 8% of the nursing homes,

staff could not trace a particular person from their facility
to one other place.

Staff turnover was a reality everywhere.

The Senate Sub-Committee on Long Term Care's

(1976)

finding

that non-professional direct care staff turnover was 71%
and registered nurse turnover was 75% were believable during
this study.

Invariably, interviewed staff did not know the

patient if that person was no longer in residence at their
particular nursing home.

The exceptions were the small fam-

ily operated homes.

Usually records noted the change when a patient
moved, and not much more.

multitude of reasons.

Apparently, people moved for a

In some cases, the family wanted
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them closer to their home.

in others,

person was a behavior problem.

it was because the

Occasionally, a person was

moved because they needed more intense
medical care than the
original nursing home could provide.
when the move was initiated by the nursing home because of a
behavior problem,
the person usually was referred to a
nursing home that was
a smaller family operated home.

As a rule, the family

operated homes were larger older homes that were
converted
into nursing homes.
Such homes had considerably more difficulty in attracting patients than did the larger,
more

modern facilities.

As a result, they were more inclined

to tolerate disturbing behavior.

Table 14 records the people in nursing homes who had
a family or relatives living in the region.

The relatives

or friends were known to nursing home staff even if they did

not visit because they were listed as contact persons to be

notified in the event of an emergency or death.

At least

67% of the people, or 45, had family or relatives in the

region.

When that number is contrasted with people who had

visitors (Table 15)

it becomes apparent that at least 31

people or 46% had family who never visited them.

One can

speculate on the impact on patients having relatives living
close by who did not visit.

What is clear is that relatives

living nearby did not insure regular visitor contact with
the patient.

Table 15 charts the frequency and type of interac-
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TABLE 14

PATIENTS WITH A FAMILY OR A RELATIVE
LIVING
IN THE REGION

Status

No.

%

Yes

45

67

No

13

20

9

13

67

100

Unknown
Total

81

TABLE 15

FREQUENCY WITH WHICH DISCHARGED
PATIENTS SAW
AND TALKED WITH FRIENDS AND
RELATIVES

Frequency

Friends
No

Relatives

Percentage

No.

Percentage

Once a Day or More

2

3

1

1

3-4 Times per week

2

3

5

8

2-3 Times per month

1

1

7

10

Once a Month

2

3

7

10

Less Often

4

6

14

21

50

75

31

46

6

9

2

3

67

100

67

99

Never

Unknown
Total

82

tions with people outside the nursing
home.
At least 31 people or 46% of the
discharged psychiatric population in nursing homes
never saw a visitor. Another
14 people, or 21% saw relatives less
than once a month.

Twenty-nine percent or 20 people from the
sample population
had visitors at least once a month.
People who visited were
primarily relatives. Ten percent or seven of the
patients
had friends who visited at least once a month.

The findings

indicate that more than two-thirds of the population never
or infrequently saw a friend or relative.

Such important

social interactions were not a regular part of the lives of
a

majority of discharged Bay State Hospital patients in

nursing homes.
Table 16 charts the number of patients placed in

nursing homes from Bay State Hospital from 1969 to 1974 who
were ambulatory, non-ambulatory, continent and incontinent.
Two people were non-ambulatory and incontinent.

Another

two people were ambulatory but incontinent; and two other

people were non-ambulatory but continent.

The other 61

people or 91% of the sample population had the capacity to

walk on their own and had bladder and bowel control.
four people were non-ambulatory and/or incontinent.

Only
The

other 62 people, or 93% had the capacity to move around on
their own and/or had bladder and bowel control.

Generally,

the absence of either one or both of these skills increases
a

person's chances for placement in a nursing home.

The
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TABLE 16

PATIENTS PLACED IN NURSING HOMES FROM
BAY STATE
HOSPITAL FROM 1969 TO 1974 WHO WERE
AMBULATORY
NON-AMBULATORY CONTINENT AND INCONTINENT

State

No

Ambulatory and Continent

61

91

Non-Ambulatory and Incontinent

2

3

Ambulatory and Incontinent

2

3

Continent and Non— Ambulatory

2

3

67

100

Total

Percentage

84

profile of a nursing home patient was
one where more
than 50% of the patients were
non-ambulatory and onethird were incontinent.

Clearly, the state hospital pop-

ulation in nursing homes was very different.
as well,

Noteworthy

is that the follow-up study was being
completed

three to eight years after placement from
Bay State Hospital.
Even after than time had elapsed, 91% of the
people from
the state hospital remained ambulatory and
continent.

Whatever the services offered to discharged psychiatric
patients in nursing homes, they are generally for conditions other than those stemming from a patient's being

non-ambulatory or incontinent.
At a minimum, one might assume that since 93% of
the state hospital patients were discharged to nursing

homes as improved, their psychiatric diagnoses were in-

dicative of a condition that was in remission or stabilized.
To check this assumption, the question was asked of nursing

home staff whether the patient was in touch with reality.
In touch with reality was defined in functional terms as
a

condition in which the person generally interacted with

others in appropriate ways.

If persons were basically dis-

oriented and made irrelevant comments to questions and
statements, then they were classified as out-of-touch with
reality.

Table 17 charts the results of that question.

As

one can see, 79% of the patients were in touch with reality.
The time people spend outside a nursing home unsuper-
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TABLE 17

NURSING HOME STAFF S PERCEPTIONS
OF
DISCHARGED PATIENTS WERE IN TOUCH WHETHER OR NOT
WITH REALITY
1

Diagnosis
In Touch

Not in Touch

Unknown
Total

*

—

Percentage

53

79

13

20

JL

_i

67

100

86

vised gives one an indication
of the person's autonomy.
People leaving the state hospital
who were ambulatory and
oriented could very well leave the
nursing home on their
own.
If large numbers of people were
in fact doing that
and for extended periods of time
each day, it might be
that they were using the nursing home
as a residence hall.
Also it might indicate that they were
engaging in activities with people in the community who
enriched their
lives.
It is important to distinguish between
outside and

unsupervised of f-the-grounds from departure from the
nursing home.

Knowing whether or not somebody goes outside

on their own is not particularly informative.

It may be

that people sit alongside the building or in a disignated

patio area with many other patients.
Table 18 depicts the average percentage of time

patients spent outside the nursing home and time spent un-

supervised off the grounds of the nursing home per day as

recalled by nursing home staff.

When one realizes that

91% of the patients in the study are ambulatory and con-

tinent and 79% are well oriented, it is reasonable to assume that the majority of people spent some time each day

outside and on their own in the surrounding area.

opposite was found.

But the

Of 67 people in the nursing homes, 51

or 76% never left the nursing home unsupervised.

Though

all but six people were ambulatory and continent, there were
26 people or 39% who did not even go outside the nursing home.
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TABLE 18

TIME NURSING HOME PATIENTS FROM BAY
WERE OUTSIDE AND TIME THEY WERE STATE HOSPITAT
UNSUPER^SED
OFF THE GROUNDS OF THE NURSING
HOME
12-

Outside

3-

Direction

No.

Unsupervised
%

No
.

Less than

hour

9

13

3

4

hours

18

27

8

12

3

hours

4

6

2

3.5

4

hours

5

7.5

1

1

or More

5

7.5

2

3.5

2

5

1

%

None

26

39

51

76

Total

67

100

67

100
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At least 23 of the 26 people
had the basic capability to
do so. The time people spend
outside a nursing home
unsupervised gives one indications of
the persons s autonomy.
People leaving the state hospital
who were ambulatory and oriented could very well
have left the nursing
home on their own.
If large numbers of people were
in
fact doing that and for extended periods
of time each
day, it might be that they were using
the nursing home as
'

a residence.

Upon discharge, 81% of the patients were receiving

psychotropic medications.

At the time of the study, 84%

of the same people in nursing homes were taking
medica-

tions for psychiatric problems.

The fact that such a large

number of people were receiving medication for emotional
problems as well as the fact that all the patients were
from the state hospital, one could assume that each nursing

home would have had a psychiatric component to its program.
One essential measure of that component would be the active

participation of a clinical psychologist or clinical social
worker.

Table 19 outlines the frequency with which such

contacts occurred.
As one can see, 60 people, or 90%, never met with
or received a consultation from a psychiatrist in the
to

8

years they resided in the nursing home.

3

Two people,

or 3%, saw a psychiatrist once in six months and another

once in a year.

Not one person saw a psychologist.

There
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TABLE 19

FREQUENCY WITH WHICH PSYCHIATRIC
PATIENTS FROM BAY BTATp
HOSPITAL WERE SEEN BY PSYCHIATRISTS,
PSYCHOLOGISTS AND
PROFESSIONAL SOCIAL WORKERS IN NURSING
'

HOMES

Frequency
Never

Monthly

,

Psychiatrist

Psycholoqist

No

No

.

%

.

ft

Social Worker
Mo
«
lNiJ

Q.

•

60

90

67

100

28

42

2

31

0

0

27

40

3

Months

2

31

0

0

7

10

6

Months

1

1

0

0

3

5

Yearly

1

1

0

0

0

0

Unknown

1

1

0

0

2

3

67

99

67

100

67

100

Total

90

was a marked contrast in
professional social worker contacts.
Forty-two percent saw a social
worker.
There were
27 people, or 40% who saw one
monthly. Another 10% saw
one every three months and 5% saw
a social worker once
in six months.

Trying to elicit accurate responses
to the question
of whether or not the patients had
psychiatric, psychological, or professional social worker contacts
was
tedious.

Often, nursing home administrators and registered
nurse

supervisors had to have the qualifications of each
profession described to them.

Occasionally, when they provided

the name of the person they thought fit the criteria,
they

had to be corrected.

Generally, the mistake was made on the

psychiatrist
A basic community mental health center value is
that services should be provided as close to the person’s

home as is possible.

The belief underlying that value is

that the treatment of choice should be one that is the least

disruptive to the person's normal daily routine.

Whenever

possible, out-patient services are preferrable to inpatient
services.

Consultation, education, and prevention services

are preferrable to outpatient care.

Outpatient care is pre-

ferable to crisis intervention or day treatment services.
The latter are preferable to inpatient services.

Within

each service component the services that maximize a person's

opportunity for autonomy and self-help are valued.

With
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residential services such as nursing
homes it is important
to know whether people are
thought to be capable of living
in less restrictive settings and
whether staff are actively involved in planning to assist
people in such movement
when indicated. Tables 20 and 21 chart
the responses to
these questions.

Nursing home staff determined that 87% of
the
discharge psychiatric patients were not capable

of moving,

while 10% were capable, and another 3% may or
may not have
been capable of movement to a less restrictive
setting.

When the nursing home staff was asked how many people
they were planning to move to a less restrictive setting,
the answer was no in 97% of the cases.

made for moving

2

Plans were being

people or only 3% of the population.

Placement Person Interview

Overview

.

Nursing home placements will take on an added

meaning if the reader is keenly aware of the context in
which they have occurred.

It would be shortsighted for the

reader to think that a group of mental health professionals
or any other such group was primarily responsible for place-

ment.

Such an understanding focuses all reactions and change

on these groups.

Substantive organizational and fiscal supports were
in place to support the movement of 1,263 people from Bay

State Hospital and as many as 11,919 people from state hos-

t
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TABLE 20
I

ED state hospital PATIENTS WHOM
NURSING HOME STAFF
aooSoS
ASSESSED
AS BEING CAPABLE OR NOT CAPABLE
OF LIVING IN A
LESS RESTRICTIVE SETTING THAN A
NURSING HOME

Assessment
Capable
Not Capable

Undecided
Total

No.

%

7

10

58

87

2

3

67

100
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TABLE. 21

DISCHARGED STATE HOSPITAL PATIENTS WHOM
WERE PLANNING TO MOVE OR NOT MOVE INTO NURSING HOME STAFF
COMMUNITY SETTINGS

Placement
Moving

No.
2

%
3

Not Moving

65

97

Total

67

100
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pitals throughout Massachusetts
between 1969 and 1974
Nursing homes are profit making
enterprises that depend
on state and federal reimbursements
for 85% of their net
income.
Discharged psychiatric patients within
these
homes are 100% supported by public monies.
For these
monies to flow, elected officials such as
the governor,
state senators, and state representatives
and executive
office staff, such as those of the Commissioners
.

of the De-

partment of Mental Health, the Department of Public
Health,
the Department of Public Welfare, and the Executive
Office

Administration and Finance, had to develop and approve
policies and allocate funds to make the movement possible.
A similar scenario has to be played out at the federal
level
In Massachusetts, the budget process begins with the

commissioners of state agencies submitting requests to the
governor for his approval.
upon dollar figure.

Those requests total an agreed

The requests are catalogued by the

Governor's staff, and public hearings on the proposed
budget are held throughout the state.

Advocacy groups and

interested citizens testify in support of or in opposition
to the proposed budget.
a final budget

The Governor's staff then prepare

which is submitted to the Legislature during

the first week of January.

When the legislature receives

the budget they review and debate it for as long as six

months.

All the commissioners of state agencies and their
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key staff must meet with house and
senate subcommittees
to justify the governor's request
for which they are responsible. Also, testimony and opinions
are sought from
advocacy groups, university and medical
school experts,
and from whoever the legislature feels
would be helpful.
Once the budget is approved by the
legislature
it is

sent to the governor for his signature and
implementation.

Implementation begins with the Executive Office of
Administration and Finance which reviews the budget
and

develops a spending plan for each state agency.

Each

state agency then spends monies and operates programs

within its budget.

As one can see, the number of people who

are involved in preparing and approving the state's programs
and budget are many.

A portion of that budget and thereby

that process supports the placement of discharged psychiatric patients in nursing homes.

Five state agencies have an ongoing involvement with

nursing homes.

The Department of Public Health licenses

nursing homes.

The Department of Public Welfare funds all

nursing home placements.

The Rate Setting Commission approves

the specific rate of payment for each nursing home.

The

Department of Mental Health is responsible for placing all

discharged psychiatric patients.

The Executive Office of

Administration and Finance approves all state agency policies
that relate to financial expenditures.

The active involve-

ment of all these state agencies makes it possible for
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placement people at Bay State
Hospital to move psychiatric
patients into nursing homes, Without
such support the
issue of placement would be a moot
one.
Purpose,

The placement people involved with
the movement

of psychiatric patients from Bay State
Hospital to nursing
homes were convinced that such movement
was in each and
every case in the best interest of the
patient.
Staff
did not, feel that they were being pressured
into placing

people to achieve a reduced census figure or
achieve a placement quota. From their point of view the placements
occurred

because it was an opportunity to provide better care
for the
patients.

That position was arrived at by contrasting the

patient's present situation in the State Hospital with what
it could be in a nursing home.

It was felt that the patient

population in nursing homes were less disturbing and thereby a more appropriate peer group for the State Hospital

patients.

All the nursing homes were viewed as being aes-

thetically more appealing than the State Hospital.
were no open wards in the nursing homes.

people had semi-private accommodations.

There

Often times

Floors had carpets

on them; walls had colorful paint or wallpaper; the food

was good; the staff were receptive; and in general State

Hospital staff thought nursing homes were pleasant places
for discharged patients to be.

Placement process.

Specific people within the State Hos-
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Pital were assigned the responsibility
for placing patients
nursing homes. Those staff people
were Registered
Nurses Licensed Practical Nurses,
B A
social workers,
and mental health technicians.
For all but the last year
of the study, the placement people
worked as

m

,

.

.

a team.

In

the process of placing patients they
familiarized themselves with most of the nursing homes in
western Massachusetts and identified those that they
considered quality

homes and ones that were receptive to taking
discharged State
Hospital patients.
Staff spoke with nursing home adminis-

trators and nursing supervisors on a regular basis.

They

visited nursing homes when placing patients and in following
up on them.

The primary factors affecting nursing home

placement were the following:
(1)

Availability of nursing home beds.

(2)

Nursing homes requesting patients.

(3)

Family response.

(4)

Lack of another type of placement.

(5)

Patients' willingness to relocate.

Clinical staff including social workers, psychologists, nurses, psychiatrists, and physicians identified

specific patients as being ready for nursing home placement.
There were no specific written criteria for placement.

Past

experience with the type of patients placed in nursing homes
served as a guide for clinicians making recommendations.
Once a member of the placement team received a recommendation
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he/she would act on it.

Usually there were far more

recommendations than placement opportunities.
The placement staff attempted to match placement
opportunities with
specific patient needs.
Patients who lived on open wards
for years and had a great deal of
freedom were not referred to nursing homes that were
over-protective.
Also,

attempts were made to place people in facilities
with patients having a similar activity level.

Availability

.

Good communication existed between the nurs-

ing homes and the Bay State Hospital staff.

Placement team

members attempted to keep aware of potential vacancies.

Nursing homes in turn communicated with placement team
people on projected vacancies.

From the point of view of

the nursing homes every day a bed was vacant they were los-

ing money.

Consequently, they attempted to maintain a 100%

occupancy rate.

The placement team had to anticipate va-

cancies and prepare people for placement prior to a vacancy's
occurring.

Nursing homes were looking to community hospitals

and other referral sources for patients at the same time

they were looking to the State Hospital.

Paper work on each

patient, making it possible for the nursing home to be re-

imbursed for services rendered, had to be prepared prior to
placement.

Such paper work was outdated within sixty days;

therefore, staff had to continually update forms so that
they were in a position to activate them within a 24 hour

period
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Nur sing home interest

.

State Hospital Placement Team
people

felt the nursing homes' primary
interest in discharged psychiatric patients was a fiscal one.
Usually, they turned
to the State Hospital as the referral
source of last resort.
Several nursing homes in the region had
difficulty attracting a steady flow of clients from community
hospitals and

other referral sources.

Other nursing homes discovered

shortly after opening that they could not fill
their vacancies quickly.
in these instances nursing homes turned to
Bay State Hospital for referrals.

Something else that occurred frequently that reinforced staff's view of nursing homes' motivation for accepting discharged psychiatric patients was the desire on the

part of nursing homes to get the State Hospital to readmit

patients for minor reasons at a time when the nursing home
had a private patient waiting to be admitted.

As a rule,

difficult patients were viewed as problems only when the
nursing home had someone from the community waiting to move
in.

The placement staff attempted to resolve the identified

problems and thereby thwart the patient's readmission to the
State Hospital.

Usually their efforts were successful.

Since there always seemed to be more potential

placements than there were vacancies, plus the fact that
nursing homes could and did send patients back to the State
Hospital, there was an explicit unwritten contract to place

patients that were model patients.

Patients who might wan-
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der, be assaultive, argumentative,
stubborn, unpredictable,
or the like, were not prime candidates
for placement.
Such

patients were placed only when those traits
were played
down in the negotiations with the nursing homes.

Family involvement

.

Generally, there has been very little

family involvement in the placement of patients.

Families

were always contacted prior to placement to inform them of
the proposed move as well as to solicit their support and

cooperation.

Occasionally, the family would assist in look-

ing for a nursing home.

More often, the family was appre-

hensive and did not want to be involved with the patient.

Many families had not communicated with the patient for

many years.

Initially, such families were strongly opposed

to their relative being placed in the nursing home.

They

were fearful of the impact the person would have on them
and their families if he or she was in a local nursing
home.

Also, they were concerned that they would be expect-

ed to have more of a personal or financial obligation.

Most families had cut off contact years before and
did not want to renew ties with the patient.

Occasionally,

families mentioned that friends, neighbors and children
were unaware of the state hospital patient and were opposed
to any move that might change that situation.

Quite often,

patients were placed in nursing homes outside their catchment area because families indicated such a preference.

In
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cases, where families had
overcome their fears and were

supportive, they were encouraged to
be present on moving
day.

—Ck

of alternatives.

Placement people responded with

a

"definitely" to the question of whether
or not many of the
patients placed in nursing homes could have
gone
to a less

restrictive setting in the community if it was
available.
Nursing .homes were used because there were few
options
other than independent living. Many of the
people placed
in nursing home had been institutionalized
for a number of

years and lacked many of the basic skills that a person
living independently needed.

Nursing homes were thought

by staff as a better choice than remaining in the hospital or living independently in the community.

Most of the

patients could have been provided for in community residential programs if they had been available and the programs

had been willing to take older, dependent patients.

The

few community programs that did exist demonstrated a pref-

erence for younger patients.

Placement staff were able to recall the names of
a few people who appeared to be very much like those placed

in nursing homes but who had moved from the hospital to a

less restrictive living arrangement.

Staff recalled two

people who had gone to a half-way house, two who had gone
to housing for the elderly, and one who had moved out into
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the community into an apartment
living on her own. Usually
it was a mix of staff and client
initiatives that resulted
in such placements.

Such instances were few in number
and

those that placement people were able
to remember.
For
the most part, nursing home placement
was the only option
for patients who had spent a number of
years in the hospital.

Patient response

.

Generally, patients were ambivalent or

resistant to nursing home placement.

State Hospital staff

had to do a considerable amount of preparation
prior to

placement.

Often, the patient was afraid of moving to a

strange place.

To help the patients overcome these fears,

placement staff brought them to one or more nursing homes
and often set up meetings at the State Hospital with former

patients now living in nursing homes.

Another approach was

for the staff to form exit groups where people could share

their concerns and interests in placement.

Once the patient

agreed to the placement and was scheduled to move, State
Hospital staff would take them out to eat prior to their

move to the nursing home.

This was a technique to ease the

patient's fears which were very strong on placement day

regardless of the time put into preparation.

For the most

part, staff were able to assist patients in overcoming the

apprehension to

a

nursing home placement.

As a result,

patient reluctance was an issue but not an obstacle to nursing home placement.
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Fo llow-up

A transfer agreement is made between
the Department of Mental Health and the nursing
home calling for the
.

Department of Mental Health to provide

a

minimum of four

follow-up visits for the first year the patient
is in the
nursing home. The implication is that the follow-up

is to

be an on-site visit by a Department of Mental
Health staff

person.

The agreement is signed by DMH officials and an

agent of the nursing home.
The pattern seems to be that staff did not adhere
to the agreement in any systematic way.

If the placement

team did not hear from the nursing home, typically they

assumed the patient was doing well.

When staff were ex-

ploring nursing home placements for prospective patients
they would discuss patients already in the nursing home.
Also, when nursing homes were visited with new patients,

staff made a point of visiting those already in the home.

And yet on other occasions, the homes were visited as part
of a routine follow-up that was not precipitated by a problem
or placement orientated visit.

For the most part, patient

follow-up was not thoughtful and systematic.

Summary

.

In summary, the placement of people from Bay State

Hospital to nursing homes was one to which DMH and nursing
home staff were actively committed.

DMH people were moti-

vated by what they perceived to be the patients' best
interests.

Nursing homes were motivated by fiscal concerns.
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Many- of the patients placed
would have gone to less restric-

tive settings had they existed.

For the most part, the

families were uninvolved in the placement
and when they
were it was usually to express their
desire to maintain
their present distance when the patient
went to the nursing
home.
DMH staff and nursing home staff saw
the nursing
home as a terminal placement. The only
possible further
movement perceived was to another nursing home
or back to
the State Hospital.

Follow-up visits were sporadic and

problem focused, not systematic as contracted for.

Emphasis

was usually on responding to the nursing homes' staff con-

cerns rather than effecting any change in the patient.

CASE STUDIES 1

Betty Todd
In 1920, Betty Todd was born to Esther
and Calvin

Church at home in a rural New England village where her
family had resided for as long as anyone could remember.
She wa$ the fourth of nine children.

years had been uneventful.

Her birth and toddler

At age 4, her family physician

informed her parents that she was epileptic.

Her earliest

recollection was that epilepsy was an enigma and a minor

embarrassment to her family.

Seizures had occurred on the

average of once a month until puberty.

That was the point

in time when formal education had ceased.

As she remember-

ed it, her mother decided that she should remain at home

and begin preparing for her role as a wife and mother.

This was not an uncommon practice in her town.

Neverthe-

less, her two sisters, one older and the other younger,

attended high school.
With the onset of puberty, her seizures became more
severe and increased in frequency particularly during her

menstrual cycle.

As she recalled it, this was the period

when her family sent her to a facility for epileptics to see
A11 names herein are fictitious, and identifying
data have been removed to protect the identity of the individuals and their families.
1
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whether they could do something about
the seizures.
She
remembered that she had stayed about
four months before
her family brought her home.
The medical record indicates
that she had stayed for five years
In Mrs. Todd's medical record at
Bay State Hospital,

the following letter had been written
to the Superintendent
by the Director of the local chapter of
the Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Children, upon her first
admission
in 1949:

Dear Mr. Davis:
Mrs. Todd is the mother of four children.
Prior to
her marriage to Burt Todd, she was a patient at
Pioneer School for the Epileptic and Retarded. While
a patient there she was tested using the Stanford Binet
and assigned an I.rj. of 56.
It was recommended by the
staff of the school that she remain there as a patient
but her family refused to return her in August of 1938
when she was ostensibly home for a visit.

Apparently, her parents felt that cohabitation and
childbearing would cause her seizures to disappear.
When she applied for a marriage license, the Society
opposed it and tried to have her returned to Pioneer
School.
Regretfully, we were unsuccessful.
At this time Mrs. Todd has from 6-12 convulsions per
month and recently she had 24 convulsions in the same
month.
While her husband is in jail for assaulting
a neighbor, we are concerned for the welfare of her
children.
She is not capable of caring for them
alone and should be continued in treatment at Bay
State Hospital and not released until there is someone
who can supervise her care and that of her children.

Respectfully

Executive Director
Betty Todd had been hopeful, as were her parents,
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that her marriage to Burt Todd would
bring an end to her
seizures.
Burt was a year older than she
and a member of
a large family in the adjacent
town.
He had graduated
from high school, served in the U.S. Navy
and at the time
of their marriage, he was driving a truck
for an Interstate
Trucking Company. Within a seven year span
they had had
four children, two boys and two girls. All
the children
were healthy. Together they had decided to
limit their

family to four since each pregnancy had been increasingly
fficult
nancy.

.

Her seizures increased in number during preg-

Both were concerned for the safety of the younger

children in the house as well as that of the child she might
be carrying.

The early years of her marriage were happy ones.
Her time was spent caring for the children and working on

their small farm.

Her husband had a good job driving an

interstate truck but it also kept him away from home for

extended periods of time.

This became more of a burden for

Mrs. Todd as the children grew older and were away at school

for much of the day.

There were neighbors close by but

their negative comments and avoidance of her indicated to
her that people with seizures, like herself, should stay to

themselves.

She feared that to have a seizure in their

company would upset them and cause negative repercussions
for her and her family.
Mrs. Todd related a number of anecdotes during her
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adult life in which townspeople, clerks
in stores, and
teachers had spoken to her directly or
talked about her in
disparaging ways. The substance of the
comments had been
that she was a person with a strange
ailment that should be
avoided and isolated. Her way of responding
was to remain
at home and care for her family and
maintain her

small farm.

She did not understand epilepsy nor could
she predict

her seizures other than to expect them to
increase when she

was pregnant or upset.
some to her.
a

Nevertheless, they were not bother-

She knew that she would feel fine if she took

nap following a seizure.
In 1949 Mrs. Todd had been admitted for the first

time to Bay State Hospital.

At the time of her admission,

she had been alone at home caring for her children while

her husband was serving a two-year prison sentence.
had had an unusually severe seizure.

She

When she regained

consciousness she had been disoriented and had taken more
of a prescribed drug than was judicious.

She was rushed

to a general hospital and shortly thereafter was transferred
to Bay State Hospital.

ly ten days.

She was disoriented for approximate-

Her record read as follows:

medically induced and consisted chiefly of
confused state."

"psychosis was
a

stupor and

Later, during the same admission after she

had recovered from the effects of the drug induced psychosis,
the record read that "Mrs. Todd is pleasing, pleasant, alert,

well oriented, well focused and mentally deficient."
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Nowhere in the record was there
evidence that an
intelligence test was administered. As
a result, it was
difficult to determine how whe had been
labeled mentally
deficient. The letter from the Director
of the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children,
noting an I.Q.
of 56, may have been used as the basis for
the diagnosis.
Also, the clinician may have associated
epilepsy with retardation, a common misconception of the time.

After her husband was released from prison, she
was discharged from Bay State Hospital.

Her four children,

who had been living with different relatives, returned home
and together they resumed their family life.

Between that

time and 1969, when Mrs. Todd was again admitted to Bay

State Hospital, there were no major crises in her life.
Her children were reared and moved out of state.

Her hus-

band broke his back in a truck accident and had to be cared
for by her for a seven-month convalescent period.

While

there were difficult times, she remembered those years as

pleasant ones.
In 1969 she became concerned that her husband may

have found another woman.

When confronted with her concern,

he neither acknowledged nor confirmed it.

continued.

Her suspicions

When it became more apparent that it was true,

he announced his intentions to sell their house and move

into the home of his woman friend.

panic-stricken.

She became depressed and

Her children had moved out-of-state.

Her
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parents had been dead several years.

Her brothers and

sisters were not living nearby nor
were they in a position to be of help.
She saw herself as a woman without
marketable skills, soon to be without a
place to live,
and with no way of getting along in the
world.

As she

did not want to be a burden to anyone, she
thought that the
best thing to do would be to take her own
life.
She attempted to do so by taking a large quantity of
aspirins.
The

attempt failed when she was discovered many hours later
by
her husband, who then rushed her to a hospital.

Eventually,

she was transferred to Bay State Hospital.

During the following two years she remained a

patient at Bay State Hospital.

During that time, her hus-

band, children and relatives came to visit her often and

took her out for short and extended visits.

She was never

diagnosed as psychotic nor did she receive any psychotropic

medication on an ongoing basis.

Basically, the hospital

served as a residential setting for her.

Her husband had

followed through on his plan to sell their home.

As a re-

sult, Mrs. Todd was without an income and, due to her young
age, ineligible for any pension or social security benefit.

Correspondence in Mrs. Todd's medical record shed
some light on the complexities that she and her family had
faced.

Interviews with the husband revealed that he, the

children, and others had often found Mrs. Todd in the home
in a disoriented state after a seizure.

When the children

Ill
left, home

,

he became even more concerned about
this state

as he spent a considerable amount of
time away from home as
a truck driver.

A neighbor wrote an unsolicited letter
concerning
Mrs. Todd to the Superintendent of the hospital.

Dear Dr

.

:

A neighbor of mine, Mrs. Betty Todd, visits with me
often.
She seems to be a woman with many problems,
God bless her soul.
I do everything I can to get her
mind off her troubles.
I turn the record player on,
tr Y to get her to help me with some work around my
house, or anything that I think will help.

When she first started coming over, I would listen
and offer advice but that didn't seem to work.
She
would never take the advice and would continue to
talk about the very same aches and pains.
She feels
bad that she does not have any friends. But I am not
the only one with whom she shares her troubles.
If
there is anything you can do to help her, it will be
appreciated.
I find that I am getting upset and have
difficulty completing my work when she visits. Thank
you for listening.

Sincerely
During her hospitalization at Bay State, she was

visited often by her husband, children, and relatives.

Family and hospital staff were concerned that if she were
to leave the hospital and live on her own, she might harm

herself during a seizure or become very lonely and depressed
and possibly attempt to take her own life.

There were nota-

tions in her record of staff who were interested in finding
her a roommate for company and support during troubled
times.

Apparently, the idea was dropped.
In 1971, Mrs. Todd was discharged from Bay State
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Hospital to a 150 bed nursing home
30 miles away from her
home.
Within six months, one of her daughters
found East
Side Nursing home which was closer to
where both daughters
lived.
Mrs. Todd had remained there ever since.
Four of
her roommates had died.
Her roommate at the
time of the

interview was in intensive care and expected
to die.

After

spending almost six years at East Side, she found
herself
being the resident senior citizen. No other person
had been
a

patient in this nursing home for longer than five years.
Hast Side nursing home was located on ten acres of

land on a busy street in a residential section of a town with
a

population of 19,000.

It was a modern two-story building

unlike any other in the neighborhood.

congregate living facility.

It looked like a

A motel sign would have been

as believable as one saying East Side Nursing Home.

There

was a parking lot adjacent to the building that was occupied

primarily by staff.

It was the visitor parking lot as well,

but unlike hospitals and motels, spaces were plentiful even

on Sunday afternoon.

East Side was an intermediate care facility, where

patients with medical problems that required regular but not

constant nursing supervision were placed.

Few of the pa-

tients were in bed all day but many required assistance in
walking.

Some were in wheelchairs, others used walkers,

and then others moved freely on their own or with assistance

walked to a day room or a chair alongside their bed.

The
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hallways and the bathrooms had hand-rails
indicating that
the building was designed for physically
handicapped

per-

sons
Mrs. Todd occupied a semi-private
room with another

woman.

The room contained two hospital beds,
narrow bed-

side tables, and a chest of drawers for
each person.

Direct-

ly behind the open door was a closet that
the two people

shared and opposite the open door was a bathroom.

Except

for hospital features such as handrails, curtains
on tracks

alongside each bed, and wind-up hospital beds, the room
looked like an economical motel room.

It was not possible

to store much clothing in the room nor was it possible to

introduce personal items that would take up space.

Mrs.

Todd had filled every available space on her dresser and the

walls in her half of the room with family portraits, paintings, personal handiwork, and a few plants.

It looked

crowded but personal.
Initially, the East Side Nursing Home administrator

was contacted by telephone to inform him that Mrs. Todd

would be among the former Bay State patients interviewed
about life in a nursing home.
tive.

The administrator was recep-

Upon arriving at the nursing home, the interviewer

was questioned by the nurse in charge about intent of the

visit and whether or not authorization had been given.

After recounting the conversation with the administrator,
the interviewer joined Mrs. Todd in her room.

Within a
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short time the same nurse came in and
continued questioning the interviewer in a hostile
manner. After a series
of exchanges, she left and the interview
with Mrs. Todd

began
The only place in the nursing home where
one could

meet

m

private was the administrator's office or

room when one of the roommates was out.

a

patient's

The dining hall and

sitting room were large rooms where one could sit
alone,

watch television, but always within the view and hearing
distance of others.
a

If a patient's choice was to watch TV, then

particular channel had to be negotiated.

Mrs. Todd relat-

ed a number of arguments that had resulted from a patient's

selecting a station or adjusting the volume.

On one oc-

casion she was slapped in the face by another patient for
her perceived role in selecting a station.

occasional jostling or slapping were common.

Arguments and
The end result

was that Mrs. Todd went along with the crowd rather than

selecting a station of her choice.

Her impression was that

most people did the same.
Many people have had the experience of making friends
or establishing meaningful relationships with others in dor-

mitories, barracks and hospitals.

Nursing homes are congre-

gate living arrangements where people have a common experience.

there.

One might expect that similar relationships develop
Mrs. Todd's personal experience and her perception

of others did not support this notion.

From her point of
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view, the nursing home was a place
where patient interactions were marked by avoidance, outbursts
of anger, and

occasional violence.

The atmosphere was basically stress-

ful and not supportive.

Most of Mrs. Todd's interactions with other
patients

were cordial.

The anger, when it occurred, was more often

subtle than overt.

Since she was ambulatory, other patients

often asked her to pick things up when they dropped them,
cross the room for a magazine, return to their room to pick
up something they had forgotten, or go to the kitchen and

get them a cup of coffee.

She enjoyed being helpful but

disliked requests that sounded like orders.

Also, she dis-

liked the lack of appreciation for her efforts.

She had the

feeling that people in nursing homes had forgotten the

words please and thank you.

All too often, she felt that

the patients' ability to smile had been lost as well.
In any setting,
a bright,

Betty Todd would have passed as

dynamic grandmother.

Although she was a grand-

mother, she seldom got a chance to play the role because
her grandchildren lived out-of-state.

She dressed fashion-

ably, her gray hair was attractively set, and she presented

herself as a calm, active person with a wealth of knowledge,
understanding, and compassion.

Regularly, one of her

daughters took her to shop for clothes and to have her hair
done.

The combination of life experiences that had led to

her placement in a nursing home were marked by moments of

i
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great joy such as her marriage and
the birth of her children, and moments of great despair
such as her hospitalizations at Bay State Hospital and her
suicide attempt.

Through all of these experiences she had
maintained a
sense of humor, optimism, and genuine concern

for people.

Each day she was awakened two hours prior
to breakfast by a nurse to be given medications for
her seizures.

Since the time corresponded with the nurse's
schedule and
not Mrs. Todd's, she was awake in bed until 7:30 when
she
rose and prepared for her meal

.

She never stayed in bed

beyond that hour and she always got up expecting it to be
a

good day.

That was a strategy that she had adopted to

combat the lethargy and depression that she often sensed in

others and occasionally experienced in herself.

When she

finished eating breakfast in the dining room with as many
of the 80 patients on her floor who were capable of eating

there, she returned to her room to dress and get ready for
the activities of the day.

Her weekday mornings were spent in the activities

room where she did leather work, jewelry making, papiermach£, and handicraft projects.

The activities were chal-

lenging and provided her with a creative outlet as well as
an opportunity to make articles she could use for gifts.

When the activities workshop closed at twelve o'clock, she
returned to her room to prepare for lunch.

After lunch she

attended a special event inside or outside the nursing home

\
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on the day or two each week that they
were scheduled.
Other
days, she took a nap or sat in the day room
or both.
Also,
she spent some time each day with the 11
retarded young

adults who lived in a separate section of the
home.

The

gratification that she got from this activity was very
important to her.
The retarded people that she visited had a variety

of handicaps that included the inability to walk, to talk
*

and to feed themselves.

When visiting this unit, she

assisted the people in eating, in getting around and by

providing companionship for them.

Quite often she read

stories to them or described what was going on during a

particular TV program.

Many of the elderly patients in

the nursing home communicated to her that she was foolish
to be wasting her time with these "vegetables" since they

were incapable of appreciating what she was doing for them.
Mrs. Todd's experiences demonstrated the opposite to her.
She spoke warmly of a patient who could not walk or talk

but who smiled every time he saw her.

Also, she commented

on a hydrocephalic woman who acknowledged with her body and
eyes that she either understood or appreciated what Mrs.

Todd was reading to her.

These small rewards made her ef-

forts to be of help worthwhile.
The time that she spent with retarded people cast

her in the role of a volunteer or staff person.
a role that she found enjoyable.

This was

Because of her epilepsy
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she resided in a level III or
intermediate care wing.
The people on her wing experienced
more aches and pains,
they were older, and many could not
ambulate freely, and
in general were more infirmed.
She saw the staff in the
home as more of a peer group.
Her seizures were the

only thing that set her apart from other
healthy women
in their mid fifties.
Many of the staff were like

her in

that they had young grandchildren, were active,
enjoyed

doing handicraft work, and viewed themselves as having
a
lot of their life to live.

Only an occasional staff per-

son had responded to her as a peer and only one of those

people was still working in the nursing home at the time
of the interview.

One person with whom she had developed a personal

relationship had worked as an aide.

When Mrs. Todd re-

flected on memorable moments over the past ten years of
her life, she reflected on a night she spent out of the nursing home with this person.

The woman had cautioned Mrs.

Todd not to mention that they would be going out for the

evening as it would result in the loss of her job.

They

met a block away from the nursing home and went from there
to a supper club.

They had a meal, several drinks, and

watched a Polynesian dance group perform.
they returned to the aide's home for

tired for the evening.

a

After the show,

night-cap and re-

The next morning they slept late and,

after awakening, they prepared a big breakfast.

In the early
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afternoon Mrs. Todd returned to the nursing
home.
been her best day in eight years.

It had

On another occasion she had had a
negative inter-

action with a young staff person who continued
to work in
the nursing home.
During one of Mrs. Todd's regular

walks around the building, this person observed
her walking too near the road.

The woman came running out of the

nursing home and shouted at Mrs. Todd.

She told her that

she must never walk that far from the nursing home again

because people, like Mrs. Todd, who had

attempted suicide

had to be crazy and might try it again.

Mrs. Todd had been

stunned by the remark but told the nurse that she had no

desire to kill herself and she was not ashamed of what she
had done earlier in her life.

The nurse had maintained a

formal, condescending attitude toward her ever since that

encounter
Mrs. Todd did not have the freedom to move about

and to exercise control over activities of daily living.

The nursing home set the time for medications, meals, and

social activities.

It also restricted a person's opportuni-

ties to go outside on his/her own.

For Mrs. Todd, the design

of the nursing home reinforced in her a sense that she was

different and handicapped.

The restrictions on going out-

side reinforced for her a view that she needed to be pro-

tected.

Mrs. Todd understood the nursing home's need for

structure as a means of operating efficiently.

In spite of
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the regimentation however, she
maintained an optimistic
and kind outlook toward patients and
staff.
Mrs. Todd felt most limited by the
nursing home's

stipulation that she always be accompanied by
a companion
when walking outside. Otherwise, her movement
was re-

stricted to a path circling the building.

She saw herself

as a healthy woman who had lived and coped
with seizures

all her life.

Since most of the people in the nursing

home were not physically capable of walking

a

mile or more

to go for a walk or to reach a restaurant, store, or bar,

she could not find another person to travel with her.

The companion rule was one that she could have

violated but she believed that if she were to have done it
often, she would have been returned to the State Hospital.

Whatever complaints she had about the nursing home, they
were fewer than those she had about the State Hospital.

Basically she felt the atmosphere of the State Hospital was
much more negative than that of the nursing home and that
in the nursing home the acts of physical violence were less

frequent and less harmful.

She realized that nursing homes

had the option to select their patients while the State

Hospital had the obligation to accept anyone who was com-

mitted there.

As a result, she tolerated the boredom and

adverse features of the nursing home and rarely did anything
to jeopardize her placement there.

One incident that she considered humorous and also
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characteristic of the four times that
she did leave the
nursing home with other patients was
the evening when
she had joined three alcoholics in
a night out.
They
had proceeded straight to a bar. The
two men and the two

women had ordered one drink and then another.

At that

point Mrs. Todd had declined any more drinks
because she
knew that having more than two drinks would
make

her feel

groggy and sick.

Three hours after thay had arrived, one

of the men fell off his chair.

The woman alcoholic tripped

and fell on her return from the restroom and was unable
to
get up.

The man that had not fallen got up to pick up the

woman and had collapsed in the process.

To get the three

people back to the nursing home, Mrs. Todd had to call a
cab and assist the driver in placing the trio in the cab.
She often reflected upon the nursing home's concern that
if she were to go out on her own,

and pass out.

she might have a seizure

While it was a possibility that she might

pass out, it was a certainty that the alcoholics would pass
out.

Yet, they had no restrictions placed on their move-

ments other than the subtle ones that

,

if they were problem-

atic, they would be discharged.

Autonomy was also an issue within the nursing home.
Meals, medication and activities were scheduled without

regard to the needs or preferences of individuals.

Not

only were the place and time of meals dictated by the nursing home, but the menu as well.

Medications were adminis-

\
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tered at a time that was convenient
for the staff.
Activities were set for a particular time of
the day in a specific location.
The activities room was locked at all
other
times.
Essentially, the routine was set by the
nursing
home and all patients were expected to
conform. Nevertheless,
Mrs.

Todd

had

adjusted

to the routine well.

she did, how-

ever consider it senseless to be awakened at
six in the

morning for medications but felt that it was something
that
could not be changed.

While she had adjusted to the routines

she had not been able to accept the basic lack of privacy.

When she felt the need to go off by herself, she had nowhere
to go.

If she went outside,

staff.

The day room and the dining room always had people

in them.

she remained in view of the

Her room was never more than semi-private even

when her roommate was out.

With no locks on the doors, the

room was always accessible to staff, other patients, and
her roommate.

On numerous occasions and at all times of

the day, disoriented patients had wandered into her room and

on a few occasions had climbed into bed with her in it.

On

other occasions she had found her drawers opened and personal

articles missing.

The lack of privacy was something she

found very offensive but beyond her control.
Mrs. Todd was very perplexed by the question of

whether or not the nursing home program was appropriate for
her.

The nursing home did not have, for her, a program or

schedule or plans that led to specific outcomes.

She felt

\
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that- she was simply living there.

Her medical record

contained no goals that staff had set for
themselves or
for Mrs. Todd.

It was of little surprise that the

nurse supervisor thought "it is unrealistic
for anyone
to contemplate rehabilitating a person her
age."

Mrs.

Todd entertained thoughts of living outside the
nursing

home but did not believe it would ever happen.

She saw

the nursing home as a place where she would be until the

day she died.

Her plan was to keep her spirits up by

being active with handicraft projects, working with the
young retarded people in the nursing home, taking her
regular walks around the building, participating in every

scheduled activity outside of the nursing home, and visiting her daughter's home weekly.

Joan Dion
On November 15, 1969 Joan Dion was delivered
to

Bay State Hospital by two officers from
the Loomis Police

Department.

The judge of the Loomis court had committed

her to Bay State Hospital for forty days observation.

The commitment had resulted from a complaint filed against
her by neighbors for breaking and disturbing the peace.
The charges read as follows:

Regularly, Mrs. Joan Dion walks through the neighborhood cursing neighbors and other individuals who are
in the general vicinity.
These outbursts are unpredictable and without cause. Prior to cursing, she
begins mumbling and then breaks into swearing.
Mrs. Dion, the youngest of three children of a

stable working class family, was born in 1924.

She had

attended local parochial schools through her graduation
from high school in 1942.

After graduation she took an

office job with a local manufacturing firm where she worked
for three years until she had married Thomas Dion.

five years they had two girls and a boy.

Within

Her last child

was born in 1950 when she was 26 years old.

Three years

later she had miscarried and after that loss, the couple

decided not to have any more children.
About four years prior to her commitment to Bay
State Hospital, she had experienced delusions and hallucinations.

At first they had not been pronounced nor had they
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seriously interfered with her family life.

Two years

prior to her admission to Bay State
Hospital, she entered
therapy with a private psychiatrist who
administered 13
shock treatments during a two-year period.
She continued
to have visions and to hear voices.
Mr. Dion began trying
to convince her to enter Bay State Hospital
for treatment

but had been unsuccessful.

Finally, the neighbors, after

discussing the situation with her husband, filed a complaint
with the district court.
At the time she was admitted to Bay State Hospital,

her oldest child was 14 and her youngest was

9.

ers and sisters were living in the general area.

father was a patient at the local VA hospital.

Her brothMrs. Dion's

While there,

one of his legs had been amputated as a consequence of a

diabetic condition.

Her mother had been a patient at Bay

State Hospital for four years and was residing there when
Mrs. Dion was admitted.

Her stay at Bay State Hospital was uneventful.

For

the first 14 years she had resided in a locked ward where

her interactions and movements had been restricted to people
and places within a small section of the hospital.

not assaultive nor was she assaulted.

She was

Aside from minor

colds, her physical health remained stable.

Essentially,

her behavior was the same as it was when she had entered.
She continued to have visions and hear voices.

During the

last six years of her hospitalization, however, she did not

\
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respond to the visions and voices by
cursing.
Mrs. Dion's medical record had
numerous notations

which described her as a bizarre person.

The notations

had resulted from her active delusions and
hallucinations.

Conversations with her, then and at the time of her
interview were flavored with comments about death,
cremation,
skeletons, invisible people and dismemberment of her body.

During a normal conversation she regularly interjected state-

ments using some or all of the above themes.

The comments

were unpredictable and seemingly unrelated to anything being

discussed
Joan Dion was not placed in the State Hospital and

forgotten by her family.

Her husband, children, and rela-

tives visited her often.

In the fifteen years she spent

at the hospital, she left for overnight visits with her

family on 38 occasions.

months in 1961.

The longest stay was for nine

On that visit and two others, she was re-

turned by the police to the hospital.

On each occasion,

she had wandered through the neighborhood ramdomly cursing

people and mumbling to herself.

Her husband had attempted

to restrain her but had been unable to do so.

He then cal-

led their family physician requesting that she be committed
to Bay State Hospital.

With the commitment paper in hand,

the police had taken her from her home to Bay State Hospital.

At her annual review in 1973, staff recommended that
she be transferred from a locked ward to an open ward.

The
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medical records did not explain the
reasoning behind the
recommendation.
It was possible that the particular
collective of staff who had convened during
that required annual
review had seen potential that until that
time had been
overlooked or not perceived.

According to a staff person who had known Mrs. Dion
for ten years, the move occurred in order to
put her in

contact with people who were in the process of discharge
as well as the treatment staff.

it was thought that the

association with people planning to leave Bay State Hospital
could contribute to a lessening of her symptoms and thereby
facilitate her discharge.

The staff's view was that, tradi-

tionally, the closed ward was a custodial ward while the

open ward was a treatment ward.

The open ward had patients

who were new admissions and those ready for discharge.

Clinical staff focused most of their energy on new admissions and people who were seen as having potential for

leaving the hospital.

For Mrs. Dion, relocation to the

open ward had been the first step in her eventual discharge.
Mrs. Dion was released from Bay State Hospital in

1975 and taken to a half-way house in a town close to

Loomis.

Admission criteria were that the perspective

resident to be capable of preparing meals, maintaining
an apartment, and taking medications.

An additional stipu-

lation was that the person would move from the house within
a year.

The half-way house had been selected over a nursing
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home because staff felt that she was too young
for a

nursing home.

They were also optimistic that

a

treatment

program within a normalized setting would lead to

a

reduc-

tion in her delusions and hallucinations and, eventually,

enable her to live with her husband or on her own in an

apartment
The discharge had been set for Monday mornina.

On

the Friday before, she announced to her social worker that
she would not leave Bay State Hospital.

The social worker

told her that she did not believe her and she would arrive
on Monday morning to transport her to her new home.

With

an anxious feeling, the staff person arrived on Monday morn-

ing to pick up Mrs. Dion.

To her pleasant surprise, Mrs.

Dion was dressed, packed and was waiting for her.

Together,

they went to Bemis House.

Bemis House was not the traditional half-way house

where eight or more people lived together with house staff
in a communal living arrangement.

Bemis House was an

apartment house complex for 22 people.

People lived alone

in three-room apartments or two people shared a four-room

apartment.

Staff lived in two apartments in the complex

and provided 24 hour-a-day,
care.

7

days a week supervision and

The goal of the house was to help people acquire

the necessary skills to function on their own in as normal
a

fashion as possible.

on the following areas:

Rehabilitation activities focused
personal appearance, meal prepara-
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tion

shopping, job finding, vocational
skill development,
interpersonal relationships, coping,
problem-solving, use
of leisure time, and budgeting.
f

Within a year Mrs. Dion had become reasonably
adept in many of the areas outlined.

Significant deficits

remained in her ability to find a job, develop
vocational
skills, relate to others, and use her leisure time.

Her

delusions and hallucinations interfered with her mastery of
these skills.

For Mrs. Dion to have acquired vocational

skills and to have found a job, it would have been necessar y

f°i"

her to gain control over the voices and visions she

experienced so that she could concentrate on acquiring a
skill and on interacting appropriately.
the necessary control.

She never attained

An example of her lack of inter-

personal skills was her attempt to open a bank account.

A staff person had accompanied her to
an account.

a

local bank to open

Mrs. Dion waited in line for her turn.

When

she got to the window and was greeted by the teller, she

announced that she had no legs.

She proceeded to elabor-

ate while the teller became noticeably baffled.

The staff

person intervened and together she and Mrs. Dion succeeded
in transacting their business.

Throughout her stay at Bemis House she seldom left
her apartment on her own and never without a great deal of

encouragement by staff or other residents.

Her reluctance

was due to her fear that she would curse someone and be
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arrested and consequently be sent back
to Bay State Hospital.

it had been eight years since she
had cursed

anyone in public.

The realization that it had been a

long time was not reassuring to her.

When Mrs. Dion's year at Bemis House had
come to
an end , staff recommended that she move to a
nursing

home rather than to her own apartment.
that he was unable to take her home.

Her husband felt
He worked during

the day and did not think she could cope with being on

her own during that time because she had not changed very

much since she had first entered Bay State Hospital.

children voiced similar concerns.

Her

Staff were reluctant to

encourage her to move into her own apartment.

They knew

that she could cook, shop, maintain an apartment, and take
her medication, but they were concerned that her delusions

would result in her being treated harshly or being isolated
by neighbors.

As a consequence, with the support of staff,

she moved into a nursing home.
Mrs. Dion's stay in the nursing home lasted four

months.

She did not enjoy the restrictive routine of the

nursing home.

During her stay at Bemis House she had

become adept at and had enjoyed the independence and re-

sponsibility of apartment living.

Her discomfort was not

the only factor that led to her leaving.

The management

of the nursing home decided that Mrs. Dion was not an appro-

priate patient for their facility.

Their decision was based
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on reports from other patients who found
her comments about
cremation, death, skeletons, and dismemberment,
upsetting.

According to the nursing home administrator,
the advanced
age of the nursing home patients made her remarks
especially

distressing.

The staff from Bemis House had been called

and were asked to find her another place to live.
The options open to the Bemis House staff were the

same as they had been when they placed Mrs. Dion in the

nursing home.

They could find another nursing home, an

apartment, or encourage her to return to Bay State Hospital.
The staff would have experienced Mrs. Dion's return to the

State Hospital as a failure.

Also, Mrs. Dion did not want

to return to the State Hospital, nor did she want to go to

another nursing home.

The choice had been narrowed to that

of finding an apartment.

The Bemis House staff located a $115 a month four-

room apartment nearby.

It was a twelve apartment tenement

above a store.

The building was on the periphery of the busi-

ness district.

The area was bustling with activity during

the daytime, but by evening the stores, banks, and offices

closed and only the bars remained open.

Several of the bars

had had their licenses suspended for serving minors as well
as for remaining open after closing hours.

The local news-

paper had reported that two of the bars were centers for

drug trafficking.

Often, the businesses in the area were

the targets for burglaries.

In general,

it was a neighbor-
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hood where many people felt uncomfortable
at night, but
not unsafe.
The front door of the apartment complex
was locked
and only residents and the mailman could
gain access.

doorbell and the mailboxes were inside the door.

The

In order

to meet with Mrs. Dion, one had to write and
set a time for
a visit or call Harold Zisk,

a friend and former Bay State

Hospital patient who lived in the same tenement, and ask

him to make the arrangements.

Mrs. Dion did not have a

telephone in her apartment because she was afraid that the
telephone voices would enter her apartment as invisible
people.

Also, she was afraid that she would curse someone.
Mrs. Dion's contact with other people was limited.

About once a week she was visited by one of two social
workers who liked her very much.

Every Thursday, she took

a taxi to a health center to have her medication checked.

On Friday evening and occasionally on Sunday afternoon, her

husband, children, or aunt visited her and took her out.
Daily, she prepared three meals for Harold Zisk.

Other than

those contacts she never interacted with other people.

She

did not leave the apartment to go for a walk on her own, to
go to church, to go shopping, or for any other reason.

She

feared that she would swear at someone and be arrested.
Mrs. Dion's relationship with Harold Zisk was a

noticeably warm and understanding one.

Harold responded to

her delusions as though they were commercials interrupting
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a movie.

He just listened to them and
continued his

discussion where he left off.

He arrived at her apartment

at 6:30 a.m., 11:30 a.m., and 5:00
p.m. each day.

served him all his meals.

They ate together and carried

on the usual mealtime discussions.

share of the food bill.

paper to Mrs. Dion.

She

They paid an equal

Daily, Harold delivered the news-

She read the paper, paying particular

attention to the grocery advertisements.

Twice a week she

made out a grocery list and sent Harold to the store with
the best sale.

He picked up the groceries and left them in

her apartment.

Harold served as Mrs. Dion's link with the outside
world.

Anyone wanting to visit Mrs. Dion could expect to

see him waiting at the front door for their arrival.

people called him directly to arrange for a visit.
ally, someone would write.

Most

Occasion-

In either case, he assumed re-

sponsibility for controlling the access to her apartment.
Since she did not like to go out, he did the necessary
shopping.

While she refused to install a telephone in her

apartment, she was not reluctant to use Harold's telephone
in his presence.

Weekly, she telephoned a taxi to take her

to the health center for a medication check and, at least

once a week, she used the telephone to speak to her husband
or children.

The only way that she could receive the injection
of her prescribed psychotropic drug was to travel weekly to
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the local health center.

needed to get there.

Consequently, she did what was

Except for these trips which she made

on her own, she never left the house
alone.
her major link with the outside world.

Bemis House.

Mr.

Zisk was

Daily, he visited

An explicit staff expectation was that
he

would notify them if there were any noticeable
changes in
Mrs. Dion's physical or emotional health.

Through this

indirect method, staff were in touch with her on a daily
basis
Mrs. Dion got out of bed every day at 5:30 a.m.

dressed

,

made her bed, and prepared breakfast before Harold

arrived at 6:30 a.m.
7:30 a.m.

She

Together they ate and talked until

She cleaned up after breakfast and Harold went

out to get the morning newspaper.

Between 8:00 a.m. and

11:00 a.m. she read the newspaper, washed clothes by hand,

and watched television.

At 11:00 a.m. she began preparing

the second meal of the day.

cleaning up the kitchen.

About 1:00 p.m. she completed

Between 1:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.

she performed small household chores, watched T.V. and occa-

sionally took a nap.

evening meal.

At 5:00 p.m. she began preparing the

After she and Harold finished eating, she

cleaned up and settled down to read the evening newspaper.

After reading the newspaper, she turned on the television
and watched it until 9:00 or 10:00 p.m.; then she went to
bed.

Her routine was the same each day with the major ex-

ception being those times when family or social workers visit-
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ed or when she went to the local health
center.

Each month she received a disability
income check
from the Social Security Administration
totalling $220.
After paying rent she had $95 left for food,
clothes, taxi
fees and other expenses.

Her family purchased clothing,

large household items, appliances and a television
for her.

With the limited contact she had with people and places

outside of her apartment, she managed to live comfortably.
Mrs. Dion was a woman who looked ten years older

than she was.

Her gray hair and her lack of teeth contri-

buted to this impression.

She had an adequate wardrobe of

clothes that included dresses, slacks, pants suits, and
dress shoes.

She walked with her shoulders set back and

her stomach leading the way.

It was a noticeably different

posture from what one normally saw, but not so different
from one that was seen in people who were walking back and
forth in a day room or in a corridor of a state hospital.
If she were to have altered her posture and overcome her

fears that a new set of teeth would have come from a

skeleton, she would have improved her appearance.

Though Mrs. Dion was living independently in the
community, she lacked the personal autonomy that such a

living arrangement indicated.

The voices that she heard

and the visions she saw served to isolate her.

Once she

had been observed at the Health Center covering her mouth

with her hand to control what might come out.

This sense
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of lack of control reduced the
opportunity she had to visit
social centers take advantage of recreation
facilities,
,

travel, and participate in activities.

As it was then, she

was not isolated because she chose to be
isolated, but because the problems that initially led to her
hospitalization remained.

Before she could ever feel well integrated

in the community, she would have to have been able
to

distinguish between real and unreal sights and sounds.
Mrs. Dion was capable of performing the essential

tasks for community living.

She ate well; she had ade-

quate clothing; and her apartment was furnished, heated,
and equipped for comfortable living.

Harold Zisk, her

family, and two social workers made up a network of people

with whom she interacted on a regular basis.

She did not

perceive herself as needing to be involved with

a

larger

network nor had she demonstrated that she had the capacity
to expand or alter it if the need arose.

grasp of reality was sometimes tenuous.

Clearly, her
The two social

workers that knew her well, found that her reality orientation was less than that of any other patient they followed, but they were convinced from regular contact with her,

that she was living better on her own than she had been at
the State Hospital or at the nursing home.

concurred

Mrs. Dion

Jack McCarthy

Jack McCarthy, age 75, had been a patient at
Running

Brook Nursing Home for three years.

He had resided in two

other nursing homes for a total of 18 months in between

readmissions to Bay State Hospital.
placed in a nursing home in 1973.

He had first been

That stay had lasted eight

months. and ended when he had pushed a male staff person who

placed his hand on Mr. McCarthy's shoulder.

The person

attempted to get him to leave his room to go to the cafeteria for dinner.

He was returned to Bay State Hospital

where he stayed for five months.

Another nursing home then

accepted Mr. McCarthy and he lasted there ten months.

At

Sunshine Nursing Home it was reported that he had assaulted another patient who had bothered him.

In this instance,

he punched the person but did not injure the man.
a

After

four-month stay at Bay State Hospital he was placed in

Running Brook Nursing Home.

Staff at Running Brook report-

ed that he was tempermental at times but never assaultive.

The nursing home administrator believed that he understood

Jack well enough to instruct staff to avoid situations that

might anger him.

The bais rule was to let him do what he

wanted to do unless it infringed upon others.

If he needed

to do something that was in his best interest and he refused
to do it,

then his daughter was to be called.

She would
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then visit with her father and resolve
the problem.
Jack McCarthy emigrated from Ireland during
the
depression.
He moved to Webster, a city in a region
served
by Bay State Hospital.
He lived with an uncle until he

accumulated enough money to move into

a

boarding house.

Later he gained employment with a major industrial company

where he worked for the next 24 years.
a

In 1933 he married

woman from Ireland who was living in Webster.

Together

they raised a family of four, one of whom had continued
to live in the area.

His wife died of a heart attack in

1969 while Mr. McCarthy was a patient at Bay State Hospital.
In 1956,

at the age of 53, Mr. McCarthy was admit-

ted to Bay State Hospital for the first time.

Four months

prior to his first admission, he had begun acting at work
and at home as though people were talking about him.

At

first, he thought that people at work were conspiring against

him in favor of another worker.

He thought that this other

worker was going to take his job and eventually marry his
wife.

He expressed his fears to friends and his wife.

Also,

he spoke to them about his work area which he was convinced

was bugged with devices that could record his thoughts and

statements.

Unknown people were gathering this information

and planned to use it against him.
At home, he began having similar thoughts and ac-

cused his oldest daughter of plotting against him.

Even-

tually, his wife and the other three children were implicat-
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ed in the plot.

The accusations which were totally
unfound-

ed were upsetting to his family.

The quality of his work

remained unaffected, but his relationships with
fellow
workers were becoming strained. Both at work and

at home

he began using threatening gestures such as
pounding tables

and walls and throwing objects.

Because of his massive

size, his outbursts generated a secondary but important

concert

Initially, his family and friends were in a quandry

.

trying to figure out what was going on.

They were hopeful

that whatever was responsible for the changes in Mr. McCarthy would cause them to go away as fast as they appeared.

The threatening gestures caused them much concern.

His

wife and children began expressing fears about the possi-

bility of their father physically harming them.

A local

doctor reputed to be knowledgeable about psychiatric problems
was contacted and he recommended to the family they admit
Mr. McCarthy to Bay State Hospital.

The family accepted the

advice
Jack McCarthy was opposed to being admitted to Bay
State Hospital.

He interpreted the suggestion as another

example of his co-workers and family plotting against him
so that one of the factory workers could marry his wife.

Two of his brothers, living in another part of the state,

were contacted

and

informed of the situation.

They agreed

to visit their brother and encourage him to go to Bay State

Hospital.

They met with the same fate as family and friends
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who had made the suggestion.

Together, the brothers and

the local police transported him to Bay
State Hospital.
It was a painful decision for his family
but one they

believed was justified.
Mr. McCarthy's brothers and wife visited
him at

Bay State Hospital at least once a week.

After numerous

outbursts at the hospital, one of which resulted in

a

nurse

being .seriously bruised, he began to show some improvement.
His paranoid ideas were less frequent and his physical

outbursts ceased.

At this time his wife requested that her

husband be discharged.
months.

He returned home for the next two

Two weeks prior to being readmitted to Bay State

Hospital, he regressed to the point of his first admission.
Mrs. McCarthy and her children were scared.

Finally, the

police were called and they transported him back to the
State Hospital.
a

Family visited him on the average of once

month throughout his eighteen year stay at the hospital.
At Bay State Hospital, Jack McCarthy was diagnosed

as a paranoid personality.

Psychotherapy was proposed as

the first form of treatment with shock therapy to follow.

Psychotherapy resulted in no noticeable changes in his
paranoid thoughts.

Later, the staff physician responsible

for Mr. McCarthy's treatment noted that shock treatment

should not be administered for the following reasons:

Paranoid conditions do not respond well to shock
The patient is six feet, one inch tall,
treatment.
Because
and
215 pounds, and physically very strong.
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of the present help situation, the
physican is
assisted by old attendants and two patients.
Fractures and dislocation during the convulsion
might occur.
There is also a danger of him becoming convulsive after the treatment.

During the remainder of his stay at Bay State

Hospital he received medications but no active treatment.
He resided on a closed ward where he participated in
re-

creational activities when they were offered.

The major

event of each day was the long walk to the hospital cafeteria to eat meals with all of the other patients in the

hospital
His stay at Bay State Hospital was marked by

numerous incidents of throwing trays and assaulting staff
and other patients.

predictable.

Apparently, the outbursts were un-

The staff's immediate response to each of

these episodes was to physically restrain him and then place

him in a seclusion room for at least 24 hours.
sion room contained a bed and nothing else.

The seclu-

The door of

the room had a small opening through which staff could ob-

serve him and serve him his food.

When he appeared to have

quieted down, he would be released back to the dormitory
in which he and other patients on the closed ward lived.
In 1973, Mr. McCarthy was considered for a nursing

home placement.

Prior to that time staff had thought that

his outbursts were a problem that would have led to his

rejection as

a

nursing home candidate or, if accepted, would

lead to his being returned to the State Hospital.

At the
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time of his placement he had gone
two years without hitting anyone.
While he continued to be diagnosed as
a

paranoid personality, it had been six years
since a paranoid idea was noted in his medical record.
With the
approval of his daughter, a nursing home was
sought.
A nursing home interested in accepting Mr. McCarthy,
and that met the approval of his daughter, was found
ten

miles ,from Webster

.

His stay at the nursing home was

marked by two verbal outbursts and finally an incident in

which he pushed a nurse.

He was returned to the State

Hospital where he resided in a closed geriatric ward for
several months until he was placed in another nursing
home.

This placement lasted

struck another patient.

8

months and ended when he

An ambulance was called and with

a physician's order they transported him back to Bay State

Hospital.

Again, he returned to the geriatric ward where

he remained for four months until he was placed in Rolling

Brook

Rolling Brook Nursing Home was a 64 bed facility
located in Webster.

At the time that Jack had been ad-

mitted to the home, there were
Hospital and

5

38

patients from Bay State

from an institution for the retarded.

The

other 19 people had been admitted from their homes or a
local hospital.
a

The name of the nursing home suggested

bucolic setting or the presence of a nearby brook.

Neither were accurate.

Rolling Brook was an old Victorian
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home with a modern addition attached
at the rear.
it was
located in the central business district
of Webster.

After walking in the front door of the
Victorian
section of the home, one proceeded to the
new addition
where the nursing and administrative offices
were located.
On the way there were several rooms in the
old section that
served as activity rooms.
s t u ffed

The rooms were filled with over-

chairs occupied by people who were usually dozing

or staring off into space, but were seldom relating
to

one another.

Entering the new section of the home, one

found modern, well-furnished rooms, occupied by two or four

people depending on room size.
section was a pool table.

In the center of the new

Frequently, staff played pool

together, or a staff person played with a patient.

It was

a rare sight to see two patients playing together unless it

was a staff organized tournament.

During the day Mr. McCarthy and all of the other

patients were required to get out of bed and leave their
rooms long enough for a staff person to clean the room.
His day began at

7

o'clock when he was awakened by a nurse

to receive his medication and hear the news that breakfast

would be served in the cafeteria in 45 minutes.
roommates received the same message.

dressed and made his bed.

His three

Each of them got up,

Mr. McCarthy and another man

shaved with electric razors prior to going to the cafeteria.
The other two men shaved after they ate.

Occasionally, one
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of the men showered in the morning but
usually the four

men showered on the average of once
or before they went to bed at

9

a

week during the day

p.m.

Jack McCarthy was a tall, handsome, slender man

with a pleasant gentle appearance.

He dressed well and

did not look like a man who would assault anyone, let alone

generate fear.

At age 75 he was 35 pounds lighter than

when he was first admitted to Bay State Hospital.
health was excellent.
was clear.

He saw and heard well.

His

His speech

Mr. McCarthy's pleasant appearance was decep-

One would have expected him to be a talkative outgoing

tive.

person.

That was not the case.

and make brief responses.

He was content to listen

He did not engage in lengthy

discussions
After he ate his meals, he left the nursing home to
take a walk.
turned.

He walked for about 30 minutes and then re-

Generally, he sat in his room or took a nap after

walking.

He did not participate in any scheduled activities

inside or outside of the nursing home.

Occasionally, Mr.

McCarthy sat in the large recreation room watching people
play pool.

Sometimes he spoke to other patients.

daughter visited him several times a week.

His

He spent at

least two evenings a week at her home, and about once

month he stayed with her for the weekend.

a

The relationship

between Mr. McCarthy and his daughter's family was a good
one.

They all enjoyed one another.

His daughter did all
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of his laundry.

When he needed person items or clothing,

she purchased them for him.

At Running Brook, there had been a few
occasions

when a staff person or a patient had upset
Mr. McCarthy.
When the problem was not easily resolved, his
daughter had
been called.
The few times that she was called,
she had

met with her father and then with the nursing
supervisor
and had resolved the difficulty.

One resolution had been to

move Mr. McCarthy to another room.
Mr. McCarthy enjoyed the nursing home and felt that
it was a good place to be living.

Both he and his daughter

felt that it was a significant improvement over the State

Hospital.

Their view of the State Hospital was that it had

been a place where a mix of disturbed patients resided to the

benefit of no one.

Running Brook's patients were quiet and,

although they were occasionally disturbing to Mr. McCarthy,
they were not as disturbing as patients at the State Hospital
had been.

Mr. McCarthy and his daughter viewed the nursing

home as a physically attractive place.

No more than four pa-

tients shared a room while at the State Hospital, as many as
20 patients had resided in an open dormitory.

The nursing

home's rooms were attractively furnished while those at the
State Hospital had been poorly furnished.

In general, Mr.

McCarthy and his family felt that Rolling Brook was
place.

a

good

They felt that it was the best place he had resided

since he had entered Bay State Hospital in 1956.

Alice Stukes
In Kensington, at No.

86 Harvard Street,

there was

a home that looked like most others on
the street.

It was

an 80 eyar old, three story, single family
home in a de-

clining neighborhood of an urban area.

The fire escape on

the side of the house and the fire box to the right of
the

doorbell indicated that the home was probably more than a
family residence.

In fact, it was a 16 bed nursing home

named Beechnut Nursing Home.

For the past

6

years it had

been the home of Alice Stukes.

After less than a year as a patient at Bay State
Hospital, Alice Stukes had been placed in Beechnut Nursing
Home.
old.

At the time she entered the home, she was 49 years
One other resident was younger, while the average age

of the patients was 56.

Four of the people were women and

the remaining 12 were men.

All of them were former pa-

tients at Bay State Hospital.

When Mrs. Stukes entered the

home, six of the residents were from Bay State Hospital.
Six years later, all of the people were former Bay State

Hospital patients.

Of the seven bedrooms, two were occu-

pied by three patients each, while the remainder were each

occupied by two people.

Common areas consisted of a day

room, which doubled as a dining room, contained two cir-

cular tables, a television, 16 chairs, and about a dozen
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puzzles and games.

The smoking room was a poorly insu-

lated room that had originally been a front
porch.
All
of the rooms had wall to wall carpeting
and wallpaper.
From a physical standpoint the nursing home
was attractive.

Beechnut Nursing Home appeared to be an unlikely
home for Alice Stukes at age 55.

when she had graduated

from the city high school she was in the top quarter of her
class.*

After graduation, she had taken

a job in a

insurance company where she had stayed for

6

local

months.

In

the middle of winter she had decided it would be more en-

joyable to live in a warm climate.

After making connec-

tions with an aunt, who was living on the west coast, she

moved 3,000 miles away.

When she had found a job, and had

had a steady income, she moved into her own apartment.

She

worked for several years in increasingly responsible positions until she married and began raising a family.

Prior

to the birth of her second child, her husband received a

promotion and together they moved to a large city in the
south.

When both of her children were in school, she re-

turned to work.

Her views of those times were ones in

which the family was thriving economically, socially, and
otherwise.

That situation continued for about 10 years.

During the early 1960's she became depressed.

She

left her job because it was no longer of interest to her.

Rather than look for another job, she decided to stay home.
Her marital relationship began to deteriorate.

Her hus-
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band’s perception was that he encouraged
her to use her
days constructively rather than sit
around the house. Her

perception was that he was no longer interested
in her and
that he was nagging her. Arguments of one
form or another
became commonplace. The children were not being
cared for
properly and the house was a mess.

Mrs. Stukes' husband

contacted her family who in turn approached her to no
avail..

In 1965, Mr.

Stukes and the family physician con-

vinced Mrs. Stukes to enter a hospital where a full range
of tests were conducted to see if there was a physiologi—
cal explanation for the depression she was experiencing.

After three weeks she was discharged.

Her physician re-

viewed the medical tests and concluded that there was no

biological explanation for her depression.

Mrs. Stukes was

given a prescription for an anti-depressant which she took
for a few days but refused to continue taking.

The strained family relationship continued for

several years.

Her family made many attempts to understand

what was happening to her but were unsuccessful.

Her hus-

band filed for divorce, and he and the two children moved

out of their home.

Her sister convinced her to move back

to Kensington where she would have the opportunity to start
a

new life.

She agreed only after she became convinced

that she could not afford to continue living by herself in
a big house.

In 1968,

left 27 years before.

she returned to the city she had

Together, she and her sister looked
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at apartments within her price range.

was found and she moved in.
ed three years.

very little else.

A modest apartment

That living arrangement last-

She ate, slept, and watched TV and did

Her sister purchased groceries for her

and, in that way, she did not have to leave
her apartment.

When her husband learned she was continuing to live
as she had when they were together, he informed his
wife

that he was cutting off her monthly support.

She did not

inform her sister that her income had been cut off until
she needed money for food and rent.

At that point, the

sister went to the local court and requested that Alice be

committed to Bay State Hospital for treatment.

The sister's

rationale for the commitment was that Mrs. Stukes did not
have the will or ability to care for herself.

When the

20 day commitment ordered by the court ran out, Mrs.

Stukes

elected to remain at Bay State Hospital as a voluntary patient.

She remained there for

to take her medication.

6

months.

She often refused

Staff were unable to engage her in

treatment or in hospital activities.

After staff determined

that she qualified for a monthly disability income that

covered the cost of nursing home care.

A nursing home place-

ment was offered to her as an alternative to the State Hospital.

After an initial visit there, she elected to move

to Beechnut Nursing Home.

Mrs. Williams, the Director of Beechnut Nursing

Home, was convinced that Alice, as well as all of the other
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people in her home, needed the type of
sheltered care
she provided.
Her impression of Mrs. Stukes was that
she
was a self-centered unhappy person, who
avoided assuming

responsibility; who never experienced joy; and who
never
said thank you.
While she was describing Alice she realized that the description fit the other 15 people
as well.
It became even more perplexing to her when she
reflected

on how. they had such an ideal life with all of their meals

prepared, a fine living arrangement, and adequate funds to

purchase the few extra items they needed and wanted that
were not provided by the nursing home.
Mrs. William's perceptions that her patients lack-

ed a sense of responsibility, joy, and gratitude, were not

unfounded.

Mrs. Stukes did not see herself as a person

who would be leaving the nursing home to live on her own.
The same was true for her prospects of finding or holding
a job.

Without articulating any reason, she concluded that

she was neither ready to work nor live on her own.

She

felt that she was physically and mentally capable of doing
so, but although she saw both as valuable goals,

she did

not intend to strive for either of them in the next year.

Alice Stukes was a 55 year old woman of average

height and weight.
cut and shaped.

Her short black hair was attractively

She wore makeup and dressed fashionably.

When she was walking on the street on her own, she maintained a deadpan facial expression and slumped her shoulders.
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In a face to face conversation she
could be dynamic.

general

,

In

she was a good conversationalist who
had in-

sight, good recall, and was thoughtful.

The person walk-

ing in the street alone did not look like
the same person.

The person with the sad expression and the
stooped walk

looked introverted and unapproachable.

Mrs. Williams and

Mrs. Stukes agreed that she looked flat more often
than
not.

As a result, she conveyed the impression of being

a person who did not experience joy.

Even in her animated

state only occasionally did she crack a smile.
Mrs. Stukes was unable to think of one thing for

which she was thankful.

Whether it was good health, being

attractive, being able to move freely without a physical
handicap, or having two healthy children and three attractive grandchildren, she felt that they were assets but not

things to be thankful for.

She could not recall the last

time she had said thank you to anyone.

Anything done for

her within the house such as preparing meals, washing and

ironing laundry, or Mrs. Williams letting her use the nursing home telephone were seen by Mrs. Stukes as services

that she was paying for and thereby entitled to.

She could

not imagine helping Mrs. Williams with any chores without

being paid.

When it came to cleaning up her room, she would

do only half of the cleaning while leaving the other half
for her roommate.

As home-like as Beechnut Nursing Home appeared from
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the outside

,

it was quite different inside.

was not unlike the other residents.

m

Alice Stukes

People sat together

the smoking room and the day room but
rarely spoke or

looked at one another.

visitors a year.

Mrs. Stukes had no more than two

Others in the house did not fare as well.

Consequently, the excitement of visitors frequenting
the

house and expressing affection and goodwill seldom
occurred
at Beechnut.

Residents were not happy living there but had

no plans to leave.

In general,

there was a sense of des-

P a i- r within the house that was felt by visitors and experienc-

ed by the patients.

Harriet Matthews

Harriet Matthews was
of two.

66 year old widowed mother

a

She was born in Culver in 1914 the oldest of a

family of ten.

She married at the age of 24 after having

worked full-time for six years as a receptionist-bookkeeper.

At age 29, two months after the birth of her youngest

child, she was admitted for the first time to Bay State

Hospital.

She remained at the State Hospital for the next

30 years.

For the four years preceding the study she had

been a patient at Village Nursing Home.
Mrs. Matthews' emergence as a psychiatric patient

was viewed with surprise and disbelief by her family and

her husband.

Mrs. Matthews was a bright, energetic, attrac-

tive young woman who had been popular in school, a good

student, and successful at her job.

The fact that she had

been in a substantive well-paying position during the de-

pression was seen by friends as evidence that she was a
capable person with a promising future.

Her marriage to

Richard Matthews, a prominent young businessman, was another

indicator of her popularity and potential.

With great re-

luctance, her husband had his wife admitted to Bay State

Hospital in 1943, five years after their marriage.
As an insurance man, Richard Matthews interacted

with a wide variety of people.
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His interactions with young
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women were a great source of worry to Mrs.
Matthews.
became increasingly jealous.
talk to him.

She

At first, she had refused to

Since he spent a great deal of time at work,

she had drawn the conclusion that he was not
working but

was having affairs with the young women he met.

came increasingly seclusive and depressed.
ed to kill herself and the children.

up all, night and refusing to eat.

She be-

She threaten-

She began staying

On several occasions,

she accused women neighbors of being intimate with her

husband.

The neighborhood rifts that evolved out of those

accusations caused the Matthews family to move from three

different areas.
Mrs. Matthews' behavior became more unpredictable

and disturbing to her husband.

responding to them.

After the birth of their second child,

she became very depressed.

her eyes closed.

She began hearing voices and

For days she remained in bed with
She showed no interest

She refused to eat.

or willingness to care for her two children who, at that
time, were 14 months and

2

months of age.

On one occasion,

she took an overdose of medicine which resulted in a brief

hospitalization.

Richard Matthews had been in regular com-

munication with his wife's family, looking for assistance
in caring for the children, and exploring with them expla-

nations for the change in her behavior

.

He also had ex-

plored approaches that would be helpful in getting Mrs.

Matthews back to her normal self.

When she began taking
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the children outside in mid-winter
with only light

clothing on, he became concerned for the
welfare of his
children as well as for that of his wife.
Reluctantly,
he consented to their family physician's
recommendation
to admit her to Bay State Hospital.

Between 1943 and 1946 Harriet Matthews was admitted to the State Hospital five times.

three weeks after her first admission.

She returned home

When the same dis-

turbing behavior continued, her husband brought her back to
the hospital.

On one occasion, during those three years,

she managed to stay out of Bay State Hospital for nine

months.

In 1946,

Richard Matthews concluded that his

wife's case was hopeless and from that time on he never
saw or spoke to her again.

At the time of the study, it had

been 32 years since she had seen either of her sons, as
well

Harriet Matthews' parents and siblings maintained
an interest in her throughout her hospitalization.

Her

family visited her regularly and took her out for overnight
stays on a number of occasions.

In 1968,

she went to stay

with a sister for three months.

In 1971,

she left the hos-

pital twice for over a month each time.

Each time when

family members began to feel the strain of caring for her,
they returned her to the hospital.

Mrs. Matthews' hospi-

tal record contained numerous notations of visual and audi-

tory hallucinations that she had experienced.

At Bay State
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Hospital she was sullen at times and
argumentative at
others but basically a cooperative and
responsive patient.
In 1973,

she was placed in Village Nursing Home and
had

remained there ever since.
Vi-Ucigo Nursing Home was a 140 bed facility that

contained 70, level II beds and 70, level III beds.
Matthews was assigned to the level III wing.

Mrs.

it was a

12 year old building adjacent to a large outpatient medi-

cal center.
area.

There were no other buildings in the immediate

Within a quarter of a mile there was a restaurant

and several retail stores.

The nursing home was located

in a commercial development tract that was undeveloped.

The center of town was approximately one mile away.

The nursing home's rooms were of ample size to

sleep three people.

Each room contained three dressers,

three beds, and individual closet space for each patient.
The closet space was adequate to store a small wardrobe and
a few small personal possessions.

for sleeping and little else.

sofa or for comfortable chairs.

The rooms were designed

There was not space for a
Mrs. Matthews'

room was

freshly painted and had three copies of original paintings
hung on the wall.

Since none of the three patients had

had anything to do with the selection, it appeared that the

paintings were chosen because they contrasted well with the
wall paint.

Essentially, the rooms were cramped and lacked

a personal touch.
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While the rooms were clean and neat they were
stark
in appearance.

There were very few personal possessions

that were visible either on bureaus or on the walls.

The

rooms looked and felt like hospital rooms in which people

stayed for brief periods and left.
hor roommates

,

For Mrs. Matthews and

the Village Nursing Home was their home.

a general hospital

,

In

it would be common to see visitors while

in Village Nursing Home few visitors were seen.

Also, there

were considerably more wheelchair patients visible than one
would expect to see in a general hospital.

Due to the num-

ber of people sitting in wheelchairs in the hallways and

open areas, the nursing home appeared to be congested, par-

ticularly before and after meals.

At those times, all of

the nursing staff served meals from carts while the ambu-

latory and wheelchair patients moved from one point to
another.
The Village Nursing Home was designed to meet the

needs of the most handicapped people.

The curtains that

surrounded the beds, the fire extinguishers, the handrails,
and the special washing and toileting facilities were in-

appropriate for ambulatory and continent people such as Mrs
Matthews.

All rooms, other than bedrooms, were designed for

large groups.

The game room, the recreation room, and the

activity room were all large open rooms that could be occu
pied by 60 or more people.

If Mrs. Matthews wanted to

interact with someone on a personal level requiring privacy
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the only space available was the
administrator's office

and that was true only on weekends and evenings
when the

was vacant.

Aside from the availability of that

single room, which was locked when it was not being
used,
and required special permission to be used, all inter-

actions occurred in a large group setting within hearing

distance of large numbers of people.

The large common

areas were well designed for large group activities but

failed to meet the needs of patients who had the need for

privacy
Mrs. Matthews ate all of her meals in her room.

She had the option to eat in the large dining room but elected not to go.

In her opinion, she was not strong enough to

walk from her room to the dining room and felt that if she
did attempt it she risked being hit and injured by someone
in a wheelchair.

Consequently, she ate in her own room.

She used the same rationale for explaining why she seldom

left the room for any other purpose.
At age 66, Harriet Matthews was a neatly dressed,
thin, frail looking woman.
a

She dressed appropriately for

woman her age with the exception of wearing ankle socks.

In discussions,

affect was good.
soft voice.

she maintained good eye contact and her

She walked hesitantly, and spoke in a

At times it was difficult to understand what

she said because of the difficulty she had enunciating

which was due to the fact that she did not wear dentures
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Her recall of dates and events was excellent.

She had no

friends within the nursing home and no desire to
have any
friends.

Aside from her sister who visited twice a month,

she had no regular visitors.

Only on rare occasions did

she engage in recreational activities offered by the Village

Nursing Home.
room.

There were many days in which she never left

Occasionally

,

a staff person coaxed her to walk

the hallways or to go to the recreation room to watch a

movie.

In general,

she lived a very static life.

The few

scheduled activities that she attended and the occasional
visits by her sister were brief interludes in uneventful,

meaningless days.

She stated that she experienced physical

and emotional pain and found no joy in living.

stated specifically that she wanted to die.

Also, she

Mrs. Matthews

was unable to think of a single reason for living.

Staff interactions with patients appeared to be

appropriate, warm, and caring.

The staff related to Mrs.

Matthews and other patients in a warm respectful manner that
was age-appropriate.

Staff did not relate to Mrs. Matthews

or to other patients in a childish manner or in a deperson-

alized way.

Staff did not perceive Mrs. Matthews as having

the potential to leave the nursing home.
a dependent,

They saw her as

tempermental woman, who occasionally halluci-

nated but was not a management problem.

One change that

they expected is that she would eventually require a more

intensive level of nursing care than she was receiving.
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A thorough review of Mrs. Matthews' nursing home

record indicated that there was no treatment plan
for staff
to follow.

There were quarterly notations of two to three

lines in length.
^^^"S-ing

Usually, there was a statement that

home care was required but no explanation was

given as to why it was required.

Other notations con-

tained statements such as "a possible need for a volunteer
but that at this time it need not be followed through on."
The staff's only expectation was to meet her needs for shelter,

food, clothing, and medication.

Activities were sche-

duled for recreation alone and not to meet any rehabilitation goal.

In her four year stay at the Village Nursing

Home, Mrs. Matthews had not seen a psychologist, psychia-

trist, or a clinical social worker.

A review of the organ-

izational chart of the nursing home which listed all of the
full-time staff and consultant staff, indicated that mental

health professionals were not available to anyone in the

nursing home.

With 15 percent of the Village Nursing Home

population being from Bay State Hospital, it seemed reasonable to expect that a mental health consultant would have

been available.

The nursing supervisor had never seen a

need for such consultants but believed that the nursing
home would be willing to make them available if the need

occurred
There were a number of aspects of Harriet Matthews'
life that could be considered strengths.

She was ambulatory.
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continent

,

competent, alert, and in touch with reality.

In addition,

she had good affect, good health, a good

memory, and family members who were concerned about her.
On the other hand, she was overly protective of herself,
frail, and had gone most of the past 36 years without

performing most of the basic tasks common to people living independently.

She lacked recent experience with

taking, care of her own health needs, cooking, traveling

about on her own, shopping, handling money, interacting

with people, and weighing consequences and choosing amongst
alternatives.

It would have been important for her to de-

velop such skills if she were to have lived in a less restrictive environment.

The acquisition of skills while

at Village Nursing Home would have increased her autonomy

and possibly her self-esteem.

Since Mrs. Matthews was in

reasonably good health, it was likely that she would re-

main a patient in Village Nursing Home for an extended
period of time.

Because she wished that she were dead at

the time of the study, her remaining years were likely to
be uneventful and unhappy.

Regina Hicks
The set of life experiences that preceded Regina

Hicks

arrival in Lawton were arduous

.

She was born in

1905, in the town of Devon, about 15 miles from Lawton.

She was the second of three children, and the only daughter
of Attorney Howard Hicks and his wife Phoebe.

At an early

age, the family learned that Regina was epileptic.

Her

medical condition was well controlled with medication;
nevertheless, it led to her being over protected by her
family and socially isolated from her peers.

She was an

average student who excelled in the arts and did passable

work in other subject areas.
When Miss Hicks was 13 years of age, her mother
was admitted to Bay State Hospital where she continued to

reside until her death.

At age 14, Regina had the first of

many operations to remove objects that she had inserted into her body.

Her family physician explained that she insert-

ed nails, pens, needles, and wire into her ears, nose, mouth,

vagina, and appendix incision because "she likes hospitals,
she likes to take ether, and she likes to undergo opera-

tions."

At a minimum, the injuries that she inflicted upon

herself resulted in her getting sympathy and attention.
Shortly after she graduated from high school, she
was admitted by her father to a private psychiatric hos162
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pital to be certified for commitment to Bay
State Hospital.
Due to the self-insertion of objects into
her body, and her
epilepsy, the father was convinced that he could not
care
for his daughter.

After a one month observation, she was

certified as eligible for commitment to a state school for
the retarded rather than a state hospital.

Her father

picked her up at the psychiatric hospital and drove her

directly to the State School for the Retarded where she
resided for six years.

Her epileptic condition led to

a diagnosis of retardation and thereby made her eligible

for commitment to the state school

.

After six years of writ-

ten requests from Miss Hicks, her father agreed to take her
home.

Four months after her return home, her father had her

committed to Bay State Hospital where she resided until 1974.
One of the physicians who signed the commitment form stated

that "Regina would be better off at the State Hospital

simply because her father, Attorney Howard Ilicks, is not

interested in caring for her and doesn't have the compassion or parental affection for her that one would expect

from a parent."
Upon admission to Bay State Hospital she was diag-

nosed as epileptic with a psychopathic personality.

Later,

her diagnosis was revised to chronic brain syndrome with con-

vulsive disorder.

Upon admission she had the understanding

that she was at Bay State Hospital for observational pur-

poses and within a brief period she would be returning home.
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After being at the State Hospital for two
months and not
having seen or heard from her father, she
wrote him a
thoughtful, sensitive letter requesting that he
come to
visit her and that he give serious consideration

to tak-

ing her home so that she could continue her
education.

father wrote back to her stating that it was best
for both of them that he not visit her.

He went on to

say that she was in her new home and all clothing, food, and

personal items would be provided for her by the hospital.
In closing, he stated that all future communications would

be between he and the superintendent and the superinten-

dent and Regina.

Miss Hicks never saw or heard from her

father again.
In 1944, after 22 years of institutionalization,

Miss Hicks was given an intelligence test and scored an
I.Q. of 118.

She was labeled bright and normal.

The

psychologist requested that the physician change her diagnosis from intellectually retarded to bright and normal.

Apparently, the request was ignored, as her diagnosis upon

discharge to
retardation.

a

nursing home included a comment about her
The psychologist's comments were as follows:

Regina Hicks has an interest range that is not as
different from that of normal young women as we might
anticipate in view of her long hospitalization. She
enjoys her library card at the city library and preHer reading interests
fers non-fiction to fiction.
careful in selectmeticulously
is
She
are quite wide.
matching patand
colors,
ing her clothes, matching
She is unappearance.
terns so as to present a good
She carries
handwork.
tiring in her knitting and other
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a work bag around with her so as
to be occupied
when she has to wait.
in her room, she keeps pet
gold-fish and many plants. This capacity for
successful, purposeful activity is a good
indication.

Her medical record contained many notations
of positive

staff perceptions of her.

Also dispersed throughout

her record were many negative interpretations of her

behavior
During much of her hospitalization, Miss Hicks
had parole privileges.

Parole privileges entitled her

to leave the hospital on her own during specified periods

each day.

When she was outside of the hospital she was

active in church affairs, a member of a garden club, made

regular visits downtown to shop, and to tour, and spent
time in the local library reading and borrowing books.

Quite often she returned to the hospital with items that
the staff had ordered her not to purchase.

discovered such violations,

a

When the staff

confrontation would occur,

and Miss Hicks would usually take a strong adversary posi-

tion that would often result in her being reprimanded or

placed in seclusion.

The following notation in her hospital

record typified encounters:
The patient has just gone through another disturbed
episode similar to those which occur every so often
when she is forced to abide by hospital regulations.
She has a very paranoid attitude and feels herself
superior to others and resents attempts on checking
She has been permitted frequent
up on her and so on.
inadequate supervision of
under
downtown
visits
returned with all sorts of
has
she
that
friends so
creams and lotions, cosfacial
merchandise, chiefly
has been warned about
She
tume jewelry and yarn.
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returning with excessive quantities of these materials
P er sistently does so
so that there are enormous
numbers of these things stored away for her.
She still
has a tendency to hoard as she has for many years and
it has been necessary to search her and remove the
articles which are not advisable for her to have on
the ward.
After returning from a recent trip downtown, she was again searched and the patient became
angry expressing her paranoid ideas and even assaulting
the nurses so that it was necessary to place her in
the seclusion building for a few days until she calmed
down.
She screamed and banged on the door and banged
her head on the wall and in general acted very disturbed.
Among her belongings besides the items mentioned above were found mirrors, steel knitting
needles, and other such items that are not permitted
on the ward and consequently were removed.
,

Usually, she was released from seclusion within a week and

placed on a locked ward for a month or two until she earned
back her parole privileges.
On numerous occasions whle at Bay State Hospital,

other patients reported incidents involving Miss Hicks to
hospital staff.

These were incidents they knew staff would

look unkindly upon.

Also, there was the implication that

staff looked favorably upon such reports.

Several of the

reports were about items that she had purchased in stores
downtown.

One had to do with an accusation of shoplifting.

Another was of a sexual encounter with a male in which
some touching had supposedly occurred.

Each report that

was noted in her medical record resulted in a staff con-

ference attended by physicians, nurses, and clinical staff
to discuss the incident and decide what should be done

about it.

In all cases the reports were accepted as fact

and resulted in the loss of Miss Hicks' parole privileges.
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On three different occasions during the
1950s,

Regina Hicks was placed on an extended leave from
the hospital to work as a domestic.

On one occasions she re-

turned to the hospital because of

a

personality clash

with the family with whom she was working.

occasion her services were no longer needed.

On another

The third

return to the hospital occurred when the family for whom
she wap working came home from a weekend trip to find her

laying on the floor of her apartment after an epileptic
seizure.

She was taken to a local hospital and eventually

returned to Bay State Hospital.

The family was fearful of

the liability they would incur if something were to happen
to her as a result of a seizure.

She remained a patient at

Bay State Hospital until 1972 when she was discharged to a
local nursing home.

After five months in a nursing home, Regina Hicks
was sent back to Bay State Hospital.

The nursing supervi-

sor at the nursing home reported that Miss Hicks manifested irrational behavior on an episodic basis and that she

acted out of violence by hitting other patients and staff
in the nursing home.

Miss Hicks provided a milder ex-

planation of the events.

According to her, when she was

pressured to do things she did not feel like doing, she
spoke out forcefully and shoved chairs and tables
not in such a way as to harm anyone.

,

but

The incident which

had resulted in her being returned to the hospital was one
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which she pushed a nurse away from her after the
nurse
had taken her by the arm to lead her to the
cafeteria.

Her

next nursing home placement, five months later,
lasted nine

months and ended with a similar scenario.

She found nursing

home life far too confining and stifling.

she felt that she

had had greater autonomy as a State Hospital patient with

parole privileges.
.

After her second return from a nursing home the

State Hospital placement staff consented to work with Miss

Hicks to help her realize her goal of living independently
in an apartment.

Because of her epileptic condition, staff

were reluctant to recommend apartment living.

Nevertheless,

they pursued the objective and ultimately located the el-

derly housing complex in which Regina was living at the time
of the study.

In 1974 she left Bay State Hospital to live

in Colonial Apartments, an elderly housing project owned

and operated by the town of Lawton.

project had 30 living units.

The Colonial housing

It was a clustered colonial-

style development with units located in four different
areas.

All but four of the units had a single story.

The

housing development was within a half-mile of the downtown
area and less than a quarter of a mile to an open field.

Within the downtown area there were shopping centers,
supermarkets, restaurants, movies, professional offices,
and a park.

car

It was a good location for someone without a
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Miss Hicks had a private entrance which
lead into
her three-room apartment.
One of the rooms was a bedroom,
another was a kitchen, and the third was a dining
and

living room area.

Regina had a number of her own weavings

and paintings on the walls.

The dining room-living room

area was comfortably littered with puzzles, library books,

newspapers, magazines, and other reading material all of

which looked used.

The internal design of the apartment

had no observable restrictive features.

Regina Hicks was a tall, attractive, well dressed
74 year old woman.

Due to an arthritic condition and

recent back surgery, she had difficulty walking on her own.
As a result, she used crutches to walk long distances and

used a walker to move around within her apartment.

On the

average, Regina left her apartment four times a day.

Usu-

ally, she began the day by walking in the neighborhood.

If

she had not walked uptown, she waited at her apartment for
a senior

citizen taxi to transport her to the elderly

center for lunch.

Often, after lunch she participated in

a wide range of arts and crafts workshops sponsored by the

elderly center.

Usually, she returned to her apartment in

the middle of the afternoon to read, to do her own art

work, or to visit with friends within the apartment complex

Usually, she ate her evening meal alone at home.

On occa-

sion she invited someone for dinner or went to someone

else

'

apartment for dinner.

Her evenings were spent watch
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ing television, going to a play, a movie,
an activity at
the elderly center, or visiting with a friend.

She felt

that there were not enough hours in the day to
do all of the

things that she wanted to do.

Miss Hicks' days and eve-

nings were filled with a range of diverse activities.

Whatever time she spent at home was usually occupied with
reading books, watching special shows on television, or

paintipg watercolor pictures.
Hanging on her living room walls were a number of
her paintings of landscapes.

Scattered around the house

were numerous library books some of which she had read
and a number of which she was in the process of reading.

When she was not at home she was either out walking, shopping for groceries, taking art classes, going bowling,

going to a movie, shopping at a local mall, attending a

concert or participating in some other type of activity.
Regina felt it was healthy to stay occupied and she thoroughly enjoyed being busy.

The town of Lawton had a well or-

ganized program for the elderly with free transportation

within

a

three-town area available upon a telephone request.

The availability of services made it possible for a well

motivated person such as Regina to engage in a number of
interesting activities.

She used the services available to

her very well.

Seldom did Miss Hicks feel the need to invite another
person to join her for a particular activity.

Most of the
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activities she attended were sponsored by Lawton's senior
center and she knew most of the people who participated in
any given activity.

She rarely had a sense of being alone.

knew all of her neighbors and visited some of them
occasionally.

Her daily trips outside her apartment afford-

ed her an opportunity to interact with all of her neighbors

at one time or another and keep up with the news in the

neighbprhood

.

cover each day.

She read the local newspaper from cover to

The newspaper reading combined with her

numerous activities kept her fully informed on local
events.

She was knowledgeable about Lawton's political

issues and voted in the local elections.
Mrs. Hicks was a strong willed, independent woman

with a good disposition.

She enjoyed talking and was the

type of person who liked to keep busy.

She did not appear

to be a person who was introspective, which was under-

standable.

Her 47 years of institutional living and the

events leading up to those years had undoubtedly left Regina

with her share of painful memories.

Frequently, she talked

about a man in the same housing unit who had both legs

amputated and was living in an apartment like hers and
getting along well.

She used this as an illustration of

what she could do if she were to become further incapacitated.

She did not want to live in a nursing home regardless

of how disabled she might become.

Thomas Zarod

Thomas Zarod was a

eleven children born to

a

70

year old man who was one of

Polish immigrant family.

He

attended parochial schools until he was 14 years old.

For

the next 26 years he worked regularly at a variety of
jobs.

At age 40 he was admitted to Bay State Hospital

with a diagnosis of mental deficiency, imbecile (I.Q.42).
He was a patient at Bay State Hospital for the next 26

years until he was placed at Pleasant Valley Nursing
Home in 1972.
Mr.

Zarod had a medical record spanning 26 years

of hospitalization which took five minutes to read.

It

began as follows:
He has always been known to be retarded mentally.
He had very few outside interests and friends; and
he began drinking when he was very young and had
continued to drink more or less steadily ever since.
He is a Catholic but does not take any interest in
He has had a great many jobs, shifthis religion.
ing from one to another mainly due to his drinking
habits and would have to give up the work or be
He has never shown any interest in girls and
fired.
his relatives believe that he has never been out with
any.
He has used liquor to excess for a number of
years and for the last six weeks prior to his admission, he had been drinking continuously. He was
admitted to the city hospital two weeks prior with
acute delirium tremors. They could not manage him
His case was
so they sent him to this hospital.
the diagnosis
and
conference
presented to a staff
imdeficiency
mental
with
served
of psychosis was
readily
was
He
alcoholism.
42,"
plus
becile "I.Q.
committed and the prognosis appears very poor.

For the entire period that Thomas Zarod was a patient
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at Bay State Hospital, he worked on the
farm, in the

laundry, or in the kitchen.

He worked a full eight hours

each day and missed work only when he was physically
ill.
There was no mention in the record of him hearing voices,
seeing visions or of any active psychotic processes.

On

several occasions when interviewers asked him what the day,
n^oaths

,

and year was, he mumbled and refused to answer.

On one occasion he responded to the interviewer that "he

had too many problems to be worred about that."

The fact

that he did not respond well to staff questions was viewed
by staff as evidence that "he was confused and dull, while

not having any actual hallucinations he was in very poor

contact with reality."

In 1951, a physician noted that Mr.

Zarod made the statement that he was not ill and did not

belong in this place.

The physician viewed the statement

as an illustration of Mr.

Zarod'

s

disorientation.

It was

used as evidence that he was in poor contact with reality;

thereby confirming the physician's view that his commit-

ment to Bay State Hospital should be continued.
At age 64 after having spent 26 years at Bay State

Hospital, Thomas Zarod was placed at Pleasant Valley Nursing
Home.

Pleasant Valley contained 120 beds for people re-

quiring level IV nursing care.

Ninety percent of the pa-

tients were former Bay State Hospital patients.

Another

five percent of the patients formerly resided at an in-

stitution for the retarded and the remaining five percent
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entered Pleasant Valley directly from the community.
^l®^sant Valley was located in a densely populated urban
area with a mix of residential, commercial and indus-

trial buildings.

Pleasant Valley was

a

seven year old

nursing home with all of its beds located on one level and

appearing rather stark from the outside.
was more appealing.

carpeting.

Internally, it

The entire facility had wall-to-wall

There were two beds to each room, and the fur-

nishings, bedspreads, and wallpaper looked as though they

were matched by an interior decorator.

While the decor

was pleasing, it lacked individuality.

The oversized cor-

ridors and doorways, and the handrails on all of the walls

detracted from what would have otherwise been a comfortable pleasant appearing facility.
Mr.

Zarod became anxious when he saw a staff per-

son from Bay State Hospital.

With 108 former Bay State

Hospital patients at Pleasant Valley, it was not uncommon
to see a staff person visiting a former patient or orient-

ing new ones to the nursing home.

one of avoidance.

Mr.

Zarod*

s

reaction was

He had a fear that the staff person would

take him back to Bay State Hospital which was something he

did not want to happen.

Once he was assured that the State

Hospital staff person had no intention of bringing him
to
back to the Hospital, he felt relaxed enough to relate

the person.

During the six years he had been a patient at

State
Pleasant Valley, many people had been returned to the
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Hospital.

Consequently, his fears were understandable
and
well founded.
Thomas Zarod was 70 years old.
tall and weighed 190 pounds.

He stood six feet

Since all of his teeth were

missing, it was difficult at times to comprehend everything
he was saying.

He could neither read nor write and

placed no value on such competencies.

He quickly pointed

out that his roommate who had "plenty of brains" and could
read and write, masturbated regularly.

He saw a connection

between the reading and the masturbating.
Each day, Mr. Zarod left the nursing home about
five times for a total of two hours.
he walked in the neighborhood.

When he was outside

Occasionally, he stopped

at one of the local stores and purchased something to eat
or drink, but usually he walked for the exercise as well
as for something to do.

He considered himself as retired

and living a fairly good life.

He pointed out that the

nursing home and particularly his room was far more attractive than anything he had resided in at the State Hospital.
The only place he could imagine being if he was not in the

nursing home was at the State Hospital.

He felt that he had

good physical and mental health and should not live in such
a place as the State Hospital.

The nursing home provided a structure for him that
he found annoying at times but basically helpful.

After he

and other patients were given their medication each morning
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an aide came by to see that they had
gotten up, dressed, and
made their beds. After lunch Thomas and
other patients were

permitted to take a one hour nap.

Aside from that one hour,

from 7:30 in the morning until 7:30 in the evening,
they
had to remain out of bed and dressed.

if Thomas was not

outside walking or engaged in a scheduled nursing home
activity, he sat in a chair in his room.

Mr.

Zarod partici-

pated in every activity that the nursing home offered whether
it is within the home or outside.

Though he was unable to

read, he had total recall of every event scheduled for the

next months as well as events that he had participated in

during the past month.

If the events were particularly

significant such as going to a County Fair, he remembered
from year to year, the day he went as well as what he did

during that day.
Pleasant Valley Nursing Home had unique entertainment activities that Thomas engaged in and enjoyed.
times a week the nursing home sponsored a radio show.
and patients prepared the program.

Three
Staff

Airtime was 9:30 a.m.

each Monday, Wednesday, and Friday and the show lasted for
30 minutes.

The intercommunication system which was common

to school systems, hospitals, nursing homes, and other such

settings, was used to transmit the news.

All patients had

an opportunity to broadcast but most patients were like Mr

Zarod and preferred to listen rather than talk.

arts and crafts activities were offered.

Various

Thomas engaged in
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some of these activities and, when not participating,
he
sat in the room and watched other people making things

On Monday evenings, he attended the nursing home's Happy
Hour.

The administrator of the home had arranged for the

activities room to be set up as an attractive bar.

A

maximum of two drinks were sold at cost to the patients.
The aides worked as waitresses and served customers at

tables covered with checkered tablecloths with a candle in
t

the middle.

Soft music was played in the background.

Happy

Hour was the most popular and well attended activity sche-

duled at Pleasant Valley.

Mr.

Zarod thought it was a great

idea and was careful not to miss it.

Within the nursing home he interacted very little
with staff and other patients.

He preferred to keep to

himself.

He felt that it was the best way to keep out of

trouble.

He recalled numerous incidents in which other

patients shouted at him and pushed him for no apparent reason.

Thomas felt that by avoiding discussions he minimized

such unpleasant experiences.

His contacts with staff were

minimal simply because he felt that their expectations would
be raised if they got to know him better.

Familiarity

might result in him being asked to do things that would resemble work.

As it was then, he felt good about himself.

well
He felt as though he had a good home, and was doing
for a person 69 years of age.

Any interactions that might

affect the equilibrium he had found were avoided.
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Mr.

Zarod felt particularly good about the fact that

his brother visited him at least once a week and two
of his

sisters visited him regularly as well.

When they visited

they took him out in their automobiles for part of the day
or for a full day.

He traveled to their homes, attended

recreational activities, in restaurants, and visited a wide

variety of places that were of interest to him.

The visits

demonstrated to him that his family really cared about him
and that felt good to him.

He was aware that many of the

other patients at Pleasant Valley never received visitors.
Being different in that respect was of value to him.
While he was at Bay State Hospital his family visited him but not nearly as regularly as they did in the nurs-

ing home.

He recalled that occasionally his family would

take him off the grounds of the hospital but that was more
the exception than the rule.

One explanation for the change

in family contact was that the nursing home administrator

encouraged the family to visit and have patients join them
in activities outside the nursing home.

Thomsas hoped that he continued to remain healthy
and live at Pleasant Valley until he died.

Leaving the

nursing home did not seem possible or desirable to him.
While he believed that he could live in an apartment on his
own, he did not relish the thought of trying to manage on

the $220 a month that he would have received from Social

Security.

Nor did the thought of shopping for groceries and
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cooking his own meals seem desirable to him.

Having

staff in the nursing home prepare meals and clean up

after him was seen as attractive.

The only benefit that

he could see in living in his own apartment was that he

would be away from the nursing home patients which he did
not like.

If he were to have lived alone, he would have

had to purchase and take his own medication, shop for

groceries, cook his own meals, maintain an apartment and,
in general, do things for himself that he had not done in

over thirty years.

Furthermore, he felt that he did not

do these things well in the twenty-five years prior to

entering the State Hospital.

Frank Pead

Harry and Martha Mannix were the owners of
bed,

a

20

level IV nursing home located in the downtown sec-

tion of Thorndike.

From the outside, the home appeared

to be of average size with two stories and the possible use

of the third floor.

Generally, it was not unlike many old-

er wood frame New England homes in which a single family

resided.

Originally, the nursing home had been Mr. Mannix'

family home.

In 1951,

it was converted into a nursing home.

Mrs. Mannix was a registered nurse who functioned
as the nursing home's administrator and nursing supervisor.

She was a middle-aged woman with a pleasant disposition.

Most of the staff of the nursing home were people that she

knew well and, in all but one case, knew for some time before
she hired them.

Mrs. Mannix

'

s

impression of the 22 state

hospital patients residing in her nursing home was that
they were nice, well behaved men who were much better off

now than they had been at the State Hospital.

She thought

that, in all likelihood, the men would reside at Cabot

Nursing Home until they died or decompensated physically
thereby requiring a more intensive level of nursing care
than she could provide.

Visitors unfamiliar with Frank Pead were greeted
with a giggle and a series of questioning remarks when they
180
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asked to meet with him.

Mrs. Mannix made the introduc-

tions but continued to smile and laugh as she took the

interviewer into the room in which Mr. Pead was sitting.
As the introductions were made, she elaborated on the pa-

tient

s

inability to talk and his reluctance to relate to

visitors.

Once the introductions were made, she walked

into another room.
,

Mr. Pead avoided eye contact and ignored all attempts

to engage him in conversation.

The small room in which the

introduction was made contained other staff and patients.
Mrs. Mannix agreed to provide a meeting place at the foot
of the back staircase, which was the only place in the nurs-

ing home where one could expect a brief period of silence.
She then encouraged Mr. Pead to walk into the makeshift

office to answer questions.

He walked into the room and

sat down, but continued to ignore all questions.

He sat

with his hands clasped and rested then on his knees with
his shoulders slumped and his eyes focused downward.

Fur-

ther attempts to engage him caused him to rock slowly back
and forth in his chair.

Mrs. Mannix responded to a request

to serve as a bridge between the patient and the interview-

er so that a discussion could begin.
to engage in a dialogue failed.

another approach.

Mr.

Again, all attempts

Mrs. Mannix suggested

Pead enjoyed playing Black Jack and

an
since the interviewer was familiar with the card game,

attempt was made to use it as a means of entering into

a
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discussion.

Mr. Pead refused to play.

Mrs. Mannix en-

couraged him but to no avail.
Mr. Pead had been referred to Cabot Nursing Home

by the Bay State Hospital placement staff after another

nursing home informed the staff that Mr. Pead wad disturbing some staff and patients and would have to be moved.
Some of his habits, such as smiling to himself, occasion-

ally rocking in a chair, and sniffing at times that appeared inappropriate, were the reasons given by the nursing

home administrator for requesting Mr. Pead’s removal.

Nursing Home was not reluctant to accept
personality traits.

a

Cabot

person with his

Mr. Pead s record at the State Hos'

pital and at the nursing home noted that he was a cooperative person in good physical health, who dressed well,

cared for his personal needs, and cleaned his room.

His

behavioral manifestations had been fixed for about twenty
years.

At age 66, after having spent four years at Cabot

Nursing Home, Mr. Pead continued to match the descriptions
of him written by Bay State Hospital staff over the past

twenty years.

Frank Pead's life as a psychiatric patient began
in 1938, at the age of 25.

In April 1938, Mr.

Pead was

delivered to Bay State Hospital by three of his older
brothers.

Two local physicians had signed a commitment

order making it possible for Frank Pead to be admitted to
Bay State Hospital.

The Pead family requested that the two
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physicians sign the commitment order after having
gone
through a four month period in which Frank shouted

regu-

larly at his elderly parents.

The shouting was brought

on by small things that the parents did that Mr.
Pead found

annoying.

Occasionally, he would end his shouting with

a

statement to the effect that he would knock his mother's
block off if she were to do a certain thing like that again.
The family's fear that he might do that precipitated the Bay

State Hospital admission.
On the day that he was admitted to Bay State Hos-

pital, Mr. Pead thought that he was going with his bro-

thers for an automobile ride.

His State Hospital record

noted that he was stunned when he discovered that he was
being admitted to Bay State Hospital.

During the six months prior to his admission, Mr.
Pead had been unemployed and spent most of his time at
home.

During the eight years prior to this unemployment

he had worked regularly as a plumber, a trade which he

had acquired in high school by age 17.

Up until four months

prior to his admission to Bay State Hospital, Mr. Pead was

healthy and active.

For reasons unknown to him, he began

to feel anxious and depressed.

He became irritable, had

difficulty in sleeping, was not interested in eating, and
gave up participating in a number of events that he had

formerly enjoyed and participated in regularly.

With dis

turbing regularity, visions of unpleasant childhood events
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came back to him.

The events were real, such as being

forced to go to school by his parents at age six.

Attend-

ing school for the first time had been a fearful experience
for him.

As he bacame more irritable and threatening, his

parents and his brothers became concerned particularly for
their mother's safety.

Frank did not have a history of

being violent or assaultive, but the change in behavior

activated their fears.

As a result, he was admitted to

Bay State Hospital at his family's request.

He remained

at Bay State Hospital for thirty-four years.

When he was admitted to the State Hospital in April
1938, the admitting physician noted the following:
He answered all questions put to him relevantly and
coherently but usually quite briefly. His orientaBrother
tion is good and he shows no memory defects.
stated that he lays around the house during his spells
doing nothing. Brother mentions that the patient is
naturally quiet but during the last six weeks has not
Brother
pursued any of the areas of interest to him.
him
of
afraid
very
has
become
states that the mother
Patient
admission.
and that is the reason for his
states that he has feared becoming mentally ill for the
This is the period when he became
last four months.
irritable, couldn't sleep, and had difficulty in concentrating and retaining the material he read. He
denied hearing voices. He had visions of events that
were clear and unpleasant but real.

During the next three months, three entries were

made in his medical record.

The notes were made by a phy-

sician who interviewed him.

Each note mentioned that he

was a quiet person who was apathetic, solitary, and did
not attend the hospital's entertainment activities.

Also,

and had
the physician mentioned that he was well oriented
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a clear recollection of what had gone on in
his past and

what was going on in the hospital.
cian

s

Based on the physi-

recommendation he was offered an opportunity to

work on the State Hospital's grounds maintenance staff.
Frank Pead

'

s

assignment to work outside provided

him with his first opportunity in three months to leave his
locked ward.

On his sixth day at work, he escaped on the

way baqk to the closed ward.
but were unable to catch him.

Hospital staff ran after him

Police were notified and a

telegram was sent to his family informing them that he had
run away from the hospital and might return home.
a few

Within

hours he managed to travel to his parents' house.

His mother prepared a meal for him.

Later, she asked a

neighbor to contact Bay State Hospital to let them know
The local police came to his

Frank had returned home.

home the next day and arrested him and transported him back
to the State Hospital.

The physician's note in Mr. Pead's

medical record the day after he was brought back to the
hospital read as follows:
The patient was known to be untrustworthy but was
allowed to work on the grounds after he gave his word
The patient is impulsive,
not to try and run away.
aggressive angry, and maintains a threatening attiPatient should be placed under special supervitude.
sion
,

.

Notations in Frank Pead's medical record from the
date of his escape onward were negative in tone.

The tenor

positive state
of the comments changed drastically from the
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ments that were made upon admission and for three
months
thereafter.

Initially, he was seen as well dressed, well

oriented, and in good touch with reality, possessing

a

good memory, and in general being a model patient with
the one exception being that he liked to keep to himself.

After his escape he was seen as disheveled in general
appearance, and displaying all the characteristics of

severe dilapidation."

Later, he was seen as a person who

was never interested in any form of work, and a person "who

spends most of his time muttering unintelligent words in

reaction to probable hallucinatory experiences."

In spite

of notations in his record of him being a person who had

peculiar behavioral traits such as rocking in a chair,
twitching his face, gesturing with his hands, sniffing,
and generally remaining aloof, for twenty years the record

noted that he responded clearly and appropriately to quesAfter twenty years, he refused to an-

tions asked of him.

swer questions and was listed in the record as being mute.

During his entire 34 year stay at the State Hospital,
there were only 13 occasions when he was visited by people

outside the hospital.
a friend

One brother visited him three times;

visited four times, and aunts and cousins visited

another five times.
first eight years.

Those visits had occurred during the
On one occasion, he was visited by per-

sons other than family or relatives.

In 1952, Mr. Pead

was presented in a case conference to a class of college
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students studying abnormal psychology.

The record noted

the following:
The professor presented him to the class as a person
who rocks back and forth, appears catatonic, and is
^ definite picture of an advanced mental deteriora—
tion.
Further evidence of this condition is the fact
that he looks at the floor or ceiling, holds his hands
on his knees, and slumps in a chair. Mr. Pead's response to why he acts the way he does is that he is
"being driven crazy here in the hospital."

Staff and patients at the first nursing home to

which Mr. Pead was referred were unable to cope with the
particular behavioral traits that he had manifested in
the hospital and continued to manifest in the nursing home.

The Cabot Nursing Home director felt that he was an ideal

patient and had no difficulty coping with his behavior.
When he was not acting differently, he looked normal.

He

was a tall, handsome, neatly dressed man who had the appearance of a genteel sophisticated person.

Only rarely did he

communicate verbally but he understood everything that was
said to him.

He read the television schedule in order to

select those programs that interested him.

He watched

various television shows with interest and responded with
laughter or seriousness or whatever was appropriate.

When-

ever a release of information form was presented to him, he
signed it.

Aside from television watching, and an occa-

sional game of Black Jack, he did not engage in any other

activities.

In the four years that he spent at Cabot Nurs-

ing Home he never went outside.
The nursing home appeared to be constructed to accomo-
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date a family of six comfortably.

Twenty-two people in

the home, while legal, was crowded.

As many as four people

were in one room and some of the rooms were clearly not

meant to be bedrooms.

The furniture in the nursing home

was aparse and antiquated.
the home were old.

The carpeting and linoleum in

The home inside and out was badly in

need of fresh paint.

The normal sized kitchen doubled

as a place where food was prepared and where a nursing

station was located.

From a physical standpoint, the nurs-

ing home offered little if any improvement over conditions
at Bay State Hospital.

Physican coverage, which consisted

of a retired physician reviewing 22 medical records every

three months without seeing a patient, was not an improve-

ment over the medical services that had been provided at
Bay State Hospital.
In summary,

it appeared that Frank Pead entered the

State Hospital as a troubled young man who, in his own words,
was driven crazy in the hospital.

After 34 years at Bay

State Hospital, his medical record remained the size of a

normal file folder.

The file folder size indicated a lack

of treatment which was confirmed when one reviewed the con-

tents of the record.

His transfer to Cabot Nursing Home

appeared to be a lateral move.

His condition was virtually

the same as it had been when he left the hospital.

CHAPTER

V

DISCUSSION
It is hoped that this dissertation will stimulate

comments and reactions and will provide

a

base from which

others can move beyond the findings of this research.

The

chapter is divided into three major sections in which the
findings are discussed:

Structural Issues

and Recommendations for Further Research

,

Outcome Issues,

.

The structural section addresses organizational

constraints which affected what services would be provided
to psychiatric patients discharged from Bay State Hospital

to nursing homes and ultimately what the impact of these

services were on the patients.

They are labeled struc-

tural because they are parameters that are set prior to a

psychiatric patient's entering the nursing home.

The struc-

tural issues to be discussed are resources, patient population, and program direction.

The second major section, out-

come issues, is a discussion of the impact of nursing home
care on discharged psychiatric patients.

The final section

contains recommendations for further research.
Structural Issues

Resources.

The resources of nursing homes are revenue,

staff, and the building.

The revenue for the operation of
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a nursing home comes from either the State
Department of

Public Welfare

,

or directly from patients.

In Massachu-

setts, 85% of the cost of nursing home care is underwrit-

ten by the State.

A nursing home has to declare what le-

vel of care it is going to provide (see Table

3)

and then

it must submit a budget to the Massachusetts Rate Setting

Commission containing an average per patient daily cost
for nursing home care.

There is not a single State rate

for each level of nursing home care.

Each nursing home

in the State has the opportunity to justify its budget

and have it approved.

One explanation for the different

rates among nursing homes is that newer nursing homes have

higher building costs and have to pay higher interest rates
on mortgage loans than do older homes.

Another explanation

is that the salary scale for employees varies from one part

of the State to another due to the availability of staff.

Once the rate is approved by the Rate Setting Commission,
it remains in effect until a change is requested and approv-

ed

.

The rate of payment for private patients can differ

significantly from the rate for publicly funded patients.
Essentially, nursing homes can charge whatever the traffic
will bear.

Private paying patients are an asset since they

pay in advance of services being provided; and they can

typically pay more than the public patient.

Nursing homes

or remust provide 30 days of care before they can voucher
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quest payment from the state for publicly
supported patients.
Then it takes approximately another four weeks
for the nursing home to receive payment.

Nursing homes are almost always profit making enterprises.

If nursing homes can keep all their beds full

and reduce their projected cost of providing services

will attain a maximum profit.

men t interview

,

,

they

As was reported in the place—

placement people at Bay State Hospital were

convinced that nursing home operators sought state hospital
patients only after their attempts to fill a bed with a
client from the community were unsuccessful.

The community

referral sources may very well send the nursing home

a

patient whose care will be paid for with public funds but
they are also in a position to send the nursing home private

paying patients.

The fiscal incentives are weighted in

favor of nursing home operators' being responsive to pa-

tients other than those leaving state hospitals.
It will be recalled that the data on the profile of

Bay State Hospital patients discharged to nursing homes,

indicates that typically they were either male or female,
66 years old, with a diagnosis of schizophrenia, who are

single, and that they had spent 22 years in the institution,

and are likely as not to be living in the community from

which he or she came.

These patients were considerably

younger than the nursing home population.

Also, the pa-

tients were generally ambulatory, continent and in touch
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with reality.

Data from the case studies as well as
the

patient profile data suggests that they received
little
else other than food, medicine, shelter, and
an occasional

opportunity to engage in a recreational activity.

with

75% of the discharged state hospital patients placed
in

nursing homes having had an average of 22 years of hospitalization, it is likely that they had the adaptive skills
to adjust with a minimum of support to the institutional

life of a nursing home.

The follow-up data and placement person interview

information suggests that nursing home administrators
either discharged troublesome patients to other nursing
homes or returned them to the State Hospital.

Of the 126

people in the study, 53, or 42% of the patients were transferred to at least one other nursing home.

An unknown

number of people were returned to the State Hospital and
later placed in other nursing homes, half-way houses, or

discharged into community living arrangements such as
housing project for the elderly.

a

Whether or not it was in

the patient's best interest to be returned to the state hos-

pital or transferred to another nursing home is unknown.
It is evident that troublesome or troubled patients require

more attention and had the potential of escalating the cost
of nursing home services.

If the cost of providing ser-

vices for a person increases above the projected cost, a

nursing home operator's anticipated profits are going to
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be adversely affected.

At present there is a strong mo-

tive for resolving the problem quickly by
removing the
patient.
In summary, all patients discharged from Bay
State

Hospital between the years 1969 and 1974 had the cost of
their care paid for with public funds.

Prior to their

entering the nursing home, the cost to the nursing home

operator for providing them care was set by the Massachusetts Rate Setting Commission.

Data from the patient char-

acteristics section, the placement person interview section,
and the case studies section suggests that nursing home

operators selected patients who were easy to care for and
retained them as long as they were easy to care for.

It is

reasonable to assume that the profit motive influenced the

nursing home operators' selection and retention practices.
Staff

.

Before a psychiatric patient discharged from a

state hospital to a nursing home arrived in a nursing home,

staff with specific skills and responsibilities were at
work.

The State Department of Public Health, which licen-

ses nursing homes, requires that a nursing home meet a mini-

mum staffing pattern for each level of care (See Table

3)

The type and numbers of staff required and in what numbers
are directly related to the level of nursing care provided
and the number of patients the nursing home is authorized
to serve.

Nursing homes are not required to employ psychi-
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atric staff.

Licensure requirements specify the availa-

bility and numbers of registered nurses, licensed practical nurses, nurses aides, and physicians that a nursing

home must retain.
A reasonable expectation is that nursing home staff
be qualified to meet the needs of the individual patients

discharged from state hospitals to nursing homes.
staffing pattern is set in advance of

a

When the

patient's arriving,

as it is in nursing homes, it is expected that the patient

will receive the services that the staff can provide.

Nurses,

aides, and physicians other than psychiatrists are not

trained to work with psychiatric patients.

All three dis-

ciplines are trained to respond to the physical health needs
of patients.

Aides are not required to have any entry level

skills but learn through experience.

Short of prescribing

and administering medication, the staff of nursing homes
are not trained to meet the mental health needs of discharged psychiatric patients.

When conducting the follow-up study, it became apparent that nursing home administrators and nursing supervisors

were unfamiliar with the qualifications of clinical social

workers and psychiatrists.

Usually, they understood the

role of a psychologist and, as noted in Chapter IV, they

reported that not one of the state hospital patients in
while
the sample population was ever seen by a psychologist
in a nursing home.

The infrequent contacts that patients
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had with clinical social workers and psychiatrists
indi-

cated that the impact of those professionals is negligible

.

The United States Sub-Committee on Long Term Care
(1976)

reported that, nationally nursing homes experienced

a 75% annual staff turnover of registered nurses and a 71%

staff turnover of aides.

The difficulty that the author

had in securing information from the nursing supervisor
or the administrator about patients who were no longer in

the nursing home to which they had been discharged (due to
the fact that they were not employed in the home at the time
the patient resided there)

,

gave credence to the report.

Staff turnover as high as 71% and 75%, respectively, for
aides and registered nurses is likely to interfere with the

provision of quality care.

The turnover gives rise to

questions about staff commitment to their work.

Staff

training can have little impact in a setting where there is
high turnover.

If psychiatric patients were to receive any

form of specialized mental health care within a nursing
home it would have to originate from training which staff

acquire while employed at the nursing home.

High staff

turnover would preclude anything other than a basic ori-

entation of mental health principles.

A high percentage

of employees would be gone before they could be trained
in techniques and approaches that would help discharged

psychiatric patients.
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It is reasonable to conclude that the
patients

discharged from Bay State Hospital from 1969 to
1974 were
unlikely to benefit significantly from the services
that

RNs

t

LPNs, aides and physicians are qualified to
provide.

Since that staffing pattern is well known in advance
of

placement

it is reasonable to assume that neither the

,

t

staff or the nursing home staff were focusing

on a rehabilitation program.

All that one can reasonably

expect is that the former state hospital patient will receive nutritious meals, a place to live, supervision, and

medication.

Even if nursing homes wanted to engage in

a

rehabilitation program, the high staff turnover and staff
limits would minimize the chances of its success.

Building

.

As noted in Table 12 within the follow-up sec-

tion of Chapter IV, nursing homes differed considerably
in location, size, and age.

Virtually all the services

provided by nursing homes were delivered within the physical structure.

The negative features of institutions which

were noted in Chapter II are well documented.

The nursing

home building is designed, staffed, and funded as an institution.

With the well documented major limitations of

institutions, it would appear to be an uphill struggle to

deliver services that facilitate the rehabilitation of

psychiatric patients discharged from state hospitals.
The typical internal design of nursing homes sup-
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ports congregate needs that reduce the likelihood of indi-

vidual preferences being met.

Usually, the rooms of the

nursing home were similar to motel rooms.

They provided

just enough space for two pepole to sit down in chairs,

sleep in beds, and take care of personal needs in
bathroom.

a small

There is no direct access to the outside nor is

there a lock on each door which insures privacy.

All the

common areas in the nursing home such as corridors, activity rooms, laundry, and a cafeteria had handrails to assist

people who had difficulty in walking.

All the doors in the

nursing home were wider than normal so that wheelchair
bound people had improved access to all areas within the
home
All recreations programs usually were conducted in

one room.

Everyone ate in the same place.

Nursing sta-

tions were centrally located so that all patient movement

outside of their room as well as visitor movement was observable by the nursing staff.

The net result of the

design is that it served as a constant reminder of one's

deficits as opposed to one's strengths.

Also, the building

met the structural needs of the most handicapping conditions and not any one individual's needs.

In conclusion,

the physical structure served to limit and retard indivi-

dual initiative and autonomy.
The location and external design of the nursing

home can serve as structural limitations.

If the building
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is constructed differently from other
buildings in the

area

,

has a paved and lined parking lot, and is set
back

on the lot, as is usually the case, it will stand
out.

Another common design feature of nursing homes was that the
outdoor recreation areas were located out of the sight of
people passing nearby.

Also, the landscaping may have

fostered privacy and isolation for both patients and

neighborhood people.

If few nursing home patients are

seen, it can establish or reinforce the community's usual

image of the patients as being incapacitated or unsightly.

The impact of the isolation on the patients may hinder

their physical and emotional health.

Lastly, it may be that

the physical design contributes significantly to the fact

that 76% of the State Hospital patients living in nursing

homes never leave the grounds of the nursing home unsuper-

vised and 39% of the former State Hospital patients never
go outside

(Table 18, Chapter IV).

Patient population

.

The Massachusetts Executive Office of

Human Services Consumers Guide to Nursing Homes (1975)
states that "when you need medical supervision which cannot
be provided at home, nursing home care may be the answer."

A person's medical needs must be matched with the services

available in the particular levels of care offered by the
nursing home.

For psychiatric patients discharged from

state hospital to nursing homes must meet the same require-
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ment.

If the sole ongoing medical need that can be iden-

tified is that the person needs medication on a regular
basis and that the patient requires supervision in taking

medication, then the patient can qualify.

Such a deter-

mination can be made by a medical doctor at the state
hospital.

The mission of the nursing home is to provide

patients with medical supervision which cannot be provided
at home.

Other needs that the patient may have that are

as important or even more important are unlikely to be met

unless a particular nursing home provides services over and
above the minimum expectation.

The patient population is

considered a structural issue simply because it has been

predetermined before any psychiatric patient from the state
hospital is referred or accepted.
Before a client is selected by a nursing home it

must be confirmed by the staff of the state hospital that
the person is eligible to be funded by the Massachusetts

Department of Public Welfare for Nursing Home Care.

The

pool of people that qualify for funding far exceeds those

that are placed.

The state hospital placement team must

document that the patient is disabled by nature of mental
illness and is likely to remain disabled for a full year.

That person then qualifies for a disability income and pay

ment for their care at a nursing home.

Once eligibility is

person
confirmed, the nursing home usually assigns a staff
hospital, dis
to visit the prospective patient at the state
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cuss the patient with the clinical staff, and then meet

with the patient.

Placement people report that nursing

homes are primarily interested in patients who are easy
to manage.

If there is a reasonable likelihood that the

patient will be aggressive or stubborn or unpredictable,
they will be rejected.

Once selected, the patient is in-

vited to visit the nursing home and take up residence there
if he/she finds it an acceptable place to live.

Nursing homes are generally viewed as places for
the elderly.

The Bay State Hospital population admitted to

nursing homes between 1969 and 1974 as reported in Chapter
IV were very different.

Placement people reported that

many of the people placed in the nursing home could have
been placed in group homes or supervised apartments in the

community if those options existed.

The few programs of

that type that did exist in the community appeared to have
an interest in younger patients.

As a result, middle aged

and older people who were perceived to need supervision and

support and who were not expected to leave the State Hospi
tal without it were prime candidates for nursing homes.

Program direction

.

Regardless of the size of the nursing

for program
home, the owner is the one that is responsible

direction.

a
Some of the nursing homes in the study are

part of a large chain.

The smaller homes are owned by

working in the
people living in a community and usually
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nursing home.

The intermediate size home of about 100

beds may be a part of a chain or individually owned.
The administration of the home is typically carried out
by someone hired by the owners or by the owners themselves.

The nursing home administrator is the top person within the

nursing home.

A whole range of policies common to all

programs and organizations are set in advance of any patients arriving.
the administrator.

All decisions are subject to review by

Usually, the day to day decisions are

made by the nursing supervisor.

Policies of nursing homes are generally put in
writing.
home.

Policies govern the operation of the nursing

Some of the policies of the nursing home are not

subject to individual decisions.

State licensure require-

ments address issues such as accident prevention, fire safety, medical evaluations,

staffing patterns, physician coverIn

age and compliance with health and safety requirements.

addition to formal policies that are written and required
for licensure and for third party reimbursement there are

practices that are common to individual nursing homes.

Some

nursing homes were reported by placement people to be reluctant to admit psychiatric patients, while other nursing
dishomes were thought to be selective about the type of

charged psychiatric patient that they would admit.

Some

necessary
nursing homes provided the minimum amount of care
and responsive
for licensure while others attempted creative
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approaches to patient needs.

One nursing home owner

that the author met talked with pride about his
hiring of
an activities director.

Weeks later the author met the

activities director and discovered that she was the 15
year old daughter of the owner.

While that nursing home

was billing the state for what appeared to be minimal
services, another nursing home of similar size had an

energetic acitivity director who set up a number of interesting programs in an attempt to enrich the lives of the
people within that home.

Presumably that nursing home was

being reimbursed by the state at a comparable rate.

Nursing home owners and administrators have an opportunity to set policies for their own home that affect the

quality of care provided.

They can determine and specialize

in the treatment of a narrow or broad range of conditions.

The nursing home owners can elect to actively encourage

family and relatives to visit the nursing home patient on a

regular basis.

Nursing home owners could set a policy that

ensures or increases the likelihood that ambulatory and con-

tinent people who are in touch with reality are actively

involved in activities and programs outside the nursing
home.

Nursing homes could have

a

policy that insures that

individual treatment plans are developed that address the

emotional needs of patients.

Nursing homes could have a

policy to assist people to acquire the skills and confidence to move on to a more independent and less restrictive
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living arrangement.

Nursing homes could have

a

policy

to actively involve psychiatrists, psychologists
and

clinical social workers in the treatment planning and
care of psychiatric patients.

The nursing homes sur-

veyed in this study were deficient in all the above
areas.

Before a psychiatric patient from the state hos-

pital is referred to a nursing home, the policies and

practices of that nursing home could be reviewed to determine whether or not it had a program suitable for psychiatric patients.

If the home's policies go beyond the mini-

mal expectations of licensure, there will be ready evid-

ence of an active aggressive rehabilitative program.

Outcome Issues
The purpose of this research project was not merely
to measure the impact of effect on Bay State Hospital

patients of placing them in nursing homes but to shed some
light on the placement phenomena so that others might have
a base

heretofore unavailable on which to chart further ex-

plorations.

Generally, outcomes or the impact of services

are assessed by contrasting what has happened with what

was supposed to happen.

The definition of what is to occur

is a structural issue and it should be in writing prior to
a psychiatric patient's entering a nursing home.

Good

evidence of outcome achievement consists of the following:
(1)

The outcome should be behavioral, an action, some-
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thing that can be observed.
(2)

The outcome should be stated publicly in advance
and not offered after the fact.

(3)

The evidence should be specific, relevant, and

appropriate to the goal at hand.
(4)

There should be sufficient proof offered where one
can say beyond a reasonable doubt that the proposed

outcome has been achieved.
As is evident from the above description one cannot

make a definitive statement concerning outcome issues without
agreed upon goals and criteria.

As was noted in the discus-

sion of structural issues and evident in the case studies,

nursing homes lack the proper staff, fiscal incentives, and
licensure requirements to develop individual and programmatic goals for psychiatric patients placed in nursing
homes
If a nursing home has not stated in writing and in

clear and precise language what it intends to do for former
state hospital patients, it is difficult to hold a nursing
home accountable for achieving desirable objectives.

transfer agreement (see Appendix

C)

The

between the Depart-

ment of Mental Health and the nursing home, which is signed
by both parties whenever a patient is transferred from a

Massachusetts State Hospital to a nursing home, lacks
must
specific programmatic outcomes that both parties agree
be attained.

Under these circumstances, nursing homes can-

\
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not be held accountable for anything other than
providing

humane care.
It is reasonable to expect that a nursing home pro-

viding care for people leaving a state hospital would deliver services to increase each person's skills for inde-

pendent functioning.

A rehabilitation program for adults

might include training the the following areas:

activi-

ties of daily living; educational-vocational skills; inter-

personal skills; problem solving; decision making skills;
leisure time skills; communications skills; health manage-

ment skills; and citizenship skills.

A pre-test and a post-

test could be administered to each patient in each of the

above areas.

The tests would provide as goals and out-

comes for staff, patients, and outside funding sources to

review and evaluate.

Placement people at Bay State Hospital responsible
for the placement of patients in nursing homes reported

that patients were placed in nursing homes less because of

their needs than because of the lack of any appropriate

alternative.

Either they were without friends or family,

or those friends or family that did exist lacked the resources
or desire to care for them.

The patients were not homici-

dal, suicidal, or assaultive, nor were they severely re-

gressed.

Often they were fairly well organized and in pas-

sable contact with reality.

They functioned at a marginal

hospitalization.
level, and because of the long process of
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had lost most of their socialization skills
and had limited
vocational abilities.
In a sentence, then, these were pa-

tients who were apparently stuck and resourceless,
lacking

both the internal and external resources necessary to
leave the hospital on their own.
A nursing home staff that focuses on a psychiatric

patient’s rehabilitation capacities is likely to treat the
person, not as severely disturbed and incapacitated, but
as another human being with undetermined resources who has,
as all of us do, further skills to learn and problems to

work through each day.

The focus is, thus, on supporting

the clients to work through their particular problems that

face them this day and to learn the specific skills to

accomplish the particular tasks which face them this day.
Sources of psychopathology, historical determinates of dys-

function and underlying psychopathology are addressed only

when learning, developing, growth, and psychosocial progress, have come to a complete standstill.

The patient

follow-up section, and the case studies, indicate that
few if any nursing homes surveyed in this study had a philo-

sophical thrust as outlined above.
a

Nursing homes lacking

rehabilitation focus are custodial institutions.
Recommendations for Further Research
A review of the literature revealed (Cumming, 1963;

Glasscote

,

Rutman, Sussex, and Glassman, 1971; Margolin,
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Test and Stein, 1976) that a major factor
which determines

survival in a community versus institutionalization
is

a

person's repertoire of instrumental problem solving
behaviors and coping skills to meet the goals and demands
of adult life.

Although it may be the symptomatology

that leads an individual to be labeled mentally ill, the

person's level of competency and adaptive behavior may
piay

a^

far greater role in the decision whether or not an

individual becomes or remains institutionalized.

A research

project should be designed to improve and contrast the
level of community survival skills of discharged state hos-

pital patients placed in nursing homes with the psychiatric

population at the state hospital who are in the process of
being discharged into community residential programs and

half-way houses

.

Community survival skills which could be

measured should include but not be limited to the following:
(1)

Independent living skills, e.g., grooming, personal
hygiene, cooking, mobility, shopping.

(2)

Educational-Vocational skills, e.g., job seeking
ability, good work habits, specific work skills.

(3)

Social-Interpersonal skills, e.g., listening, understanding, empathizing, relationship building skills,

parenting skills, sexuality and sexual adjustment.
(4)

Problem-solving

— decision

making skills, e.g.,

self direction, weighing consequences, and choosing among alternatives.
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(5)

Leisure time skills, e.g., hobbies and recreation
skills

(6)

Communication skills, e.g., language expression,
functional literacy, money handling.

Health management skills, e.g., ability to recog-

(7)

nize medical needs and obtain appropriate services.

Citizenship skills, e.g., knows one's basic rights

(8)

as a citizen, acts on own behalf or though a friend
to use community services such as police, lawyers

and social security offices.

There are numerous residential programs in western

Massachusetts, in the State as a whole, and in the nation
for people leaving state hospitals and state schools for the

retarded.

Data generated through the proposed research

project could be contrasted with data available from other

deinstitutionalized populations.

It may be that psychiatric

patients discharged from state hospitals to nursing homes
possess far greater community survival skills than do retarded people leaving state schools for the retarded for

community programs.

It may be that they exceed or compare

well in, survival skills of people who have moved from
state hospitals to community residences or compare well with

those patients who are in the process of moving.

At a min-

from
imum, the general profile of patients transferred
in this
state hospitals to nursing homes as was uncovered

statements
study needs to be expanded so that definitive
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about the capacity of this population for
community living
can be made.
An action oriented research project is in order.

Approval from state and federal funding sources should be
sought to make possible the utilization of monies now

providing nursing home care for discharged state hospital
for the provision of a range of individually de~

fined community mental health services that would include

but not be limited to the following:

residential pro-

a

gram, a day or leisure program, a community survival skill

training program, and a medical program

.

Such a study would

provide concrete evidence as to whether or not state hospital patients placed in nursing homes can truly be deinsti-

tutionalized

.

It is clear that nursing homes did not serve as

transitional facilities where people moved on to less restrictive living arrangements.

It appears that nursing

homes are or will be terminal placements for 88% of those
placed.

Four percent returned to the state hospital and

8% went on to a less restrictive or normalized setting.

The location data (Table 13) are further evidence that the

state hospital patient population continues to be insti-

tutionalized; only for many the institution is the nursing
home.

Patients who returned to the state hospital and those

who were moved by one nursing home to another might have ex-

perienced similar movements at the state hospital when
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staff's perception of them as being disruptive
resulted in
a shift from an open ward, to a closed
ward, or to
a se-

clusion room.
An action oriented research project has the potential

effecting the lives of a large number of psychiatric patients discharged from state hospitals and now residing in

nursing homes.

For such a study to be possible, state and

federal funding sources would have to be actively involved
in the approval and monitoring of the project.

If the study

demonstrated that community options were viable, the chief
funding sources would be the first to know.

It is reason-

able to assume that if the funding sources for nursing home

care knew that the monies that they expend would have a more

meaningful impact than the present mode of funding provides,
policies and procedures might be promulgated to make it

possible to offer and fund a more viable placement for people
now in nursing homes as well as those who might be offered
such an option in the future.
At this moment, nursing homes are a program that

have no ceiling placed on their funding.

Essentially, once

a person qualifies, which, as noted earlier,

is a rather

simple and common practice, he/she can be placed in an

available bed in a nursing home.

The major limitation on

nursing home placements is the availability of nursing
home beds.

As nursing home construction increases, the ca-

pacity for absorbing more psychiatric patients from state

\
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hospitals into nursing homes is increased.

If,

in fact,

more viable options can be generated with the
same
monies, then that should be demonstrated so that
the goal
of deinstitutionalization with all its proposed
benefits
can be realized for present and future populations of
state

hospitals and nursing homes.

People will grow old and die

while more traditional studies are conducted.

oriented research project offers

a

An action

new opportunity for a

population that this research project has demonstrated is
highly unlikely to leave nursing homes as those homes are

presently structured.
Further research should be conducted on the impact
of nursing home placements on the census reductions in

state hospitals

.

This study documented that a census re-

duction of 991 at Bay State Hospital between the years
1969 and 1974 was significantly affected by the 1,263

nursing home placements that occurred during that period.
As was noted in Chapter I, and later in Chapter IV, 947 of

the 1,263 people had spent over a year in the state hospital.

People who are in the hospital for a full year di-

rectly impact on the census reduction since they are patients in the hospital when the annual census is taken.

New admissions may not be included in the census due to
the short term stays that are common for new admissions.
As was noted in Chapter IV, a reduction in state hospital

admissions of 1,000 people would reduce the census by

\
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approximately 27 people since the average stay for this

population is 10 days.
The year 1973 is the one period in which published

data are available documenting the number of state hospital patients in Massachusetts placed in nursing homes.
As was noted in Chapter

in 1973 in the state of Massa-

I,

chusetts there were 1.4 nursing home placements for every
one person reflected in the census reduction of Massachusetts'

state hospitals.

Those data indicate that nursing

home placements are overwhelmingly the primary factor con-

tributing to state hospital census reduction.

At Bay

State Hospital between the years 1969 and 1974, nursing
home placements were the major factor affecting the census

reduction.

Additional studies are necessary to determine

whether a national policy of reinstitutionalization is in
effect as opposed to deinstitutionalization.
If,

in fact, research studies confirm that census

reductions in state hospitals were due primarily to the

placement of state hospital patients in nursing homes,
then studies should be conducted to determine who the pa-

tients are that are presently being served by community

mental health programs

.

As was noted in Chapter II, com-

munity mental health centers are known to expend minimal
resources for the provision of care to patients with a
state hospital background.

Nevertheless, there are resi-

such
dential programs such as half-way houses and centers
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as Fountain House in New York City
that provide a wide

array of counseling, mutual support, job
development, and
job training services for former state hospital
patients.
It may be that community programs work with
people who

have had one or more brief state hospitalizations as
opposed
to working with people who have been in the state
hospital

for one year or more.

Of the 1,263 patients discharged

from Bay State Hospital to nursing homes between 1969 and
1974, 75% of the people placed had an average stay at Bay

State Hospital of 22 years.

It may be that the community

mental health programs that do exist for former state
hospital patients are providing services to patients who
have had brief hospitalizations as opposed to extended
stays

Halfway house is a term used to describe a residential setting away from the state hospital and located
in the community that serves as a transition for people

leaving the state hospital to eventually reside indepen-

dently in the community.

The term halfway connotes being

halfway from the state hospital and halfway into the community.

Members of the Bay State Hospital Placement Team

responsible for placing state hospital patients in nursing
homes felt certain that halfway houses were interested in

admitting younger patients as opposed to middle age and
older people.

Research should be conducted that would re-

view the population residing in halfway houses and con-
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trast that population with a sample population residing in

nursing homes.

It would be important to note whether or

not the mental health system is systematically discrimina-

ting against patients who are middle aged or older and have
a long

term state hospital background by not providing these

people with an opportunity to eventually live independently
in the community .

A popular theme in local, regional, and national
newspapers is about the dumping of state hospital patients
into communities.

Incidents in New York State and Califor-

nia have been well publicized.

Local newspapers and radio

and television stations transmit stores about local zoning

boards deliberating about whether or not to grant a variance to a group planning to establish a halfway house for

people leaving the state hospital.

Opponents of deinsti-

tutionalization, and objective reporters of the phenomena
lead the reader to believe that the reduction in state hos-

pital census has resulted in that population's returning
to the communities from which they came.

Data from the

present study indicate that such a trend did not occur benor
tween the years 1969 and 1974 at Bay State Hospital

during the year 1973 in the state of Massachusetts.

Fac-

document the numtual information should be available to
patients utiber of patients and the patient profile of
services, and
lizing community services, state hospital

nursing homes.
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Some of the best known and well publicized studies
of conditions within state hospitals that have contributed
to and lent support to the deinstitutionalization movement

are participant observation studies such as Goffman's

and Rosenhan's

(1973).

(1961)

Both of these studies generated

rich descriptive data that engage the reader and spur policy

makers and the general public to recognize what is happening

.

A group such as the Gray Panthers or a collective of

elderly people or people of whatever age, who could pass as
nursing home patients who once resided at a state hospital
could function as researchers experiencing and documenting
the effects of being a psychiatric patient discharged from
a state hospital to a nursing home

.

A well designed and a

well publicized study could have a profound effect on ser-

vices offered to state hospital patients in nursing homes.

Between 1969 and 1974, 42% of the state hospital

population placed in nursing homes was transferred from the
home in which they were transferred to one or more other

nursing homes.

In some instances, nursing home staff re-

ported that the transfer occurred because the person required a more intense level of care.

In some instances,

it was

behavioral
reported that the transfer occurred because of
other
manifestations of the patient which adversely affected

patients in the nursing home.

Members of the Bay State

transfer occurred
Hospital placement team reported that the

wanted the space
either because the nursing home operator
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occupied by the state hospital patient for a community
client or because the patient was

a

behavioral problem.

Further research should be conducted of factors precipitating the transfer of state hospital patients to other

nursing homes or back to the state hospital

.

It would

appear that state hospital patients in nursing homes are
in a tenuous position if they believe that their stay within

the nursing home is always subject to review.

At a mini-

mum, it would appear that living such an existence is

neither comforting nor growth producing.
At a minimum, psychiatric input is important for
the monitoring of medications.

While a general practi-

tioner or other physician is licensed to prescribe medications, they are not as well trained as the psychiatrist
in the administering of psychotropic medications.

The min-

imal involvement on the part of psychiatrists, the absence

of psychological input, and the sparse coverage for 50% of
the patients by professional social workers

(Table 19)

,

in-

dicated that very few ex-state hospital patients in nursing
homes were getting psychiatric care.
It is a common practice for psychiatrists to meet

that
with their patients when they prescribe medications, so
a

is
determination can be made as to whether the medication

if the
having the desired affect as well as to determine
Medicamedication is having any undesirable side affects.

physiologically damaging.
tion used indiscriminately can be
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Also, it can be used as a chemical restraint.

A research

project designed to evaluate the physiological and social
impact of psychotropic medications on state hospital

patients transferred to nursing homes is in o rder
The frequency with which nursing home patients

interacted with family and friends is an indicator of the
strengths of their relationships.

For the nursing home

patient, visitors can be seen as a reinforcement of their

basic worth.

To lack visitors when family live close by

can be traumatic.

It could be difficult to maintain a

sense of being valuable and to present oneself to others
as a worthwhile person in such a situation.

If one's only

contacts are with other devalued people, it is difficult to

imagine how a person can maintain a positive self image.
One might postulate that people placed in small

nursing homes in the community were conveniently located
for visitors to come and see them.

If,

in that location,

they have no visitors or family or friends visit infre-

quently and for brief periods of time, the patient lacks
a form of social interaction that all of us find extremely

important.

A study should be conducted to contrast the

social and psychological functioning of patients who

r e-

ceive visitors such as family, friends, and advocates.

Nursing homes have a negative image.

People within

population
these facilities are valued less than a similar

outside of the nursing home.

That is a statement that can
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be made of all institutions and the people within them

with the possible exception of monasteries.

If the pre-

ponderance of a person's time is spent in a nursing home
interacting or coexisting with minimal interaction with
other devalued or isolated people, it is likely that such
a person's self-image will be adversely affected.

Having

visitors who come regularly to the nursing home and if
indicated, take the patient out with them, is a way of

exposing the patient to a set of stimuli and experiences
that broaden her/his perspective and potentially expose
the person to issues and events that facilitate his/her

feeling of being in concert with a larger community.

Also,

visitors demonstrate to other patients that she/he is

valued by friends, relatives, and neighbors.

If the

visits were substantive and regular, they could be infectious.

Other patients might ascribe status to the person

with regular visitors and the person visited might begin
to think of her/himself in a similar way.

In part, what is

suggested here is conjective and partly it is reasonable
situation.
speculation on how most would experience the same

different
The possibility of creating a new and

system is not an idle dream.

There are programs scattered

alternatives to
throughout this country that are effective

institutionalization.

Also, in Scandinavia and in England,

that reinforce and
there are examples of entire systems
best service for people.
make possible the selection of the
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In Sweden, county governments monitor and pay for all social

service programs based on national standards
a

As soon as

.

community program is developed, the local governance

groups stop paying for institutional services in

located institution.

a

centrally

Scandinavia has the benefit of adopt-

ing a guiding principle for the development, management,

and provision of services in a manner and location that are
as close to the community norm as is possible.

All deci-

sions regarding the provision of services are measured

against this principle.
is unacceptable.

Long-term care in a nursing home

People do not live, work, eat, socialize,

and receive services in one single place the size of nursing homes.

It is normal for activities of daily living to

be carried on in different places and for residents to live
in smaller structures.
In Mapperly Hospital in Nottingham, England, during

the 1950s, an impressive program was developed by Duncan

MacMillan to link institutional and community resources to
meet the psychiatric needs of the elderly.

He emphasized

the open hospital with brief, time-limited hospitalization

and continuity of care, with the same professional following the patient in the hospital and community.

sion screening was done.

also established.

Pre-admis-

A geriatric day care center was

MacMillan found, as have others (Lowenthal

persons could be
and Berkman, 1967), that severely impaired
involved caremaintained in the community if there were an
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taker.

If the caretaking system broke down,

patient was at risk of being hospitalized.

then the

McMillan

built in a respite care, or holiday relief, whereby he

guaranteed families that he would hospitalize
so that the family could take a vacation.

approach was used (Brody and Cole, 1971)

,

a

patient

Where a similar
it was found

that families which knew they could exercise such an op-

tion were better able to deal with a difficult family member

.

Unfortunately, not all alternatives to nursing
homes, as well meaning as they are, have proved to be as

effective as McMillan's.

Blenkner reported on a study

she conducted where an experimental group received a range

of professional support services to maintain them in their

own homes.

A five-year follow-up showed higher rates of

death and institutionalization for the experimental group.
The difference may be due to the fostering of dependency

or the elevation of expectations on the part of staff

that could not be realized since they lacked the control
of the resources necessary to meet the generated need.

McMillan controlled the community and institutional reprobsources and as a result he would not have had such a
lem.

negative
An early study of Blenkner (1964) had similar

results

While there is very little information concerning
considerpsychiatric patients in nursing homes, there is

\
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able information on the plight of all people, usually the

elderly, in nursing homes.

Three major works of recent

years (Mendelson, 1974; Senate Subcommittee on Long-Term
Care Report, 1976; Townsend, 1971) describe the situation with great detail.

pressive.

Their problem listing is im-

But when they come to solutions, each in his/her

own way looks for reform as the answer.

However, the evi-

dence calls for abandonment and nor for reform, particularly for those patients with a primary diagnosis that is

psychiatric.

Blenkner's comments are on target;

Nursing homes have little to do with the mental health
needs of the aged now, and I hope will have even less
in the future.

She continues:

Nursing homes are, by and large, less capable of
meeting the mental health needs of their residents than
the institutions from which many of the mentally ill
in them have been transferred (Goldfarb, 1961, 1962;
Gottesman, 1964; Rhetts & Stotsky, 1965). A not inconsiderable share of the mental health problems of
nursing home residents arise out of their being there.
Old people cling tenaciously to home and familiar surroundings, and there is probably a primitive wisdom in
Several studies (Camargo & Preston,
their doing so.
1945; Whittier & Williams, 1956; Lieberman, 1961, 1965;
Aleksandrowicz 1961; Ferrari, 1962; Aldrich & Mendkoff,
Prock,
1963; Blenker, Jahn, & Wasser, 1964; Miller, 1964;
be
may
old
the
of
1965) have indicated that relocation
choosown
their
hazardous, especially if it is not of
subject
ing; men and animals, as well as plants, are
possible
It is entirely
to transplantation shock.
the elderly, we may someprotect
to
zeal
our
that in
survival.
times over-protect- -at the cost of their very
,

\
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APPENDIX A

DATA GATHERING FORMS
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PATIENT PROFILE FORM
NAME:

CASE NUMBER:

HOME ADDRESS:

CATCHMENT AREA:
NURSING HOME:

NURSING HOME ADDRESS:
NURSING HOME CATCHMENT AREA:
NURSING HOME LEVEL OF CARE (II, III, IV):
DATE DISCHARGED:

CONDITION:

NUMBER OF PREVIOUS ADMISSIONS:
A.

Northampton State Hospital (list dates)

B.

Other Hospital (list dates)

LENGTH OF MOST RECENT ADMISSION:

(Year, Month).

MARITAL STATUS:
AGE ON ADMISSION:
AGE ON DISCHARGE:
COLOR:

BIRTH DATE:

CORRESPONDENCE C/O (Name, Address, Relation).
DIAGNOSIS:
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CLIENT FOLLOW-UP
(Interview with Nursing Home Administrator
and or Nursing Supervisor)

Name

Nursing Home Address:

Catchment Area:
Is the client still a patient at the Nursing Home:

1.

Yes

No

2.

Did the patient die?

3.

Did the patient go to another nursing home?

4.

If Yes, where

5.

How often does the client see and talk with friends,

Yes

(When

)

No

Yes

No

Why

neighbors, or relatives?
Friends

Neighbors

Relatives

Once a day or more
3-4 times per week
2-3 times per month
Once a month
Less often
Never
Don t know
'

6.

7.

Does the person have
relatives, family, or
friends who do not
live in the Nursing
Home?

.

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

What is the ratio of men to women?
#women

#men
8

Relatives
Family
Friends

under 65?
What is the ratio of people over 65 to those

Over

65

Under

65
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9.
2

Has the client received a complete physical examination
in the past year?
10.

Yes

No

What is the bed capacity of the Nursing Home?
Levels 1 and
Level 3
Level 4
Total

2

11.

How old is the Nursing Home?

12.

How many hours per day does the patient spend outside
the Nursing Home per day?
less than
21-2
32-3

1

3-4
5 or more
None

13.

How many hours per day does the patient spend unsuper-

vised off the grounds of the Nursing Home?
less than
1-2

1

3

4
5 or more
None

14.

Is the patient ambulatory

Yes

No

15.

Is the patient continent

Yes

No

16.

What medications does the patient receive and what is
the dosage?

17.

to
What is the percentage of State Hospital patients

non-State Hospital patients?
18.

S.H.

Non-;

into a
Are you actively planning to move the patient

etc.?
community setting such as an apartment, home,
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19.

3

-

Is the person capable of living in a less restricted

setting?
20.

Is the patient in touch with reality more often than

not?
21.

Yes

How often is the patient seen by
1

22.

No

mo.

3

mo.

6

mo.

a

psychiatrist?
1

yr.

never.

How often is the patient seen by an M.A. or Ph.D.

psychologist?
1

23.

mo.

3

mo.

6

mo.

1

yr.

never.

How often is the patient seen by an M.S.W. Social Worker?
1

mo.

3

mo.

6

mo.

1

yr.

never.
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PLACEMENT PERSON INTERVIEW
(Interview with person responsible for the placement)
1.

Client's Name:

2.

Nursing Home Address:

3.

Placement Person:

4.

Were the following factors in the placement of the
client?

Availability of Nursing Home placement
Lack of another placement

Administrative encouragement
Family initiative

Nursing Home advocating for placement
Other

Explain each response
5.

Did you know other patients who appeared to you to be
very much like this client who moved from the hospital
to a less restrictive living arrangement?
No
Yes

6.

If so what were the factors that led to their move to
a less restrictive living arrangement?

7.

restricDo you think this person could live in a less
No
tive living situation? Yes

Explain:
8.

patient
What is the process you engaged in to move this
from the hospital to the nursing home?

9.

Was that process typical
If atypical how?

10.

or atypical

?

.

likes the nursing
Do you know whether this patient
hospital:
home better than the

Explain
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11

.

2

-

How often do you visit the patient?
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CASE STUDY

(Interview with patient as well as with staff, family and
neighbors of the Nursing Home.
Included are questions concerning the internal and external environment of the Nursing
Home)

OUTLINE
I.

CLIENT

;

want to know what a day, a week a month is
like for the patient.
I

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

h

.

i.
j

.

k.

II.

STAFF

:

Client to client interactions
Client to staff interactions
Client to neighbor interactions
How the client feels about her/himself
Activities, routines and rhythms of the
day, week and month
Personal appearance
Labels and forms of address
Autonomy
Possessions
Sex behavior
Program appropriateness

want to know about the quality and substance
of staff-to client interactions.
I

a.
b.
c.

Staff perceptions of client
Staff qualifications for their positions
What staff interact and how often with
client

The following three levels of staff will be
interviewed concerning the client:
l.
2.
3.

III. FAMILY:

IV

Administrative and supervisory
Direct care staff
Maintenance staff

will interview family and ^
friends to learn of their involvement or lack
of it with the client, and their perceptions
of the client and the type of care she or he
is receiving.
If they exist,

NEIGHBORS:

I

will interview people in the neighborhood
people in
to learn of their perceptions of
interesting
It would be
the nursing home.
are supportive, hostile,
neighbors
if
know
to
home.
or unaware of people in the nursing
I
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V.

ENVIRONMENT

:

I intend to observe external and internal features of the environment that might
contribute to or detract from the person's
positive self image.

External
a.
b.

c.
d.

Size of facility
Contract Nursing Home to other buildings in the area
Name of the Nursing Home
Proximity to local community

Internal
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

VI.

Size of rooms
Eating arrangements
Physical appearance
Overprotective features
Physical comfort

In addition to following the above format I will use three
different assessment tools as guides in eliciting information from the client and about their life situation.
The tools and a brief description follow:
a.

PASS PASS (Program Analysis of Service
Systems) is an unique device which applies universal human service principles in objectively quantifying the
quality of a human service project.

b.

IPP IPP (Individual Program Plan) is
a guide for assessing a person's
strengths and constraints within four
categories: Medical; Social; Psychological; Educational/Vocational

c.

OARS OARS (Older Americans Resources
and Services) is a methodology for
measuring a person's level of functioning in the social, economic,
mental, physical and ADL (activities
of daily living) areas.

APPENDIX B

PROPOSED DATA GATHERING FORMS
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TRANSFER AGREEMENT BETWEEN
NURSING HOME AND DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
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TRANSFER AGREEMENT

Agreement made this
197

day of

by and between the COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS,

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH for and in behalf of
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL

HEALTH FACILITY (DMH FACILITY) and
LONG-TERM CARE

FACILITY (LTC FACILITY)
WHEREAS, the DMH FACILITY and the LTC FACILITY have

represented to each other that each is duly qualified and

authorized to operate its respective facility pursuant to
the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the Laws

of the United States of America insofar as said laws may
be applicable to their respective facility; and

WHEREAS, both the DMH FACILITY and the LTC FACILITY

desire to provide continuity of care, treatment and rehabilitation for those individuals requiring such services; and
WHEREAS, the parties hereto desire to coordinate
and utilize their respective facilities on a cooperative

basis for the purpose of providing and improving care, treat

ment and rehabilitation.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows:
I.

Rules
All transfers shall be in accordance with the

Health, the
and Regulations of the Department of Mental
of Public
Department of Public Health, and the Department

i
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Welfare
II.

THE DMH FACILITY SHALL:
1.

Determine the suitability of placement for each
potential admission to the LTC FACILITY.

Authorized representatives of the DMH FACILITY
may make on-site visits of the LTC FACILITY at
all reasonable times to determine appropriate-

ness of placements.
2.

Provide the individual a complete medical examination, including a chest x-ray, prior to ad-

mission to the LTC FACILITY and submit

a

copy

of the medical report to the LTC FACILITY.
3.

Arrange for qualified personnel to consult with
and advise the LTC FACILITY personnel regarding
the individual referred by the DMH FACILITY
to the LTC FACILITY for a period of twelve

(12)

months from the date of the individual's initial
transfer from the DMH FACILITY.
4.

Arrange for qualified personnel to re-evaluate
individuals referred by the DMH FACILITY to the
LTC FACILITY for a period of twelve (12)

months from the date of the individual's initial
transfer from the DMH FACILITY.

These re-evalu-

ations shall be made at least every three
months.

Summaries of all examinations and

evaluations shall become part of the individual's

245

clinical record both at the LTC FACILITY and
the DMH FACILITY or area.

Arrange for local area programs and staff to

5.

assume responsibility for follow along and

necessary evaluations and consultation with
twelve (12) months of transfer.

Until assump-

tion of responsibility by the Area, the DMH

FACILITY initiating transfer shall continue
to provide follow along, consultation and

evaluations, in accordance with Section
4

above.

3

and

Upon assumption of responsibility by

the Area, the appropriate Area Director or

Associate Area Director shall be responsible
for coordinating the program plans of indi-

viduals transferred to his Area.
III.

THE LTC FACILITY SHALL:
1

.

Provide or arrange to provide medical treatment
to individuals admitted to the LTC FACILITY

under this Agreement.
2.

At least annually, and more often if requested,

furnish to the DMH FACILITY evidence of its

authority to operate under the provisions of
the law.
3.

Notify the DMH FACILITY or, where responsibility
for the treatment program is assumed on the

Area
Area level to the Area Director/Associate

i
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Director, within thirty (30) days of any

change in ownership, offices, directors or
any administrative personnel, and immediately,
if determined to be in less than total compli-

ance with Department of Public Health and De-

partment of Public Welfare standards.
4.

Notify the DMH FACILITY if an individual is
having difficulty in adjustment during the
first 12 month period so that qualified per-

sonnel of the DMH FACILITY may re-evaluate the

individual.

If the DMH FACILITY personnel re-

commend a change in the program plan, the DMH

FACILITY will collaborate with the LTC FACILITY
in developing an alternate plan for the indivi-

dual.

In the event that the LTC FACILITY noti-

fies the Area Director/Associate Area Director,

after twelve months has elapsed and responsi-

bility for the treatment program has been assumed by the Area, that an individual is having dif

ficulty in adjustment, qualified personnel of
the Area shall re-evaluate the individual.

If

the Area personnel recommend a change in the

program plan. Area personnel will collaborate
with the LTC FACILITY in developing an alternative plan for the individual.
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IV.

THE LTC FACILITY AND THE DMH FACILITY FURTHER AGREE:

Every transfer of the individual from the LTC

1.

FACILITY to the DMH FACILITY, or DMH FACILITY
to the LTC FACILITY shall be accompanied by
a fully completed Department of Public Health

approved referral form.
Each party shall exercise its best efforts to

2.

provide admission of individuals to its facility as expeditiously as possible.
The facility from which the individual is

3.

being transferred, shall arrange transportation, and care of the individual during transfer.
5.
4.

Each of the parties hereto shall at all times
retain its respective autonomy and nothing

herein shall be deemed to be a surrender of
the rights and control that each has with respect
to its own FACILITY.

Neither of the parties

hereto assumes any responsibility either directly or indirectly for any debts, liabilities
or acts of the other because of this Agreement.

This Agreement is not exclusive and either

party may affiliate or contract with any other
facility for any purpose.
6

.

other
Neither party shall use the name of the
any adver
party or indicate any affiliation in

\
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tisement or for any other purpose without obtaining in advance the written consent of the

other party in each instance.
7

.

This Agreement may from time to time be modified
or amended by written agreement of both of the

Parties hereto.

This Agreement may, at the op-

tion of either party, be terminated on thirty
(30)

days written notice.

In addition,

if either

party shall violate this Agreement or any provisions of law, or be subject to suspension of its
status by any public agency, this Agreement shall

forthwith be terminated on written notice of
either party.
This Agreement shall become effective as of the
day of

,

19

day of

,

19

and remain in effect until the
.

FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Regional Mental Health/
Mental Retardation Administrator

Area/Associate Director

FOR THE DMH FACILITY

t

Super intendent/Director

FOR THE LTC FACILITY

APPROVED

Commissioner of Mental Health

—

APPENDIX D

NUMBER OF PATIENTS ADMITTED TO SPECIFIC
NURSING HOMES FROM BAY STATE HOSPITAL
BY MONTH AND YEAR FROM 1969 - 1974
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